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CHAPTER I

THE ORIGINS OF BRITISH LIGHT INFANTRY

a . I n t rod u c t ion

During the period 1771-1772 the British Army formed light infantry

companies in their regiments of foot. Before the end of the decade

these companies were trained, equipped and sent to war. This period

covered only a small portion of the time over which Britain developed

light infantry troops. The formation of a large, well-trained

light infantry force was an evolutionary process that stretched over

the greater part of the eighteenth century and into the Napoleonic

Wars. The process consisted of alternating peacetime reflection and

theorizing with battlefield experience. The events of 1771-1783

constitute a vital link in the chain that led to the fruition of

British light infantry and the formation of such famous units as the

"Light Division" of the Peninsular War.

The campaign of the American War selected to demonstrate the use

of light infantry in this period is John Burgoyne's ill-fated

expedition down the Hudson River commonly known as the Saratoga

Campaign.l The campaign had several aspects that lent it to this

study. Burgoyne was aware of the general trends of military development

and thought in both Europe and America. He was not important in the

development of British light infantry but was, as were so many of his

contemporaries, keenly interested in the potential uses of light troops.

By 1777 he was an experienced leader with a reputation as a military

reformer and a student of the "Art of War." Burgoyne had with him

several experienced leaders of light troops, most notably Simon Fraser

(Frazer) .
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Burgoyne, Fraser and the leaders of the British Army as a whole formed

most of their ideas about light troops during the Seven Years War. They

applied the lessons and took the traditions of that war into the

American War.

In 1777 Burgoyne commanded, in his army, ten companies of light

infantry. Until that time only one of these had seen a real test in

the American War, although all were involved in the somewhat desultory

campaign of 1776 that expelled the Patriots from Canada.2 They were

in 1777 relatively fresh and untested. These companies had also, again

with one exception, come directly from the British Isles. Here they

had been training since 1771-1772. The light companies received

training in the year that they spent almost idle in Canada, 1776-1777.

They were in the unique situation of having experienced some form of

training in peacetime and larger scale group training in the field

during wartime. Their actions in the campaign of 1777 would reflect

the nature and extent of the training of the light infantry. The wooded

region between Canada and Albany was the type of terrain that light

infantry could be expected to deal with more effectively than would the

line troops of the battalion.3 An examination of the light companies

with Burgoyne in 1777 illustrates British attitudes and experiences in

using light troops up to that point.

b. The roles of light infantry

Light infantry in the eighteenth century fought what was termed

la petite guerre in French and kleiner Krieg in German, both terms

literally translated as "little war.,A English lacked a phrase that

conveyed the substance of these words but lithe war of outposts" came

the closest. All these terms were extremely vague so more precise

\
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definitions were applied. How light infantry was utilized could be put

into four general categories.5 First was the work of patrolling and

scouting and long-range reconnaissance. Second were guard duties and

third were troops who preceded the army during a march to secure its

van from attack. Lastly light troops could be used on the battlefield

itself.

Reconnaissance was the work of patrols which collected information

by scouting ahead and by the taking of prisoners near enemy lines. The

capture of enemy soldiers and the harassment of his outposts had two

effects. It gathered information for the friendly side while

alternately blinding one's foe. An army enduring such attacks, without

an effective defence, was kept in a state of confusion that could lead

to panic. This type of work was usually done a good distance from the

main army. It was most suited to men acting as light troops who knew

the local environment well.

Light troops could also be used to guard camps and do escort duty.

In British military nomenclature the troops who did this were called

"guards ordinary, II
or camp guards, and "guards extraordinary,

II guards

who did detached guard duty.6 The general purpose of the guards

ordinary was to ensure the security and safety of the immediate camp

area and prevent desertion. These guards were to be relieved daily and

at anyone time one quarter of the men would be on guard. In a crisis

this fraction would increase to one half or more.7 Quarter guards

numbering about forty rank and file per regiment would be responsible

for the front of their regiment.8 Rear guards, numerically smaller,

had similar functions in the opposite direction. Light troops did not

usually act as quarter or rear guards for anyone except their own units.

I \
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Technically the term "picket" (p i cquet , piquet) referred to a

specific type of guard, but was used very loosely to describe almost any

form of guard, especially one that was posted in front of an army.9
In the strictest sense the pickets were bodies of men from each regiment

that would assemble on alert at the front of the encampment and rush to

the aid of the quarter guards. From before mid century the term picket

came to be applied to almost all bodies that guarded or held outposts

in front of the army. These would often be light troops.

Specific camp picket guards like quarter guards were to be relieved

i I
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daily but just before the Seven Years War, in some British regiments,

appeared semi-permanent "picket companies.1I How this transition occurred

is not entirely clear although the picket guards were roughly of company

size.10 These picket companies, at the order of their commanders, acted

as light troops for their regiments taking up a position on the left of

the battalion, with the grenadier company on the right. These picket

companies would eventually become the light infantry companies.

Guards extraordinary were guards who would be posted away from the

army for indefinite periods of time.ll These could be for forage

parties or work parties that built roads or moved batteaux boats. They

could be separated from the main army for days or even weeks. Light

troops could act in this capacity.

An advance guard moved ahead of the main army to prevent a surprise

attack.12 If there was an attack, this guard would give the bulk of

the army time to deploy. An advance guard cleared woods and seized

hills along the route of march. They were the first to cross obstacles

such as streams and rivers because in such situations the army was most

vulnerable. Light troops were well suited to this role and were

j_�--- \



invariably included in the advance guard of an army.

Light troops, specifically light infantry, had a battlefield role.

They could be used to fight a large-scale version of la petite guerre,

a good example of these being Major-General Edward Braddock's defeat at

the Monogahahela River in 1755 at the hands of the French and their

Indian auxiliaries.13 The light troops could also fight alongside other

troops in a larger conventional battle.14 What they did in this sort of

engagement was subject to the topography and controlled by the immediate

decisions of the commander of the army. Light troops were used in a

variety of ways: to screen the line troops from fire; to harass the

enemy's line troops; to engage his light troops and nullify them; to

seize and hold such features as woods, hills and defiles; and to attack

and disrupt the rear areas of the enemy. If the army was forced to

retreat the light troops could cover its movements.

c. Regular and irregular light infantry

The term light infantry can cover a broad spectrum of troops during

this period. They all had certain characteristics in common. These

included the ability to move swiftly through difficult terrain such as

woods, the employment of a loose�more open order than that of the

regular line troops of a European army, greater emphasis on individual

marksmanship and the wearing of more utilitarian clothing. Light

infantry did not form up in solid blocks to fight but skirmished with

an enemy. They fought to inflict casualties on their opponents while

at the same time minimizing their own losses by the use of cover,

ambush and other stratagems. Retreat was not an odious word to light

infantry. A good light infantryman had to be more individualistic in

his method of fighting than a regular line soldier.

___ L_
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their battalions but given no special training; and lastly regulars

that were trained to fight according to a system as light infantry. It

was in this last category that the ten light companies of Burgoyne's

'"-""�"-'"""_"_"---""- .. ��
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Light infantry by the time of the American War could be divided

into several categories. The broadest division was between irregulars

and regulars. Within the regular category were a number of types that

could be considered light infantry: regular line troops who adapted

themselves to wooded or difficult terrain; line troops skimmed from

army belonged. All of these light troops will be defined in more

deta i 1 •

Irregular light troops fought under relaxed discipline and in an

unregimented fashion. They could be formed into military units, led by

officers and even paid or uniformed, but they lacked the ability to

assume proper military formations. Such units in the eighteenth century

included Highland clansmen, American ranger companies, and the warrior

bands of Indians used in all the various European conflicts in North

America. Irregulars were not inferior to regul�rs in fighting skills

and were usually better adapted to the local environment, but they

were limited in general utility.

Irregulars were not trained to perform precise drill evolutions

skills were learnt by practical experience, as in the case of American

and could not fight in the line as would trained European troops. Their

frontiersmen, or as part of their culture, as with Indian warriors. The

intrinsic nature of such people restricted their recruitment as soldiers

to limited numbers, varying greatly with local conditions. The gradual

pushing back of the frontier and the decay of the Indian societies, by

the 1770s, further restricted the obtaining of these warriors by



European commanders.15

Irregular troops were often unreliable, according to European

standards, and lacked military discipline. American rangers of the Seven

Years War often disobeyed orders and Indians would sometimes melt into

the woods when they were needed the most. Lacking firm chains of

command they could rarely operate in units larger than those that could

be controlled by single commanders. Close personal or kinship ties

within these groups meant the deaths of key figures could demoralize

them and reduce their will to fight, even more so than regular European

formations.16 These problems made irregular troops undesirable to

European commanders if substitutes could be obtained. There is no doubt

that the British light infantry owed a great debt to these kinds of

forces. British light infantry tactics were based on and often learnt

from the irregulars who fought la petite guerre in North America.

Regular bodies of troops could adapt themselves to conditions that

they were unaccustomed to or untrained for. One means was simply

serving for extended periods in wilderness areas. The 8th Regiment of

Foot served in the remote posts of the Upper Great Lakes for seventeen

years, 1768-1785.17 During the American War it accompanied Indians

and Loyalists in several attacks on Patriot outposts. It has been

stated that the
II
••• officers of this regiment became expert in the

ways of the Indians.1I18 In 1771 there was an official attempt at

making some troops better suited to North American conditions. General

Thomas Gage, Commander-in-Chief in North America, gave orders:

II

for the Troops at the Illinois [Illinois country] to be marched

and trained for the Service of the Woods ... 11.19 Gage did not make

clear what this training was but it is certain he wanted his troops to

\
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be more serviceable in woods.

In the Seven Years War the two-deep line had become standard for

North America, by order of General Jeffery Amherst 9 July 1759.20 That

formation became universally used in America and has been seen as a

trend towards a more open order in all British infantry. The two-

deep line was after this time the norm for regiments in America. When

the light companies of 1771-1772 were raised the two-deep line was

adopted by them.

A bit of training to contend with wooded terrain and the two-deep

line did not make light troops out of regiments stationed in North

America. More specialized training was required.

Another type of troop that could be called light infantry were the

ad hoc units of men drawn from the battalion companies. The best men

of line companies were combined into special marksmen or ranger units

for a campaigning season. As a result of selecting the most suitable

men (for example, the best marksmen) these units could be very

effective but were often for the same reasons very small. In Burgoyne's

army such a company did exist (Fraser's Rangers) and it performed very

well although it only numbered about fifty men. These kinds of units

again had no training as light infantry and their seasonal existence

meant they had little opportunity to learn any. They acted as much

more dependable counterparts to American ranger companies as they were

composed of regular British soldiers. During the Saratoga Campaign

Fraser's Rangers operated with the Indians. The intent was to have a

British presence with Burgoyne's Indians in order to ensure more

re 1 i a b i 1 ity •
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The final form of light infantry that will be defined, the type that

formed the light companies of 1771-1772, were regular infantrymen that

in addition trained as light infantry specialists. Such troops by

learning appropriate drill could spread out their lines and widen their

files to form extended order. This extended order allowed them to

manoeuvre in broken ground or wooded terrain. Looser formations made

the unit harder to hit especially by volley fire. When engaging an

enemy the unit did not give fire in unison but each soldier fired

individually and this gave them a better chance to hit selected

individual targets. Light infantrymen were taught woodcraft and so

were somewhat better prepared to operate in wood? over a prolonged period

of time. Yet any light infantry training was in addition to the basic

standard drills taught to all British infantrymen. These light companies

could fight in the line alongside the battalion companies if required.

d. British light infantry in the Seven Years War

The practice of using light troops in the British army began in the

early eighteenth century, although they were not widely employed until

the Seven Years War.2l The use of skirmishers and light infantry had,

by the War of the Austrian Succession, become an ordinary feature of

European warfare. Britain had lagged behind most other European powers

in the employment of light troops and because of this had suffered, in

1742-1748, at the hands of irregulars used by the French in the Low

Countries.22 The Seven Years War was a period of significant innovation

and growth for British light troops. Most of this activity occurred in

North America where British regulars were committed on a large scale for

the first time. Here the geographic conditions and the French with

their Indian and coureur de bois allies, hardened veterans of frontier

I \
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warfare, forced the British to come to terms with this form of warfare.

In Europe the need for specialized British light units was less acute

because German ally and mercenary troops were readily available.

America and not Europe became the principal arena for the development

of British light infantry.

For light infantry the most important development of the Seven Years

War was the establishment of special light companies formed from trained,

regular British soldiers.23 They were not the only light forces used

by the British. A large variety of lights and irregulars were used with

varying degrees of success. The formation of organized light companies

composed of regulal�s can be seen as the culmination of British

experiments with skirmishing troops in North America.

British light troops in the Seven Years War fall into three broad

categories.24 One group consisted of troops never officially designated

as light troops but used predominantly as such. Usually they were

raised to alleviate manpower shortages and only because of their

intrinsic fighting qualities or unique leadership were they regarded

as light troops. Two examples of this were the new Highland regiments

and the 1st Battalion/60th Royal Americans. Secondly were the light

units raised as whole battalions, and the ranger corps that were

specially created to act as scouts. Last were the companies of light

infantry drawn from men in existing infantry battalions. These

companies were to be able to fight in the line, if needed, but also

use skirmish tactics against the enemy_ This type of unit was the

direct ancestor of the light companies later re-created in 1770-1771.

Each category will be examined in turn and assessed as to their

contribution to British light infantry developments with an emphasis

I
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on the ultimate creation of regular light infantry companies.

After the destruction of two battalions, under Braddock, at the

Monongahela River in 1755, the British government was anxious to

reinforce North America but unwilling to denude the British Isles of

troops.25 The solution was to tap the manpower of Scotland and raise

regiments of Highlanders.

One regiment of loyal Highlanders, the 42nd, was then in existence.

It was an entirely different proposition to raise new corps of

Highlanders from clans that had been, in the past, loyal to the Stuarts.

The 42nd Royal Highland Regiment had begun as a collection of

Independent Highland companies, raised in 1725, and formed together in

1739.26 They were originally used to police the Scottish highlands but

had served with distinction in Flanders during the War of the Austrian

Succession.27 With the 35th Foot, the 1st Battalion/42nd Foot were

the first British troops to reinforce North America in 1756. Plans

had been suggested in May 1756 to raise new Highland units, but these

ideas were not seriously considered until William Pitt became principal

Secretary of State in December of that year.28 Pitt swept aside

objections to the raising of soldiers from former rebel clans. Under

the immediate supervision of the Duke of Argyle, the 77th (Montgomery's)

and the 78th (Fraser's) Highlanders were formed and sent to America.29

A second battalion of the 42nd followed them to America and two others,

the 87th (Keith's) and the 88th (Campbell's), later went to Germany.30
Highlanders had become a prominent feature of the British Army.

The Highlanders were most frequently utilized as light infantry.3l
Partizan-style warfare had been the norm in the Scottish Highlands and

the Highlanders excelled in that role. In North America they frequently

11



operated with other light troops such as the American rangers.32
The tactics of the Highland troops had an impact on certain British

leaders. James Wolfe in 1751, at the time involved in garrisoning the

Highlands, had seen rebel Scots in battle. He recommended the following

to Captain William Rickson, who was then fighting la petite guerre with

the French and Indians in Nova Scotia: "I should imagine that two or

three independent Highland companies might be of use; they are hardy,

intrepid, accustomed to a rough country, and no mischief if they fall ."33
Wolfe, somewhat callously, realized the value of Highland troops and

utilized them at Louisbourg and Quebec with his light infantry.

Other notable forces were raised to provide manpower for British

operations. On 20 January 1756, the British Cabinet decided to raise

a regiment of four battalions, primarily from the German and Swiss

populations of Pennsylvania to be led by foreign officers. This was

the 60th Royal American Regiment.34 The regiment was special as it

required an Act of Parliament to sanction it and allow foreigners in

the British Army.35 The regiment was the brainchild of Jacques Prevost,

a failed Swiss soldier of fortune, who proved himself incompetent as

both a recruiter and a leader.36 The 60th was important because of

the superior leadership Lieutenant-Colonels Fredrick Haldimand and

Henry Bouquet gave it. Both were Swiss and had served in various

European armies. These two officers strove to develop special tactics

for the 60th.

The first suggestions for the training of the regiment were devised

by Haldimand and compiled, in 1756, by John Campbell, Earl of Loudoun,

then Commander-in-Chief in North America. These were transmitted to

the officers of the regiment, 28 December 1756:

12
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They are then to fire at Marks and in order to

qualify them for the service of the Woods, they
are to be taught to load and fire, lyeing [sic]
on the Ground and kneeling. They are frequently
to pitch and fold up their Tents, and to be
accustomed to pack up and carry their necessaries
in the most commodious manner.3?

They were also taught to march in single or "Indianll file and on

command, "Tr-ee all ,II to each find a tree for cover.38 Haldimand's

ideas include aimed fire and shooting from cover. The men were to be

trained to be self-sufficient and to be able to operate at ease in

woods.

Bouquet had the greatest influence on the tactics of the 60th,

and especially of the battalion he commanded. He stressed basics such

as cleanliness of dress and general health. This would produce the

kind of soldier he wanted. Tactics that were applicable to North

America were stressed. Evolutions were to be done in open order and

on the run. Wheeling to catch the enemy in the flank was taught. The

men were trained to disperse and rally, on signals. They were to be

able to snowshoe, swim, leap ditches and logs, and carry heavy loads.

As in Ha1dimand's suggestions, the soldiers were to be able to shoot

kneeling or prone, and become expert at loading and firing quickly.

They honed these skills by firing at marks and hunting. Bouquet also

stressed vigilance and self-sufficiency in the wilderness. His troops

were taught to build log houses, canoes, bridges and construct features

of siege warfare like fascines, gabions and trenches.39 European

tactics were not forgotten. Bouquet hoped to IIcombine the qualities of

the scout with the discipline of the trained soldier."40

Officially the uniform of the 60th was that of a normal British

regiment except it lacked lace. This was altered to be more



serviceable. The 60th were thought to have worn cutdown hats, Indian

leggings and in Bouquet's battalion hUnting shirts. Some men may have

also attempted to camouflage themselves by wearing blue or green jackets.

It is possible, although not probable, a few carried rifles.4l

Bouquet's influence on British light infantry by his example was

considerable. He was instrumental in the capture of Fort Duquesne in

1758, and is credited with the ending of any real threat to the colonies

from Pontiac's Conspiracy by his victory at Bushy Run in 1764.42 In

this battle he demonstrated his light tactics to the full and the

engagement became the object of close study.43 Bouquet died in 1765.

He was the driving force in the 60th and his thoughts on drill, tactics

and equipment filtered through the entire Army. Yet Bouquet's

influence has probably been exaggerated largely because the 60th later

evolved into the King's Royal Rifle Corps, of Peninsular War fame.

The Corps looked on the 60th of the Seven Years War as their illustrious

beginning although the actual connection was not as direct as has been

stated.44
The British also formed several regiments that were created

expressly as light infantry and designated as such from the onset.

The 80th Light Armed Regiment of Foot was the first true regular light

infantry unit in the British army. The corps of rangers, like Rogers'

Rangers, although of much different composition, were also raised to

function as light infantry.

The 80th Foot was formed by Thomas Gage, a survivor of the

Mononaghela, in order to advance his own career by acquiring a

colonelcy. He proposed to raise and clothe a regular light regiment

at his own expense.45 Loudoun was favorable to this plan as he was

14



dissatisfied by the conduct of the rangers who had been causing

considerable difficulties. During the winter of 1757-1758 men were

enlisted into five oversized companies to form a battalion.

Loudoun encouraged Gage to draft for his nucleus officers of

IIgood active healthy young menll from other regiments.46 Preferred were

men who had gone out as rangers and knew of Rogers' methods of

wilderness fighting. At least five ensigns in Gage's new regiment had

trained under Rogers.47
The regiment had a unique uniform. It wore dark brown, skirtless

coats, with no lace. A provincial soldier called them the "Leathern

Caps ," so it is likely that they wor-e leather caps, like the later light

infantry of the 1770s.48

Gage's 80th were not involved in any particularly distinguished

actions in the Seven Years War. Gage was an able administrator but a

mediocre field commander. The 80th represented a desire on the part

of the British to form regular light infantry in order to lessen their

reliance on irregulars.

More regular light infantry regiments followed. In August 1759

Colonel John Crawford formed, at Shrewsbury, the 85th Light Armed Foot

(The Royal Volunteers) of fourteen companies. They fought at Belle-Isle

in 1761 and in Portugal in 1762.49 One other such unit saw action. The

90th (Irish) were at Belle-Isle and were involved in the capture of

Havana in 1762. Perhaps up to five other regiments were raised as Light

Armed Foot, late in the war, but none of these left the British Isles.

Their exotic titles such as The Black Musketiers (106th) and The

Princess's Own Regiment (l19th) reflect the way light infantry, next

only to light cavalry, were now viewed as fashionable.50

15
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The most famous light infantry units that fought with the British

were the rangers. Rangers had been used in North America as early as

Queen Anne's War (1702-1713) to counter Indian raids on frontier

settlements. These rangers were select militia grouped into special

companies.51 In the Seven Years War they continued to fulfil this

role as in the case of Captain Hezekiah Dunn's Company of New Jersey

Frontier Guard.52 By 1756 some rangers had fought alongside British

forces and were paid for directly by the Crown.

John Gorham had led rangers against the French and Indians,

1744-1751, in Nova Scotia. He was succeeded in command by his brother

Joseph Gorham, at his death in 1751. Robert Rogers first commanded

a ranger company in Sir William Johnson's Crown Point army of 1755.53
Loudoun first authorized British paid ranger companies in the spring

and summer of 1756. He followed the plan put forward by William

Shirely, Governor of Massachusetts. By 1758 there were eight companies

of rangers plus one of Connecticut Mohegan Indians operating with the

British. These were divided into two groups or corps led by Gorham

and Rogers.

The rangers were quite active but the success of their operations

! -.

was mi xed. In them the British had a force that was equal to that

of the French, Indians and coureurs de bois. They were used for long

distance scouting and deep penetration raids. They assisted the

British forces in most of the major operations of the war from 1756

to 1760. The rangers also created difficulties. The colonials resented

their special status and regular officers deplored their undisciplined

nature. The nine small companies of rangers cost the British £35,000

per annum while a regular regiment of ten companies cost £20,000.54
..
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Rangers were unruly, often disobedient and unreliable. On one occasion

55
they rioted and Rogers, himself, was not known to always obey orders.

Despite the problems the British had with the rangers, they, and

Rogers in particular, had a great impact on light infantry tactics.

Rogers, who could read and write, developed a well thought-out system

of tactics and recorded them in his book Journals of Major Robert

Rogers (1765). He very methodically set down twenty-seven ranging

IIRules."56 Rogers stressed swiftness of movement and ambushes, along

with the need for durable clothing and good firearms.

His immediate contribution to the formation of the regular light

companies were the many regular officers and men that served

in Rogers' Rangers, and who took the skills they had learned back to

their respective regiments. Loudoun encouraged and first sent men to be

trained in Rogers' company in 1756. The men were taken on patrol in

which they were taught to march, retreat, engage in firefights and

fight in ambushes. Rogers recorded that 50 men and officers were

formed into a company of 60 men
II
... to be trained to the rangeing

d
.

d
. . 1157

or woo -serVlce un er my lnspectlon. Five of these, trained by

Rogers or his men, went to the 80th Foot. By 1758 18 others had

commissions in the 2nd Battalion/4th (after April 1758 the 62nd),

22nd, 27th, 42nd, 55th and 60th Foot.58 All these regiments were

involved in the campaigns of 1758 under Generals James Abercromby or

Jeffery Amherst.59 A pool of experienced men was created that were

key in the formation of the light units raised in 1758 and 1759.60
Rogers also had an overall impact on the British Army in America.

Nowhere is this more clearly seen than in the 55th Foot.

Lord Augustus Howe, brother of William Howe, was perhaps the most

17



ardent of Rogers' pupils. He had trained with Rogers in 1757 and

commenced to adapt his own regiment, the 55th, to North American

conditions. In regard to the uniform, the skirts were cut off the coats

and Indian leggings introduced. His men had their hair cropped and a

cap substituted for the tricorn hat. Hatchets, not swords, were used

and their muskets were shortened and the barrels browned. The best

marksmen used rifles. Self-sufficiency was stressed and each man

carried thirty pounds of meal in a knapsack. Howe set a personal

example and even did his own laundry and forced his officers to do the

same.6l Howe was killed while on patrol 5 July 1758, outside

Ticonderoga. He was universally respected in the army and adored by

the provincials. His experiment could have proceeded much further had

he lived.

In 1758 the majority of British military power was concentrated

in two armies: one under Abercromby, with 15,000 men posed to strike

at Ticonderoga, and the other under Amherst and Wolfe at Halifax, with

14,000 men, ready to assault Louisbourg.

The British regiments in these armies had formed informal light

or picket companies. These informal light companies had existed for

some time, in several regiments, in response to the war. Wolfe had

designated a company as pickets in his regiment (the 20th Foot) in

December of 1755, formed in England, while he waited for an anticipated

French invasion.62 Wolfe deployed his picket company on the left side

of the battalion with the grenadiers on the right.63
At Louisbourg Wolfe commanded part of the 2nd Battalion/42nd Foot

plus a provisional grenadier battalion and a special composite light

infantry battalion, the lights being under the immediate command of

18
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Major George Scott.64 This light infantry unit was formed 12 May 1758

and numbered 550 men, including 70 or 80 rangers.65 By order each

regiment had to contribute 30, 40, or in the case of the Highlanders

100 men. It appears that these were select men who were drawn from

the informal picket companies. The order had the effect of skimming

the best light infantrymen from the battalions but it did leave in each

regiment part of the picket company. The selected men had to be men

accustomed to service in the woods and good marksmen if from regiments

that had served in America, or if directly from Europe good marchers

and expert marksmen. All had to be alert, spirited and able to endure

f t i 66
a 1 gue.

The dress of the men of the light unit was different from that of

the troops. The changes generally followed those already made in

regiments like the 60th and the 80th Foot. The long skirts were cut

away, leggings were used and a cap, not a hat, was worn. They carried

67hatchets and powder-horns and used a smaller musket.

At Louisbourg the light infantry corps acquitted themselves well

in the landing at Gabarus Bay on 8 June. They skirmished with Indians,

who threatened the British rear, until the fall of the fortress, 27 July

1758.68 Before winter the unit was dissolved and the men sent back to

their respective regiments.

A similar unit was formed in Abercromby's army when it camped at

the head of Lake George. It may have been organized in a slightly

different manner. Major William Eyre said the corps was composed of

the "Pickets of the Regulers [sic]."69 The implication is that each

regiment contributed its whole picket company. These men skirmished

with French outposts but had little chance to distinguish themselves
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in the fiasco at Ticonderoga, 8 July, that ended the campaign for that

army.

The campaign of 1759 saw Wolfe lead an army to Quebec and Amherst

renew the advance on Ticonderoga and Crown Point. On 22 January 1759

Amherst, now Commander-in-Chief in America, ordered that lIa Corps of

Light Infantry will be formed from Each Battalion for the Service of

the Ensuing Campaign. ,.70 His original intent was to follow the

method of drawing men from each battalion as had been done in 1758. On

14 April 1758 Amherst ordered each regiment in America to form "a

company of light infantry,1I composed of a captain, a lieutenant, an

ensign, a drummer, three sergeants and seventy rank and fi1e--se1ected

by the commanding officer.7l There is little doubt the picket companies

were simply redesignated as light companies. The first official light

infantry companies in the British Army were created. The captain of

the 43rd Foot's light company, at Halifax, diligently trained his men

by having them perform such exercises as firing at targets. His goal

was to render them lIexpert for any kind of service.,,72
On 30 April Wolfe ordered the formation of three "companies" of

light infantry, one from the troops at Louisbourg and two more from

hi s forces at Halifax. They were to be created from the "1 i ght

infantry of every regiment and battalion, by detachments of we1l-

chosen men, in proportion to the strength of the corps, every regiment

furnishing one Subaltern efficer and one Sergeant," under the immediate

command of Major John Oa11ing.73 Oa11ing and George Scott, with six

companies of rangers, were placed under Lieutenant-Colonel Guy Carleton.

Wolfe had not formed his light companies together but had drawn men

from them to create three high quality companies. Any unsuitable men
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were to be returned to their regiments and replaced.74 Wolfe landed on

the Is 1 e of Orl eans 27 June. On 28 June he ordered tha t: "When the

light infantry of the line are formed into one corps, they are to

75
receive orders from [Lieutenant-J Colonel [William] Howe.1I They

were organized as three companies and were included in Brigadier-General

George Townshend's Brigade. Wolfe had created two separate light corps

from his light companies: those of Dalling and Howe.

Amherst on 5 May, at Albany, formed all his light companies into

one unit: "The Grenadiers & light Infantry of all the Battalions will

be formed in Corps Apart During the Campaign. Those Companys to be

always Compleat [sic]."76 The light battalion thus formed was the same

size as the grenadier battalion.77 It is clear individual commanders

in the field possessed great latitude when organizing their light

infantry.

Amherst gave very detailed orders for the dress of the light

troops. Wolfe followed these in an order, 31 May. The uniform once

again resembled that worn by other light troops in America: the coat

was cut down and transformed into a jacket; the hat was cut into a

cap; Indian leggings were worn, a powder-horn and tomahawk were used;

and a knapsack was carried high on the shoulders.78

During the seige of Quebec Wolfe tended to use Dalling's corps

as he did rangers, with Howe's men cooperating more closely with the

line troops. In general they both were to be used as needed as Wolfe

ordered: liThe 1 i ght infantry have no fi rst post in the order of

battle."79 The lights were ordered to retire before a superior enemy,

bring them close to the main force and then attack them in the flank

80
and rear. Dalling went on at least two successful raids, one on
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23 to 25 July with part of Fraser's Highlanders to St. Henry that took 300

prisoners.8l Howe screened Townshend's Brigade and escorted infantry
.

k' t f
. 82 D' h 1 B ttlgOlng on wor partles to cu aSClnes. urlng t e actua a e of

Quebec, 13 September, Howe
I

s 1 i ght infantry was the fi rst "to scramble

up the cliffs" and dislodge the sentries in order to secure a foothold

for the main army. It guarded Wolfe's left flank and rear during

the fighting and was acknowledged to have done an excellent jOb.83 On

one occasion the two light corps acted together. Wolfe moved his camp

on 5 September and Howe formed the vanguard with Dalling covering the

rear. They screened the main body by combing the woods within musket
84

shot of the enemy.

Amherst's own corps of light infantry, commanded by Major James

Holmes, were joined by Gage's 80th Foot and Rogers' Rangers. Operations

in this theater were less spectacular than those at Quebec but the

light battalion performed well. When the French abandoned Ticonderoga,
26 July, lithe light infantry of the regiments" and Rogers' Rangers

pursued the enemy.85
When Quebec fell and Brigadier-General James Murray replaced Wolfe

Howe's light corps was disbanded and the troops reabsorbed into their

.

t
86

own reglmen s. The light companies ceased to exist. Da 11 i ng took

command of the remaining light troops in the city in early November.

Murray soon had a change of heart and reformed the companies in

late November:

Every regiment is to form immediately a company of
light infantry, in proportion to the number of said
regiment, this company will always be drawn up on

the left of the battalion, and will consist of a

tenth of the corps . . .87

These companies trained during the winter in the use of snowshoes,
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an ld such duties as protecting wood-cutting par les. In February

of 1760, the light corps was again recombined to be able lito take a

hunt ... at moments warning."89 It appears all the regular light

troops were put under Dalling's command. On 19 March the corps went

out with a company of grenadiers and surprised an advanced post of the

French. The light unit was active at the battle of Sainte-Foy,

28 April, and achieved a local success on the French left flank.90
After the defeat, Murray, in need of men to man the walls of Quebec,

broke up the unit and ordered them to II
•• join their respective

corps."91
When British ships lifted the siege in May the light corps was

reformed to 500 rank and file. At this strength they advanced on

Montreal in August, acting as a vanguard for the army.92 They

skirmished with the enemy during the advance and on 7 September were

the first troops to cross the river below Montreal and join the armies

of Amherst and Lieutenant-Colonel William Haviland.

Developments with light troops in Europe lagged slightly behind

those of America. In the summer of 1759 Lord Ligonier, Commander-in-

Chief of the British Army, ordered every regiment in the British Isles

to raise a company of light infantry.93 In 1761 a unit of light troops

was formed from volunteers of every regiment in Germany. It was led by

Simon Fraser, formerly of the 78th Highlanders and a veteran

of Quebec.94 An ad hoc company of the same type numbering 50 men

was drafted from the regular regiments in Portugal and fought there in

1762.95

During the Seven Years War the British employed various types

of troops that could be called light infantry: Highlanders; rangers;
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battalions that because of unique leadership, like Bouquet's, functioned

as lights; and units of regular soldiers raised or designated as light

troops. Each experiment with light troops contributed to British

experience. The legacy of the Seven Years War was to establish a

tradition of both leadership and methods of employing and organizing

light infantry. The ultimate developments were the raising of whole

regiments of light foot, like Gage's 80th, and the creation of regimental

light companies. The latter were formed out of regular soldiers from

existing battalions. Forming these units was an expression of the

British dislike for irregulars like Rogers
I Rangers. For the British

the optimum light infantryman was a disciplined European soldier who

could fight in the line and who had acquired the skills to operate as a

skirmisher. The experiment of using entire regiments of light armed

foot was not pursued again for over thirty years. Using regimental

light companies gave the British what they desired. These troops could

be used as lights or reabsorbed into their parent battalions. They also

did not require the raising of new regiments, an action Parliament was

always reluctant to sanction.

No clear guidelines had yet been established for the use of these

companies, as was seen from the different ways Amherst, Wolfe and Murray

organized and employed them. The light infantry did not have an

official system of training although they had learnt some of the skills

of irregular skirmishers through people like Rogers. Some general

methods of employing and organizing them had emerged. They were

composed of picked men in elite companies and often formed into

provisional battalions. These were characteristics they shared with

the grenadier companies.

I \
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A tradition of leadership existed from the Seven Years War when

the new light companies of the 1770s were formed. Many of the pioneers

were gone. Bouquet, Wolfe and Augustus Howe were dead, and Rogers was

soon to be in disgrace. Yet many of those who had led or come into

close contact with light troops in 1756-1762 had now attained prominent

positions in the army. Among these were Gage, Townshend, Amherst,

William Howe and Simon Fraser. They were to organize and lead the new

light companies into the next war.
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CHAPTER II

THE RE-FORMATION OF THE LIGHT COMPANIES

The British Army underwent a series of changes in organization

in the postwar period of 1763-1772. These were complicated by the

awkward, dual administration of the army at that time. One such

series of changes occurred because of the threat of war with Spain

in 1770. This was the addition of a new light infantry company in

1771-1772 to every foot regiment. All light infantry companies and

regiments were officially disbanded in 1763. There is evidence that

in some regiments the light companies continued to exist informally as

picket companies, indicating a degree of continuity from the Seven Years

War. The best men of the battalion were selected to form the new light

companies perpetuating these units as elite formations. The men

involved in the re-formation of the light companies had been in the

main those involved with light troops in the Seven Years War. The new

light companies tended to follow the traditions established in that

war.

a. Reorganization of the army, 1763-1771

The British Army in 1769-1772 was faced with successive changes:

the Irish augmentation of 1769; the subsequent changes in the British

Establishment regiments; the proposed augmentation of the army

stimulated by the Falkland Island crisis of 1770; and linked to this

last event the addition of a tenth company to all regiments. This

addition of a light company occurred at slightly different times to

regiments on the Irish and British Establishments.

The armed forces of George III, in the British Isles, were formed

26
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into two different but parallel institutions. The army as a whole was

funded by two separate appropriations. By statute since 1699 the army

in Ireland had been paid for by the Irish Parliament and was fixed at

12,000 men.l The Irish Establishment had its own Commander-in-Chief

(the Lord Lieutenant) and its own general officers and staff in Dublin.

The authorities there would often disregard orders from London.2 The

rest of the British Isles was under the British Establishment which

included the English, Welsh and, after the Union of 1707, the North

British (Scottish) Establishments. The British Army did not always

have a designated Commander-in-Chief and even when it did his powers

were ill-defined. A strong figure such as the Duke of Cumberland,

George Ills son, could exert a good deal of power, but the influence of

other, lesser commanders was not as great.

The regiments in Ireland were simply those stationed in Ireland.

They were not to be composed of Irishmen as the Test Act of 1673, if

strictly adhered to, barred Irish Catholics and Presbyterians from the

army.3 The decision to send any regiment to Ireland at a particular

time was more or less random. Britain did not technically have, because

of the English lIMutiny Acts,lI a standing army.4 It was convenient to

use Ireland to conceal from the direct gaze of Parliament the bulk of

the regiments in the army. During the 1770s there was an average of

twenty-five foot regiments in Ireland and thirteen in Britain, the rest

being overseas.5 Most regiments sent abroad came from the Irish

Establishment and Cork was the major shipping-out point. In 1776, after

reinforcing the British forces in North America, there were forty-four

regiments in America with nine in Ireland and twelve in Britain.6
The Irish Parliament paid for all regiments in Ireland and thus

___L__
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relieved the British Parliament of this financial burden. The Irish

regiments formed a garrison for Ireland and did such duties as policing

and the prevention of smuggling, as did the forces in Britain. It was

then in the interests of both the Irish Parliament and the British Army

to maintain forces in Ireland. Originally regiments leaving Ireland

remained on the Irish Establishment, but after 1712 the Irish

Parliament was more and more unwilling to pay for regiments not

stationed in Ireland. By the 1720s the British Parliament agreed to pay

for any Irish regiments on foreign station and, after 1745, for Irish

regiments in Britain.7 During the American War the Irish Parliament

paid only for regiments actually stationed in Ireland.

The regiments on the Irish Establishment formed a strategic reserve

and also supplied men as IIdraftsll (reinforcements) to regiments going

overseas.8 Dublin normally contained the largest single concentration

of forces in the British Isles outside London and its troops of the

Royal Household. This allowed the Dublin garrison to engage in larger

scale training manoeuvres than was normally possible.9
Britain had fought the Seven Years War with the 111754 Establish

mentll (size and organization) for British and Irish regiments.10 The

British Establishment battalion structure consisted of nine companies

of seventy IIhatmen" (not including eleven officers, non-commissioned

officers and musicians per company) and one grenadier company of the

same size, giving a total of 810.11 During the war, as has been

explained, the regiments in North America and in Britain converted one

company to light infantry. This did not increase the size of the

battalion.

An Irish regiment had nine companies of thirty-seven men (not

I \
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including eight officers, non-commissioned officers and musicians) and

one grenadier company of the same size giving a total of 370, less than half

h
.

f
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h
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t
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t e Slze 0 a Brltls reglmen. This disparity between the Irish and

British regiments caused great confusion and difficulty. Regiments had

to be increased or decreased in size as they moved between the two

establishments. Far from being just inconvenient this arrangement could

be disastrous. An example of this was Colonel Sir Peter Halket's 44th

Foot and Colonel Thomas Dunbar's 48th Foot when they were transferred

from Ireland to America for Braddock's expedition to Fort Duquesne in

1755. It is estimated that one quarter of their final size of 700 each

were drafted from other Irish Establishment regiments, here the officers

sent misfits, and one third were drafts of the Virginian Independent

companies. This type of reinforcement would only have an adverse effect

on the discipline and performance of these regiments as the expedition

showed.13
After the Peace of Paris, the size of all British and Irish

regiments was reduced as an economy measure. A British regiment in

1764 consisted of eight companies of forty-seven men each (plus eleven

officers, non-commissioned officers and musicians) and one company of

grenadiers of forty-seven (with thirteen others, the difference being

two extra fifers). This gave an approximate size of 520.14 In 1765

the Irish Establishment followed this precedent and decreased

regimental size. A regiment now had eight companies of twenty-eight

men each (with eight officers, non-commissioned officers and musicians)

and one grenadier company of the same size. This gave a total of 340.15
These changes did not eliminate the problems with the difference

in size of the regiments of the two establishments. Units leaving
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Ireland for America still had to draft in order to almost double their

size.16 In London it was also hoped Ireland would shoulder more of the

burden for the defense of the empire and pay part of the heavy debts

incurred during the Seven Years War. By increasing the number of men

stationed in Ireland the Irish Parliament would pay for more of the

peacetime army.17 This would mean that the size of the regiments in

Ireland could be increased. The British Adjutant-General, in 1767,

convinced the King to ask the Lord Lieutenant and Viceroy of Ireland to

increase the forces in Ireland from 12,000 to 15,000 men.18
In 1767 the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland was Lord George Townshend,

who had just assumed that office. Townshend was to have great difficulty

in pushing the Irish Augmentation Bill through the Irish Parliament.

The Irish peers were not eager to pay for extra forces in Ireland and

in the spring of 1768 defeated the bill .19 Townshend was forced to

make concessions and the bill passed 29 November 1769.20 The forces

in Ireland were now to officially number 15,235.21 Townshend was made

to agree that 12,000 men were always, in peace or war, to remain in

Ireland. During the American War, with the manpower resources of

Britain stretched to the limit, this figure of 12,000 could not at times

be met much to the displeasure of the Irish Par1iament.22

The size of all regiments in Britain or Ireland was now "l eve l ed "

(equa1ized).23 The size of a battalion in Ireland was increased and

that of one in Britain was slightly decreased.24 The final figure was

roughly 442 per battalion.25 Just as this process was being completed

new changes were forced on the British Army that led to the raising of

the new light companies.

, \
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b. Informal light companies before 1771

There is evidence that some of the light companies of the Seven

Years War continued to exist informally between 1763 and 1771. In 1763

all regimental light infantry companies and light armed foot regiments

were disbanded.26 The 60th Foot was reduced from four to two battalions

and ceased to function as a light regiment.27 The British Army that

had reached a size of over 120 regiments was reduced to the most senior

70.28
In some instances the light companies were simply reabsorbed into

the battalion but this was certainly not always the case. Commanders

who knew the value of light troops retained them. This fact would have

had a strong influence in the decision of the government to re-form

the light companies in 1771.

Bouquet used a light company of the 46th Foot in August of 1764

while campaigning against Chief Pontiac.29 It is assumed that this

company existed only as long as the crisis of Pontiac's Conspiracy

remained, and any light companies that survived to 1771 did so

i nforma 11 y.

Light companies were depicted in four paintings done at Minorca,

a strategic island in the Mediterranean, by an unknown Italian artist

in 1770 or 1771.30 Two paintings show soldiers dressed in a uniform

unlike that of the line troops and close to what was to become the

uniform of the new light companies. These representations of the 11th

and 13th Foot are 1 abe 11 ed IIPi cket Company
II and have been ; nterpreted

as forerunners of the new light companies.31 Another picture shows an

officer of the 25th Foot also dressed in the uniform of a light

infantryman. These uniforms were not the ones that became regulation

__�l
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in 1771 but alterations of that of 1768. The evidence indicates

the 11th, 13th and 25th Foot had unofficial light companies. Since

Minorca was under a single governor and the 3rd and 67th Foot were both

there in 1770-1771 it is likely they also had picket companies.32
Pictorial evidence exists for an informal light company in the

25th Foot. A pi cture ex i sts for th is regiment of a man from its

IIHighland Company," for this a Lowland regiment. His coat is reduced

in length and he wears a cap of black fur. The designation of a

Highland company may have been an expedient used to create a light

company before they were officially sanctioned.33
When the light companies were formed a standard uniform was

designed in the spring of 1771. A Board of General Officers consisting

of Major-Generals Rufane (Colonel of the 6th Foot), William Keppell
. (Colonel of the 14th Foot) and William Howe (Colonel of the 46th Foot)

met and submitted an appropriate design. Keppell had been informed

about the plan to create new light infantry companies and as early as

13 December 1770 had been corresponding with the Adjutant-General

concerning the uniforms to be used.34
Without going into great detail about the uniform some information

can be gleaned from the suggestions of the board, that met on 4 March

1771 b h 1771· t fl· h
. 35

E h f th
, a out t e pre- eX1S ence 0 19 t compan1es. ac 0 e

generals designed a part of the uniform. The cap was
II
••• prepared

under the direction of Major-General Keppal l ." It is clear this cap

was already worn in Keppel 1 's regiment and was adopted with a few

changes.36 There was a good chance then that Keppell had a light

infantry company before 1771 in his regiment. The jacket and waistcoat

were those proposed by Rufane. The accoutrements (cartridge box,

/ \
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belts, straps) were
"
... conformable to Colonel Howe's pattern."

This strongly suggested that Howe's 46th Foot already wore these

accoutrements. Keppell and Howe, and possibly Rufane, had informal

light companies in their regiments.

There was strong evidence of the existence of an unofficial light

company in the 5th Foot. In 1768 Captain Bennet Cuthbertson, adjutant

in that regiment (1755-1768), published a book, A System for the

Compleat Interior Management and Oeconomy of a Battalion of Infantry.

It was considered one of the best books ever published by a British

military author in the eighteenth century.37 Cuthbertson seemed very

familiar with light infantry and he devoted a chapter to the clothing

of a light company that he said was
II not allowed on the

Establishment," at present but would be of great use if war broke out.38
The conclusion can be drawn that the 5th Foot had an unofficial light

company in 1768.

More precise information on the pre-1771 existence of a light

company was available. An Inspection Return for the 28th Foot, 28 May

1768, reported that "a company called the Light Company appeared clothed

in short coats and caps but have nowithstanding proper clothing like

39 Th i d f i
.

the other companies, when required to be worn." 1S was e ln1te

proof that a light company existed before 1771 � Its uniform seems to

have resembled that of 11th and 13th Foot in Minorca.

Certain regiments, then, did possess informal light companies between

1763-1771. Each of the examples described presented a different degree

of evidence but as a group they point towards the unofficial survival

of light companies in that period. There existed a link between the

new light companies of 1771-1772 and those of the Seven Years War.
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c. Re-establishment of the light companies, 1770-1772

The re-establishment of the light companies was directly related

to the war scare of 1770. It was originally intended that a much larger

reinforcement of the army be made but in the end only the light companies

remained. These companies appeared in America, Britain and Ireland in

1771-1772.

The situation in the Falkland Islands had been simmering since the

mid 1760s first with France and then with Spain. The conflicting claims

came to a head on 10 June 1770, when Captain-General Don Bucareli

seized West Falkland Island.40 Spain and Britain came as close to war

as possible without an actual rupture, but Spain withdrew when France

was unwilling to support her.4l The British government was eager to

take advantage of a situation where it could, with some ease, occupy

the Spanish colonies in North America, like Louisiana. Britain needed

to go on a war footing and expected that war to be fought in America.

On 28 September 1770, the Earl of Hillsborough, Secretary of State for

America (1768-1772), wrote to Thomas Gage, Commander-in-Chief in

America, that unless Spain repudiated the action there would be war.42

In 1770 Britain prepared for war by proposing to augment each existing

regiment by adding more men to each company and creating a new tenth

company. This was the light company. No new regiments were to be

raised.43 Thus Britain could increase the strength of her army with

a minimum of reorganization and appear to not be expanding its size,

an unpopular action with Parliament. This policy also eliminated any

chance to raise full battalions of light infantry.

The exact date for the establishment of the new light infantry
. .. 44

companles varles ln secondary sources. Much of the confusion stems
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from the fact that there was a predictable delay between the issuing of

orders and the companies' actual formation. Their formation in America,

Britain and Ireland was also staggered.

The first recorded order to augment a regiment in Britain and add

a new company came in a letter from the Adjutant-General, 30 November

1770, to Lieutenant-Colonel Mawhood of the 19th Foot. The order told

him: "Your augmentation will be a tenth company (L ight Infantry) and

twenty more men per company added to the whole. This is to be for

the whole Infantry By the whole the Adjutant-General 's letter

seemed to mean the entire British Army. The new size of a battalion

would appear to be about 700. The light company was resurrected because

of its proven usefulness in the Seven Years War.46 Even before the

letter to Mawhood, on 15 November 1770, Hillsborough had written to Gage

and other colonial governors in general terms about the augmentation.47
Whatever vague notices Hillsborough had given to Gage definite

instructions were sent by Viscount Barrington, Secretary at War,

11 December 1770, and told him of the forthcoming establishment of a

battalion for 1771. Gage in his reply said he had already obtained

this information from �enerals Daniel Webb, William Keppel 1 , John

Sebright and Alexander MacKay, all colonels of regiments then stationed

in North America.48 Barrington's order stipulated that all regiments,

except the 60th Foot, were to raise their light companies in Britain.

Gage sent out recruiting parties to Britain to comply with this and

had others operating in North America to augment his battalion companies.

It is evident from the Gage correspondence for 1770 that Gage and

the government ministers, with whom he was communicating in London,

were well aware of the possibility of war with Spain before the seizure

I
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of West Falkland. They were concerned with the Spanish and French in

Louisiana threatening British posts, such as Fort Chartres, on the

Mississippi.49 Early in 1771 Gage confidently proposed a plan to conquer

Louisiana and capture New Orleans with only six regiments.50 It is very

possible that had war actually broken out and lasted but a short time

only the regiments in America would have been fully augmented.51 It

appears they received the most attention in late 1770 and early 1771.

The actual Augmentation Bill was presented to the House of Commons

on 3 December 1770 and the House of Lords on 6 December. It passed

10 December and received Royal assent 17 December.52 The Bill as

presented provided for "
... an additional company of Light Infantry

to each of the 44 Battalions of Foot - 2,332 men" and "
... an

augmentation to the 44 Battalions of Foot - 8,800 men," plus 500 men

for the Invalids.53 This would make the approximate size of a battalion

700 men, consistent with the order to Mawhood. The official

augmentation order went out to America 25 December 1770.54
There was no war and Gage learnt of this from Barrington in a

letter of 6 February 1771, which he received in late April or early

May. Gage wrote back on 3 May that he ordered recruiting stopped.55
In a letter of 6 March received in early May Gage was told the new

establishment for a battalion of foot in 1771.56 In June Gage informed

Barrington that recruiting had entirely ceased but some of his parties

going to Britain had left before he could communicate with them.57

Spain had backed down on 22 January 1771, and the augmentation, as

first proposed, was never carried out. One tangible aspect remained:

the light company. It was retained on the official establishment of

each regiment. A new-size regiment was created that was slightly larger
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than the old by about the size (forty men) of the company. A regiment

was now eight companies of thirty-eight men (plus nine officers, non-

commissioned officers and musicians), one grenadier company of thirty

eight men (with a similar quota of officers but having two extra fifers

for a total of eleven), and one company of light infantry with the same

organization as a line company. This gives a total of 472 rank and

file, and officers.58 The organization of the regiments in Britain and

Ireland may not have been exactly the same and because of supernumerary

personnel the size of a regiment varied approximately from 470 to 490.59
The first light companies began to appear in Britain in the spring

and summer of 1771; for example: the 4th Foot, 10 June; the 7th Foot,

1 August; and the 6th Foot, 23 August.60 Townshend ordered that his

twenty-seven Irish Establishment regiments follow British practice

18 September 1771.61 In America most of the light companies were formed

with their battalions,not withstanding the order to Gage 11 December

1770 to raise the light companies in Britain. There are two exceptions

to this. Two regiments, the 31st and 32nd Foot, did raise their light

companies in Britain separate from the rest of the battalion in America.

The 31st Foot was in America in 1770 and its light company was raised

in England in 1771. When the 31st Foot returned to Britain in 1773 it

joined its light company. In 1775 the regiment was ordered into

Scotland.62 Perhaps the 31st Foot's light company was recruited by

one of Gage's parties that escaped recall and went to Britain in 1770-

1771. The 32nd Foot was in the West Indies for nine years before

returning home in 1773. Its light company was then united with the

parent battalion.63

Generally British Establishment regiments (including those in
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America) formed their light companies in 1771 and those on the Irish

Establishment did not do so until 1772. Except for the two noted

exceptions the light companies were all raised with their battalions,
where ever they were located.

d. Quality of the personnel in the light companies

There is an extremely sharp scholarly division of opinion on the

quality of men who formed the new light companies. One view is that

the light companies were considered to be good dumping grounds for the

least useful soldiers. J.F.C. Fuller was of this opinion in 1925 when

he wrote what is still the only book devoted to the study of British

1 i ght infantry in the ei ghteenth century. "These compan i es were looked

upon as penal settlements, and were filled with the worst characters

of the battalions," he claimed, adding that they were very badly

trained.64 Others have echoed Fuller since then including F. Myatt

who wrote that the light companies became II

the bad characters or mishapen men."65
repositories for all

Some historians have held the opposite position, one that the best

men of the battalion formed the light companies. Edward E. Curtis in

his still definitive book on the British Army of this period, The

Organization of the British Army in the American Revolution (1926), had

the opinion that the best marksmen lIof light build and active

temperment" were used to form the light companies.66 This school of

thought has had its adherents since Curtis.67
An examination of the formation of the light companies and the men

selected to compose them can shed some light on this controversy.

When the augmentation was announced a large recruiting drive was

put into motion as Gage's correspondence shows. Not only did a new
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light company have to be created but British Establishment regiments had

to be increased in size by fifty percent, and those on the Irish

Establishment doubled. When the full augmentation was ordered ended

the separate formation of the light companies was cancelled.

The commanders of regiments had to create the light company out of the

men they had at hand. These soldiers could be the newly recruited men,

men selected as proper from the battalion companies, the worst personnel

available, or those from an existing picket company. Few specific

guidelines were given on how to organize the new light company. On

18 September 1771 Townshend simply ordered the colonels of his Irish

Establishment regiments to juggle the structure of the current battalions

to form the light companies.68
Officially the men of the companies were to be only the most proper

as indicated by the orders issued in the 1770s. Townshend said in his

"Rul es for the Light Infantry Companf es" that: lilt is therefore

necessary to be particular in selecting men of this Service not only of

activity and Bodily strength but also of some Experience and approved

Spirit.1I69 Howe, as Commander-in-Chief in North America, 12 December

1775, ordered that each regiment in America bring its light company up

to full strength and he warned to use
"
... no men but such as proper

for the service.1I70 Bennet Cuthbertson in a later edition of his 1768

book advised commanders to find the best men, men of experience who knew

the army manoeuvers, and not recruits for their light battalions.7l
The most simple and reasonable method when creating the new light

company would have been to redesignate the existing picket company,

the men in it would already be the best for that service. It would be

a case of making the unofficial official. If the regiment did not have
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a picket company the colonel could select the best men from the battalion

to form the new tenth company. These were probably the two methods used

to fill up the companies if those forming them adhered to regulations or

had any sense of responsibility. A third less likely possibility was

that the extra men collected for the augmentation were used to form

the new light company. This seems unlikely as the light companies were

immediately considered elite units and not raw recruits. Most unlikely of

all is the idea that the light company was composed of dregs; this

appears to have been a misunderstanding of the evidence.

The ideas of Fuller, and the others who followed him, can be

understood from a certain point of view .. The bad or worst characters

could also be the most individualistic or spirited. The misshapen men

could refer to the use of smaller and more nimble men, perhaps not ideal

looking soldiers, but more suited for the light service. There is no

doubt the light companies were more nonconformist in their dress than

the line troops and this was always a point of consternation for rigid

and stuffy inspecting generals. A misreading of their inspection returns

could lead one to believe that the light troops were poor soldiers. A

claim the light companies were poorly trained is not supported by

evidence.

By 1772, as a result of the threat of war with Spain, Britain had

added a new tenth company, the light company, to each battalion.

Continuity existed between this company and those of the Seven Years

War by the retention of picket companies in some regiments. There is

little doubt that the personnel of the new light companies were of good

quality and selected much like those of 1759-1763. The actual formation

of the light companies was complicated by the circumstances of their
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genesis and the cumbersome administration Of the army. Men like Gage,

Howe and Townshend, all closely involved with light troops in the

Seven Years War, oversaw the formation of the new light companies and

continued their involvement with light troops in the succeeding years.
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CHAPTER I I I

THE TRA:NING, ARMS AND UNIFORMS OF THE LIGHT COMPANIES

The new light companies required arms, clothing and above all

else a system of training. The light infantry was expected to know

all the basic drills taught to the battalion companies. The light

infantry acquired methods of operating and guidelines regarding their

training were issued. How the light infantry were trained and the

way it was expected they would be used in war was heavily influenced

by their relationship with the grenadier companies. Townshend and

Howe separately issued instructions specifically intended for the

light infantry companies. These two instructions are entirely

different in form and intent, Howe's being of greater importance.

The light infantry were armed and clothed following traditions

established during the Seven Years War. It was part of the nature

of the army that these last two elements received more attention,

before the war, than any specialized training of the light companies.

a. Standard infantry training

Every soldier learned the basic infantry drills and any special

light infantry training would be extra. A light infantryman was

expected to fight in the line if required. Townshend stated: "Besides

what is before directed the Light Infantry companies are to be

instructed in the manual and every other Evolution which the Battalion

may be ordered to perform ... l

Eighteenth century British authors divided drill into five

categories.2 The first of these was the "manual exercise," which
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consisted of a long, detailed sequence of actions by which a soldier

loaded and fired his musket and performed various ceremonial motions.

In the 1764 Regulations, the set used during the American War, there

are thirty-five separate movements only some of which are practica1.3
The endless repetition of these turned the soldier into a virtual

automaton. Second was the "platoon exercise," the core of the firing

system, where volley fire was regulated by words of command. The Duke

of Marlborough had introduced the excellent but confusing platoon-fire

system. Nine companies would be divided into sixteen platoons. They

would fire by thirds (a third firing, a third loading, a third in

reserve) in a random, checkerboard pattern. The 1764 Regulations

abolished the confusing platoons and grouped the companies (subdivisions)

into adjacent pairs, called "Grand-Divisions." The grenadier and picket

companies would form separate subdivisions on the right and left of the

regiment. The regiment now used alternate fire, firing by subdivisions

or grand-divisions from the centre out, the flanks in or right to

left.4 The battalion was also trained in the "evolutions." There were

the turns, movements (to left or right), the opening and closing of

ranks and the regulation of file intervals. These three drills, the

manual exercise, the platoon fire and the evolutions, were the basic

training of an infantryman. They were addressed to the functioning of

a battalion as a self-contained entity. No more than one battalion,

or part of that battalion, need be present for them to be taught.

The other two drill exercises, the "firings" and the "manoeuvres"

were more elaborate and exotic. The 1764 Regulations included the

firings but did not even mention the manoeuvres. The firings were

complicated systems of delivering fire, by sections of the line, while
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advancing or retreating. Lastly the manoeuvres outlined the tactical

interrelationships between foot, guns and mounted troops in battle.

These are dealt with only in private publications.5 Even so they

remained largely in the realm of theory because, in this period, no

large-scale manoeuvres of infantry and cavalry were attempted in the

British Isles.

b. The role of the new light infantry companies

The new 1771-1772 light companies were assigned a place and function

with their regiments and also with any force of which they were part of.

These followed the traditions of the Seven Years War and were linked

very closely with the role of the grenadier company. In many respects

the light company became a second grenadier company.

The grenadiers were the tallest and strongest men of the regiment

whose specialty had been the throwing of grenades. By the 1770s they

had long since ceased to primarily be used in that role and had become

the troops of the army that did specialized duty, were used as assault

troops or kept in reserve. The grenadiers received extra training and

were more versatile than the "hatmen ," They were the original flankers

of the regiment and were split into two platoons (sub-divisions) on

either side of the battalion.6 It was common for the grenadiers to

operate at a distance from the battalion. They protected the flanks

of the regiment and rescued troops in woods cut off from the army,

according to Lieutenant-General Humphrey Bland.7 At Hastenbeck,

Germany (1757), the grenadiers may have used extended order and skirmished

in rough forested terrain against the French.8
When the light companies were created they took the place of the

half company of grenadiers on the left of the battalion. The regiment
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now when deployed had one company of grenadiers on the right, eight

companies of "hatmen" in the centre and a light company on the left.

Immediately following the formation of the light companies the Adjutant

General sent out a circular letter of instruction on the dispositions

of the new company when drawn up in battalion.9 Their role was to

skirmish on the flanks or front of regiment and cover the movements of

the "hatmen" but no official drill was issued. Lieutenant-General John

Irwin reviewed the 33rd Foot 4 May 1772 at Gloucester and reported the

light infantry company was
"
... acting as a flanking party to the

Battalion."10 It covered the retreat of the battalion, operated in

woods and pursued the enemy. In May of 1777, Major-General George

Parker reviewed manoeuvres of the 1st Battalion/1st Foot. The light

company and the grenadiers covered the front of the battalion in line

and if in column the lights the rear and the grenadiers the head.ll
In practice this worked very well but in war the grenadiers and lights

almost never supported their parent regiments. In a sense these types

of exercises were irrelevant.

tn the War of the Spanish Succession Marlborough formed storm

battalions from the grenadier companies, and since that time the

grenadiers were routinely taken from their regiments and formed into

provisional grenadier battalions composed of from two to ten companies.

In the Seven Years War the grenadiers often followed this practice and

the light companies, in whatever form they existed, followed their

example. The forming of these battalions was left to the discretion of

commanders in the field. Wolfe, Abercromby and Amherst all formed

provisional light battalions. In the American War this did not change.
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Captain John Barker of the 10th Foot, in Boston, reported in his diary

27 November 1774 that Gage gave: "Orders for all the captains of

Grenadiers and light infantry to send in their dates of their commissions

to Adj. General - Conjectured that those camps [sic] are to be formed

into Battalions.,,12 This order was carried out and the grenadiers and

light infantry "assembled their ground."l3 All newly arrived light

companies, including that of the 63rd Foot, joined these battalions.14

Howe, in the early 1770s, realized the light companies during war would

probably be detached from their regiments and followed the practice

himself. When he replaced Gage and the army sailed to Halifax from

Boston the light companies rejoined their parent regiments but separated

again after landing. In the New York campaign of 1776 Howe formed three

light infantry battalions. Burgoyne followed the example of these two

generals in 1777 when he formed the ten light companies under his

command into a single battalion. As soon as the transports landed in

Canada in 1776, the light companies joined together even when no more

than two of them were present.15
The practice of forming light infantry battalions could be useful,

as it created large elite light infantry units, but on the whole it was

a pernicious practice detrimental to the army.16 The formation of

grenadier and light companies removed the best men from the bulk of the

regiment, and creating provisional battalions then took these companies

completely away from their regiments. The light company was not

available to assist the parent battalion, its ostensible purpose. The

bulk of light infantry inspection drill concentrated on screening or

skirmishing in support of the battalion but this was rarely done in

war. Deprived of their light infantry, battalions had to return to
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using informal picket companies, ironically the genesis of the light

infantry companies of the Seven Years War. The error was compounded by

the tendency not to use the provisional light battalions in light

infantry roles.

The light infantry companies followed very closely the traditions

of the grenadier companies. From the grenadiers their use and

organization was largely determined. What resulted was not an ideal

method of employing of light infantry.

c. The Townshend and Howe regulations

Townshend and Howe in the period 1772-1774 issued instructions

solely for the training of light infantry. Townshend's are of a general

nature and are an attempt to give guidance to his officers about light

infantry as others like Wolfe had done in the Seven Years War. It is

very likely they had, or were based on, a British or possibly an

American counterpart. Howe's are much more unique and address the

problem of manoeuvering a battalion of light infantry in the field, the

first such instruction to do so. Howe had developed an embryonic system

for the training of light infantry.

Townshend and Howe had served together in the Quebec campaign of

1759. Howe, especially since he commanded one of Wolfe's light

battalions, was aware of the practical aspects of leading light infantry.

The ideas of both men were moulded by the North American campaigns of

the Seven Years War. It is not known if they corresponded in the l760s

and 1770s about light infantry.

Townshend, as Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, issued his "Rules for

the Light Infantry Companies," 15 May 1772.17 The Townshend orders

applied to all twenty-seven then on the Irish Establishment; these
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included: the 5th, 9th, 24th, 27th, 28th, 34th, 38th, 40th, 42nd, 44th,

45th, 46th, 47th, 48th, 49th, 50th, 53rd, 55th, 57th, 62nd and 63rd

Foot.

Townshend's orders were in letter form and were temporary

suggestions, rather than firm regulations, intended to give guidelines

to officers who were raising light companies. There was almost no

reference made to the manual exercise, since it was expected that the

light infantrymen would already know it. The only mention of the

exercise is in the statement that in woods or "Service of a secret

nature" men should lower their muskets in two motions instead of three,

a simplication of the ordinary procedure. Volley fire was not mentioned.

Men were to use "Irregular" or individualistic fire deployed in two

ranks, not three, and practise by firing at targets. Every man was to

be careful not to throwaway his fire because life might depend on it.

A steady stream of fire was maintained by having only one rank shoot.

The rear rank, with its weapons loaded, exchanged places with the front

rank to achieve this. The correct posture for firing behind trees

was given.

A more open order was laid down and the files were to be two feet

(one pace) apart. Normally the files were four inches apart and because

of this it has often been said that British infantry fought shoulder to

shoulder.18 This pace interval is called "open order." A single light

company performed all evolutions by files and combined battalions

("Corps") of light infantry are mentioned but not elaborated on.

No instructions regarding the firing or manoeuvre drills were

included. The mass of the order is devoted to miscellaneous suggestions

about how light infantry should conduct itself. They were to take
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advantage of any sort of broken ground, called "strong country," or a

"strong feature." Townshend had eight separate references to operating

in woods. Light infantry was to be able to move more easily in such

terrain. Woods were the natural refuge of lights; for example, they

could flee from cavalry into them. Wooded terrain could also be

dangerous. The men were to be wary of ambush and be "s il ent and

attentive,1I always putting out flank and advance guards. Townshend

added the requirements that light infantry should always carry a small

wagon of entrenching tools and each man should have a tomahawk, powder

horn (if cartridges were lacking) and some men should carry axes for

cutting heavy brush.

Townshend's orders tried to define a light infantryman. They

were an assemblage of advice, information and opinions that he continued

to communicate after leaving the position of Lord Lieutenant.19 The

orders did not form a coherent system and so are unlike Howe's. An

officer who attempted to manoeuvre his new light infantry company using

Townshend's orders would have found it difficult; manoeuvering a

battalion of light infantry, if referring only to the order, would have

been impossible. Townshend admitted as much when he stated: "And

officers commanding Regiments may employ the Light Infantry in the

manner which shall appear to them most proper for the safety and

protection of the Battalion whether upon a March or in The Field.1I

Howe's Salisbury Drill was of an entirely different nature.20
Written in late 1773 or early 1774, Howe taught it to the seven

"Salisbury regiments": the 3rd, llth, 21st, 29th, 32nd, 36th and 70th

Foot. Since it was recognized that the light infantry would be formed

into battalions in war it was logical that a system for manoeuvering
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them would be devised. Howe for the first time in Britain developed a

regular, systematic training method for light infantry operating in

large units intended for the whole army.2l
Howe's drill was named after the camp at Salisbury Plain near

Sarum, Wiltshire, where he conducted a camp of instruction for the

seven Salisbury regiments. They arrived there 6 August 1774, and

stayed until 22 September, when they departed for Richmond Park. Howe's

light battalion performed at Richmond before the King on 3 October and

then each company rejoined its parent regiment. The demonstrations

proved to be a great success.22 It was even more remarkable because

such manQeuvres were extremely rare in Britain.

The drill as written is presented in the standard tabular form of

British eighteenth century military manuals and consisted of two columns.

One column gave the word of command and the second cross-indexed with

the first to show the action to be performed. Howe, unlike Townshend,

devoted a good deal of space to a complete manual exercise. This

consisted of fifteen motions, simplified from the thirty-five of the

1�64 Regulations.23 The platoon exercise was identical to that of the

1764 Regulations.24
The most important aspect of the drill was the evolutions. This

system was extremely practical and Sergeant Roger Lamb, who learnt it,

called it an
"
••• excellent mode of discipline for light troops," and

well adapted for the service in America.25 Howe went several stages

beyond Townshend's open order. He had three orders: "order," the

fi 1 es two feet apart; "open order," the fil es four feet apart; and

"extended order," the files ten feet apart. Manoeuvring was again done

by files but specific words of command regulated the movements. The
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battalion could move by companies, divisions or platoons. Speed was

stressed and movements were done at the "quick step or run.
1126 Using

these movements (including retreating) the light companies could harass

and skirmish against an enemy.

The system can be understood by examlnlng it in action as displayed

before George III at Richmond Park.27 It was said His Majesty "
•..

was much pleased with thei r ut il ity and the manner of thei r execut ion. 1128

He had reason to be for the action as described appeared very impressive.

It was also very realistic, as each officer and man was given ninety

squibs (blank cartridges) and twenty ball cartridges.

During the course of the display the battalion advanced, retreated,

fired and marched through woods. Fire was delivered from the edge of

woods and trees were used as cover. Howe stressed the ability to

operate in woods and a civilian observing it called the whole exercise

lithe bush Fighting Review.1I29 A remarkable and interesting action

occurred when three companies were detached to take "rising groundll

held by the enemy, while another three attacked an enemy holding a

house. The two detachments were kept in communication by a company

extending itself between them. The action ended as the light infantry

pursued the enemy
"
.•. from one strong Post to another, untill [sic]

at length he surrenders." Flexibility and swiftness of movement were

stressed and always there was coordination between the companies.

The instructions of Howe and Townshend were very different from

each other and did not have the same goals. Their ultimate source was

the experience gained during the Seven Years War. Townshend's order

was a potpourri of information about 1 ight infantry and their tactics

while Howe developed a workable system for light infantry in battalion.
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The two sets of instructions were both useful and complementary. The

problem was one of spreading such training procedures over the whole

army. Townshend's applied only in Ireland, although a British example

probably existed. More important was Howe's excellent Salisbury Drill.

Despite the general modern perception that it was restricted to the

seven Salisbury regiments it can be demonstrated that more than the

original seven learned the drill. Yet the fact remained that no

method existed to spread the drill to all the light companies of the

British Army no matter how excellent it was. This was of great

importance because the light infantry were to operate in provisional

battalions during the American War. The lack of a uniform method of

training for the light infantry was a failure of the army's

organization and not of the utility of the drill or of the quality of

the light companies themselves.

d. Firearms

The light infantry required a firearm and there has been confusion

as to what exact type of weapon they were issued with in 1771-1772. It

can be established that a light musket was used as had been the case

during the Seven Years War. Much of the uncertainty as to precisely

what longarm the new light infantry companies had was due to the vague

terminology used for firearms in this period. Regardless of what

firearm the light troops used it was not the musket but practice in

firing ball and the use of aimed fire that developed a good shot.

Light infantry who practised aiming and were well acquainted with

their pieces could deliver very effective fire.

British military longarms are described in several terms: musket,

flintlock, firelock, carbine and fusil. The term musket originally
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applied to any heavy firearm. In the sixteenth to mid seventeenth

century this weapon would have been a matchlock, utilizing a lighted

match to ignite the powder. By the seventeenth century these were

replaced by weapons using other mechanisms, termed fusils (fuzil, fuzee,

fusee) to fire the piece. The first of these was the wheel lock

(firelock) but, partly because it was expensive to produce, it was

slowly supplanted by the flint musket. This was to become the standard

infantry weapon for well over a century. This type of musket reached

its zenith of development as the "true flint10ck," the major

characteristic of which was the abi 1 ity to have its hammer at "full"

or "ha If-cock. 1130 A carbi ne was a 1 ighter musket with a sma 11 er bore

(calibre) than was standard, although gradually carbine became the

label used for any short, small calibre weapon used by cavalry. By the

eighteenth century the terms musket, firelock, and flintlock were used

indiscriminately to denote any flintlock musket. Fusil had become a

31
generic term for any light, small shoulder-fired longarm.

During the Seven Years War the standard British infantry weapon

was the Long Land Service Musket. It was a fourteen-pound weapon with

f
..
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b
32 Off ia orty-slx lnc ong smooth bore arre 0 . ca 1 reo lcers

were to carry spontoons (ceremonial half-pikes) and sergeants halberds

(ceremonial poleaxes). In North America it became the norm for officers

f d fus i l
33

to use ornate, custom-made, light firearms re erre to as USl s.

The artillery carried alight, plain musket known as the 111 ight

artillery musket." The "Sea Servicell musket came into use in the 1750s

for the navy and the "Marine" or IIMilitia" musket of 1758 was used by

those troops. These muskets were of carbine calibre and usually had a

forty-two inch or smaller barrel.34

,
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The type of musket used by light infantry during the Seven Years War

varied. When Gage's Light Armed Foot was raised it was reported they

carried firelocks II
••• cut shorter and the stocks dressed to make them

lighter.1I35 The Highlanders appear to have used the artillery carbine

with a forty-two inch barrel although they may have carried an altered

Long Land Musket or the Sea Service Musket.36 When Wolfe formed his

provisional light infantry battalion in 1759 they were:
II

• to

exchange their heavy arms for those of the Artillery.,,37 The evidence

points to the light infantry companies of the Seven Years War carrying

the light artillery model carbine, often referred to as a fusi1.38
The army was issued with a new lighter and shorter musket before

the American War. By Royal Warrant 11 June 1768, the Board of Ordnance

adopted the Short Land, New Pattern, Musket as the standard infantry

weapon. It had a barrel of forty-two inches and was of .75 calibre.

The new musket began production in early 1769.39 Officers and grenadier

sergeants were to carry army issued fusi1s and when the light companies

were formed their sergeants were also given fusils.40 The Philadelphia

Ledger or Weekly Advertiser for 3 December 1777 described a fusil

carried by an officer: "
•.. a handsome silver-mounted FUSEE marked

on the thumb-piece 15th light infantry.,Al Some officers' fusils, like

the above, may have been made for individual officers.

The exact type of musket carried by the men of the new light

companies has caused confusion, but it appears to have been a smaller

calibre version of the Short Land Musket. These muskets were frequently

referred to as fusi1s or fire10cks.42 In the early 1770s the army was

in the middle of the transition from the Long Land Musket to Short Land

Musket. The light companies, because they possessed no arms at all,

\
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received their version of the Short Land often before the rest of the

Battalion.43 The Long Land muskets then in service were only gradually

replaced as they wore out. For years after 1769, and possibly into the

war, the men in many regiments continued to carry the Long Land

Musket.44 It is recorded in an inspection return for the 23rd Foot,

1 August 1771, that: "The Light Infantry received a different species

of arms from the tower in May. 1145 Thomas Simes, in his The Mil itary

Guide for Young Officers (1772), said he was informed the light infantry

would carry "short pieces.1I46 Townshend gave orders 17 July 1772 that

the light infantry would be supplied with "
... two sergeants fusils

and 39 of the new Short Arms."47 These new short arms were carbine bore

version of the Short Land musket.

The weapon used by the light infantry did not substantially differ

from that carried by the rest of the battalion. A more accurate weapon

was not available, in any case, unless rifles were used and no regular

British light company was issued with them. The light troops were

expected to deliver more precise, accurate fire. The difference was

that they fired ball more frequently and used aimed fire. Townshend

commented to Amherst, in 1775, that one of the keys to making a good
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19 t 1nfantryman was to insti ... a conf i ence in 1S im.

Howe after inspecting the 4th Footls light company in 1773, was

disturbed that they had "not been practiced in firing ball ."49 At

Salisbury Howe lived up to his word by using live ammunition in his

drill. Eighteenth century longarms lacked sights although the bayonet

1 f i d
50

ug could be used as a rear sight if the bayonet was not 1xe. It

appears this is how light infantry aimed. This was far from a perfect

system but soldiers using this method stood a better chance of hitting

\
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a selected target than troops firing volleys. Volley fire was delivered

by men firing from the shoulder with their heads erect; the musket was

simply pOinted in the general direction that the ball was intended to

go.

The light infantry used a light, short musket as they had in the

Seven Years War. This was a smaller calibre Short Land Musket of a

similar type as was slowly being issued to the whole army. It was not

the musket that set the light infantry apart from the rest of the

battalion but its use of aimed fire and the more frequent practising

of firing ball. In the American War these changes, combined with the

fact the light infantry companies contained the best marksmen of the

battalion, showed themselves in the more accurate fire of the light

companies.

e. Uniforms and accoutrements

Clothing for the light infantry companies was decided on in 1771.

The style selected closely resembled that worn in the Seven Years War.

It was intended that this uniform be more practical than that worn by

the rest of the regiment. In the field the uniform, as was common to

all soldiers, tended to be modified further. The distinctive dress of

the light infantry tended to reinforce their image as elite troops and

they fought to retain uniform distinctions and add non-regulation ones.

The Board of General Officers,having met on 4 March 1771, submitted

a pattern of clothing and accoutrements that was
"
•.• best adapted

for the use of the said Light Infantry."5l The uniform was approved by

the King after viewing samples 22 March 1771.52 The waistcoat, white

or buff in all other companies, was to be red and decorated with lace.

,
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The coat remained red but was shortened to produce a "jacket," with

vertical pockets, not the usual horizontal ones.53 The breeches were

buff or white as suited the regiment. Full gaiters (used to protect

the lower leg) were not worn but replaced by half gaiters. Half gaiters

reached no higher than the calf and were intended to give the soldier

more freedom of movement.54 These were first made of linen, but this

was found to be unsuitable and replaced by black wool. Half gaiters

were later adopted by the whole army in America. A "Maudell (grey plaid

blanket) not an overcoat was supplied to the men during wartime. It was

intended to be of greater utility as it could be used as a blanket.55
The cap was of black leather. Three chains encircled the crown,

which was reinforced by a metal plate supposed to be able to ward off

the blows of tomahawks and hatchets.56 The front of the cap was turned

up and displayed the royal cipher (GR) and the number of the regiment.

This cap was very distinctive and resembled the helmet worn by the

dashing light cavalry regiments also new to the army.

New-style accoutrements were worn. The belt had two frogs

(fasteners), one for a bayonet and the other for a hatchet. The hatchet

could also "be tyed upon the knapsack."57 The belt held the small

cartridge box holding nine rounds. This belt, and all the other belts

(crossbelts, shoulder belts), were to be of "tan leather" only.
58

A

shot or bullet pouch was slung over the right shoulder. This bag held

loose or patched ball as opposed to cartridges. Powder horns or flasks

had to be carried for loading and priming. These horns were supplied

by the army and were often carved with elaborate designs by the

soldiers.59 The use of loose ball was archaic; the army had been using

cartridges since at least 1730. Cartridges increased the rate of fire
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from two to three shots per minute and for this reason there was

opposition in allowing the light infantry to use loose ball. The Earl

of Cavan frowned on the practice and said a man could load twice as fast

with cartridges. There were problems other than speed: there was no

paper to use as wadding, the powder-horn did not measure out a

consistent amount of powder into the pan, and the horn could blow up if

the pan "hung fire" (remaining burning).60 The men defended the use

of loose ball stating the cartridges were an encumbrance to carry.6l
It is possible that loose ball was used for individual fire and the

nine cartridges (the other men of the battalion carried many more) were

for volley fire.

As per regulation drums were issued to the light companies but

horns or trumpets were usually used.62 Horns had been traditional in

continental light units, such as the German Jagers, and the British

light troops followed their example. Drums would have done just as

well for signalling but Inspection Returns report horns: II
a

trumpet is used to call back the Light Infantry to the battalion"

(3rd Foot), and the "Light Foot Infantry Company has a German post-horn

to give signals" (4th Foot).63
P. Haythornthwaite, writing about light infantry in general has

stated that they tended, because of their elite status and higher

esprit de corps to adopt more non-regulation items than line troops.64
If this is true it would explain why the light companies flouted

regulations and wore special distinctions more frequently than the

companies of hatmen.

Every article of equipment was at one time in some light company

non-regulation. The waistcoats could be white or without lace and
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the jackets could be too short.65 Some light companies, influenced by

North American styles, wore leather breeches and in the 11th Foot the

whole regiment wore them.66 In 1776 a German artist portrayed several

B i t i h 1" h" i r t ,,67 C f tlrl 1S 19 t compam es in "hunting sh tr' s. aps were requen y

non-regulation as reported for the 19th, 24th and 62nd Foot. The 32nd

68
and 46th Foot had feather plumes in their caps, supplied by the army.

The most famous light infantry cap was that of the 5th Foot that had a

brass liSt. George slaying the Dragon" on the front plate and a red

horsehair crest on top.69 Once the war started slouch hats, like those

of Howe1s troops at Germantown with black or red tufts, were sometimes

worn.70
The pieces of equipment most likely to be non-regulation were the

belts. Possibly this was because of shortages in supply or, alternately,

access to cheap local materials. They were to be of tan leather but

many regiments did not conform to this. It was most common to

sUbstitute buff belts but they could be white, black, too narrow, or

just IInot according to regulations.1I71
The uniform of the light infantry was based on that worn in the

Seven Years War. Its distinctiveness had the effect of setting the

light company apart from the line companies of the battalion and closer

to the grenadiers, who also wore a unique uniform.

By 1775 and the outbreak of the revolt, the light companies had

been clothed and armed following patterns established in the Seven

Years War. That was also developed a method of employing the light

infantry that was similar to that of the grenadiers. Almost every

aspect of the light infantry1s modes was related to traditions first

found in the grenadier companies. In 1775 the largest question hanging
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over the light troops was their training or lack of it. They required

additional training to be effective in their role as lights. This type

of training needed time to be completed and from 1771 to 1775 that time

was available. The difficulty was in the utter randomness that any

single company was able to receive specialized light training. It is

here that Howe's Salisbury Drill should again be mentioned. How had

developed an excellent drill for light infantry in battalion, the way

it was known they would be used in war, but the drill was never

officially spread over the army.

I L
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CHAPTER IV

JOHN BURGOYNE AND LIGHT INFANTRY

John Burgoyne had served in the Seven Years War as a cavalry

officer and by the end of that war had established himself as reformer

and an energetic leader. Burgoyne was a keen observer of armies and

warfare and had taken an interest in light infantry. This interest

grew after he observed the American Patriots in 1775 and 1776.

Burgoyne believed the use of light troops was the key to defeating the

Patriots although by 1777 he did not believe that sufficient numbers

of regular light infantry were available to accomplish this. In 1777

and 1776 he had ten light companies under his command. These companies

had received varying degrees of training in the British Isles including

Howe's Salisbury Drill. The campaign of 1776 that expelled the

Americans from Canada did not provide much battle experience for the

light companies but it allowed them to act together as a battalion.

The hiatus between the campaigns of 1776 and 1777 allowed the light

battalion to train for the first time as a unit.

The campaign of 1777 was to illustrate more clearly Burgoyne's

and the British Army's methods of employing light infantry. It would

also test the training of the light companies.

a. The military career of Burgoyne and his ideas on the employment
of light infantry

By the time Burgoyne led a British army south from Canada in 1777

he was a moderately experienced commander. His career as an officer

had been characterized not by a meteoric rise but by gradual promotion.

He had established his reputation as a leader in Portugal and Spain in

1762 and had the opportunity to observe light infantry in action.
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Burgoyne was also an eager student of the Art of War and had developed

into a writer and reformer. In 1775 he was called to service against

the American Patriots and from this experience and that of 1776 he

formulated ideas about the use of light infantry. These ideas developed

and were modified from 1775-1777 but Burgoyne held to the concept that

light troops in large numbers were essential to operations in North

America.

John Burgoyne was born on 4 February 1722 son of Captain John

Burgoyne who was the younger son of 3rd baronet Sir John Burgoyne and

Mary Burnstone. It was rumoured Burgoyne was the illegitimate son of

Lord Bingley, 11th Earl of Derby, who became his patron. Lord Strange,

the Earl's eldest son, was Burgoyne's lifelong friend. Burgoyne began

his military career at an early age; the oldest published reference to

him is thought to be "A List of Promotions 1737" that included a "Mess.

Burgoyns and Peters Sub-Brigadiers in 3rd Troop of Horse Guards."l
This was purely an honorary position but it started Burgoyne in the

army. In 1740 he first purchased a commission as a cornet and then in

1741 as a lieutenant in the 13th Regiment of Dragoons.2
His military career was soon interrupted when he eloped with Lady

Charlotte, sister of Lord Strange, in 1743. This incident, for a time,

strained his good relationship with the Earl of Derby and under the

pressure of debts Burgoyne sold his commission in 1747 and left for

the continent.3 Burgoyne arrived in France and took up residence with

the Comte de Stainville (later the Duc de Choiseul). Choiseul had

been a lieutenant-general in the War of the Austrian Succession and

Burgoyne was able to expand and broaden his military education in

discussions with him.4 It was probably then that he learnt French, no common
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achievement for an English officer at that time. A knowledge of French

opened a whole new world of military literature to him.5 French was

the language of the Art of War and the French were in the forefront of

military science if not practice. When Burgoyne wrote his "Code of

Instructions" (circa 1759-1761), he urged his officers to learn French:

To those gentlemen who do not understand French,
I would recommend a serious and assiduous
application till they attain it. The best modern
books are written in that language, and in foreign
service gentlemen will find themselves at the
greatest loss if they do not both write and speak it.6

He urged them to read Les Institutions Militaires de la Potiere.

Burgoyne went on the standard Grand Tour of the continent around

1751-1755 and his travels allowed him to observe the French and

Prussian armies. He returned to England in 1755 or 1756 to resume

the military career that his ten-year exile had interrupted. In 1756

he managed to obtain a position as a junior captain in the 11th Dragoons

and commanded its light troop, an experiment for the British Army. On

14 June 1756, eleven dragoon or dragoon guard regiments had added a

light troop to their organization, in imitation of the current

continental practices of using light horse or "hussar" units for

scouting and skirmishing.7 Burgoyne was not entirely pleased with this

appointment as younger men held positions above him.

Burgoyne saw action in raids on the French coast at Saint-Malo

(June 1757) and Cherbourg (August 1758).8 These expeditions were not

great successes but Burgoyne acquitted himself well. He was transferred

to the 2nd Foot Guards as a captain, then promoted to lieutenant-

colonel. In 1759 it was decided to raise two full regiments of light

horse (officially titled Light Dragoons). Burgoyne was authorized to

form one of these very fashionable and prestigious units and as a reward

, h- ......._j_____L_\
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for his zealous and successful recruiting he was appointed its

lieutenant-colonel 4 August 1759.

Burgoyne displayed a great deal of enthusiasm and dedication in

training the 16th Light Dragoons. Sometime between 1759 and 1761 he

drew up a "Code of Instructions" to educate his officers.9 Burgoyne

stressed a firm but humane system for handling men, not as lax as the

French but opposed to the brutality of the Prussian Army. He wrote:

There are two systems which generally speaking divide
the disciplinarians; one is that of training men

like spaniels by the stick; the other after the
French, of substituting the point of honour in place
of severity ... I apprehend a just medium between
the two to be the surest means to bring English
soldiers to perfection ... English soldiers are to
be treated as thinking beings.10

These were innovative ideas for the army of the eighteenth century.

Historian J. Lunt stated: "These instructions were so far in advance

of their time that there was nothing to compare them in the British

army until Sir John Moore set about training his troops at Shorncliff

t th b
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established himself as a reformer.

Burgoyne had

Burgoyne's training was soon to pay dividends. The 16th Light

Dragoons were sent on a new British coastal raid to Belle-Isle in

March of 1761. Like the previous raids this one was bloody with

questionable military value but the 16th Light Dragoons performed well.

It was in Portugal that Burgoyne made his name. Spain and Britain

went to war in January 1762. On 31 May 1762, Burgoyne and the 16th

Light Dragoons, now considered a crack regiment with royal favour.

with the 83rd and 91st Foot (two raw units from the Irish Establishment)

arrived in Lisbon. They were joined by the 3rd. 67th, 75th and

Crawford's 85th Light Armed Foot.12 Out of this small army a grenadier
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battalion was created along with fifty picked men from every regiment

to form an ad hoc light infantry unit.13 The war in Portugal did not

involve any large-scale battles but was a war of posts, strong points,

skirmishes and small battles. In the end a shaky Portuguese army,

with British help, was able to ward off a half-hearted Spanish invasion

backed by the French.

Burgoyne was appointed a local brigadier-general with 3,000 men

14
under him; except for his own regiment most of these were Portuguese.

The decision was made to attack Spanish bases to delay their invasion

of Portugal. On 27 July 1762, Burgoyne led a raid on Valencia de

Alcantara. The attack was a great success and Burgoyne captured many

prisoners, the colours of three Spanish regiments, a general, livestock,

and stores of ammunition.15 A second major raid, planned by Burgoyne

but carried out by Major Charles Lee, occurred in October at Villa Velha.

It too was a success. By late 1762 the campaign was over and Burgoyne

returned to England a hero. He was promoted full colonel 8 October

1762, and colonel-commandant 18 March 1763. This last promotion ended

his active connection with the 16th Light Dragoons.16
Burgoyne had acquired experience of 1a petite guerre in Portugal.

He had led light horse and irregular light infantry.17 In Portugal

the 85th Light Armed Foot and the picked company of light infantry had

also been employed. Burgoyne had shown himself energetic and resource

ful in the war of outposts and swift attack.

Burgoyne had one more look at other European armies before going

to America. In 1765 he toured France, Prussia and Austria and wrote

an evaluation of their armies. This Observations and Reflections Upon

the Present Military State of Prussia, Austria and France (1766) was sent

/ \
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to Lord Chatham (William Pitt the Elder).18 In this document Burgoyne

restricts most of his comments to cavalry but occasionally comments on

light infantry. He was critical of the Prussians but noted their

"hussars and light troops." Austria had Sclavonians (Slavic irregulars)

and Croats. Burgoyne looked on with approval at the Austrian uniform

which was intended "
•.. to unite as much as possible, 1 ightness,

warmth, and ease." In France he met his old friend Choiseul, now

Minister of War, and although critical of the French Army as a whole

he noted its light troops. In Observations and Reflections Burgoyne

appears as an enthusiastic observer of invention and innovation.

Burgoyne was promoted a major-general in 1772 and this would have

probably been the end of his promotions had the American War

not intervened. By early 1775 Thomas Gage had concentrated almost all

the troops in British North America in Boston and serious trouble was

expected. The Lord North ministry decided to send him three major

genera 1 s , Wi 11 i am Howe, Henry Cl i nton and John Burgoyne, but few troops.

Burgoyne, the most junior of the three because of the dating of his

commission, had reservations about fighting fellow Englishmen but was

determined not to shirk from duty.19 He also recognized the prospect

for advancement and the possibility of glory. The three generals

embarked on H.M.S. Cerebus 18 April 1775 and arrived in Boston 28 May.

They landed in time to participate in the bloody battle of Bunker

Hill, 17 June 1775. Burgoyne, unlike Howe, did not play an important

part in the battle. He did get an excellent view of the fighting

while directing the fire of some batteries in Boston across to

Charlestown.20 Burgoyne soon after the battle began to write about the

battle. His first letter was to Lord Rochfort (one of the Principal



Secretaries of State) in which he described the Americans as "a rabble

in arms." He qualified this statement by praising their entrenching

abil ity: "They pushed on their work on the heights on both sides of

the town with double diligence," despite the arrival of fresh British

troops.2l On 25 June Burgoyne wrote the King about the battle:

Their Defence was well conceived and obstinately
maintained. Their Retreat was no Flight; it was

covered with Bravery, and even military Skill,
and it proceeded no farther than to the nearest
Hill, where a new Post was taken, new entrenchments
immediately begun, & their numbers affording
constant Relief of Workmen, they continued
working night and Day. . .. The Posts about Boston
are all fortifications. - The Rebels, driven from
one Hill, will entrench upon the next, and every
step we move must be the slow step of a Siege. -

Should we be able to penetrate ten miles, it is
not unlikely we should obtain a Sheep or any
flour.22

Burgoyne made several observations about the enemy. He did not

underestimate them: they had the edge in numbers and possessed some

military skill; they used field fortifications and the British would

have to conduct any military operation like a siege; and lastly any

advance inland would probably be a logistical nightmare.

Burgoyne in his letter to Lord Rochfort had said the enemy

"
. are in composition all light troops."23 Writing to Lord North

he elaborated on American tactics: "It is more than probable they

will be as much adverse to trust their cause to fair discussion as the

fair field. Distant skirmishing, ambush, entrenchments, concealment

are what they depend on in arms."24 Burgoyne when writing to Lord

George Sackville Germain (before the end of 1775 Secretary of State

for the American Colonies) compared the Americans to the light troops

of Europe he was familiar with, and found the Patriots lacking:

I .....t ...._I______L___\
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But nothing happened there, or in any of the
little affairs since, that raises them above the
level of all men expert in the use of firearms;
Corsicans, Miquelets, Croats, Tartars,
mountaineers and borderers, in almost all
countries have in their turn done much more

hardy things than defend one of the strongest
points that nature and art combined could make,
and run away.25

Burgoyne left for England in December 1775. He began to develop

a method for defeating the Patriots. The problem was how to force the

Americans out of their entrenchments in order to defeat them in the

open field, where superior British discipline and training would

prevail. Burgoyne decided the solution was the greater employment of

artillery and light infantry. In December and January of 1775-1776 he

put his ideas into a document called Reflections on the War in America.26
It would be misleading to believe this pamphlet concentrated on tactics;

it merely concerned itself on how the war could be won strategically,

with Burgoyne having an eye on securing an important command in America.

On the subject of tactics Burgoyne recapitulates much of what he said

before:

It is not expected the rebel Americans will risk
a general combat or a pitched battle, or even

stand at all, except behind entrenchments as at
Boston. Accustomed to felling of timber and to

grubbing up trees, they are very ready at earth
works and palisading, and will cover and entrench
themselves wherever they are for a short time left
unmolested with surprising alacrity.

Burgoyne continued on, stating that if the Americans dug in they

must be forced out:

Composed as the American army is, together with
the strength of the country, full of woods, swamps,
stone walls, and other enclosures and hiding
places, it may be said of it that every private
man will in action be his own general, who will
turn every tree and bush into a kind of temporary
fortress, from whence, when he hath fired his shot

J \_
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with all the deliberation, coolness and

certainty which hidden safety inspires, he
will skip as it were, to the next, and so on

for a long time till dislodged either by cannon

or light infantry. In this view of the American

Militia, rebels as they are, they will be found
to be respectable even in fliqht. Light infantry,
therefore, in greater numbers than one company

per regiment, ought to be an essential part of

the general system of our army_ (my italics)

It is light infantry and artillery that will defeat the Americans.

Burgoyne clearly stated that more light infantry than was available

would be needed. Possibly Burgoyne hoped for whole regiments of light

infantry as had existed during the Seven Years War. The army however

did not have more than one company of light infantry per regiment

available, and in 1777 this was the only regular British light infantry

Burgoyne had. In the same document Burgoyne suggested indirectly how

he would use his light infantry. In describing the possible use of

ships on the coast of North America he uses the analogy of light

infantry. Frigates and large ships are heavy infantry and light

infantry are "cruisers" and boats. The small ships, as Burgoyne said,
II
••• would be to the fleet what light infantry are to the troops."

The light infantry would reconnoitre, screen the main body and harass

the enemy. They would move swiftly using hit and run tactics to disrupt

the enemy's army, the main punch being delivered by the heavy infantry

supported byartillery.27
This was Burgoyne's tactical solution for defeating the Americans.

Light infantry, who could move much faster through bush than line

troops, would be pushed ahead of the main force to break up the enemy's

formations and,if they stood, disrupt their entrenching. Even if the

enemy held the light infantry would harass them as the main army moved

up. The lights would prepare for the attack by performing such
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activities as seizing commanding ground, collecting intelligence, and

threatening the enemy rear. The enemy would then be dislodged by an

artillery bombardment and defeated by the heavy infantry. In 1777

artillery was to loom of greater importance, in Burgoyne's thinking,

than light infantry but at this time he saw coordination between them

as the key to success. When the enemy army was defeated the light

troops would again become the spearhead of the assault, pursuing the

fugitives and giving them no respite.

In late 1776 Burgoyne again returned to England after the Americans

had been driven from Canada. The army had fought only one small battle,

at which Burgoyne had not been present, and had spent most of the year

in Canada relatively inactive. Major-General Guy Carleton, Governor

of Quebec, sent dispatches back with Burgoyne including one entitled

"A Memorandum of Observations, relative to the service in Canada,

submitted to Lord George Germain. 1128 Carleton expected to command the

expedition that would proceed south in 1777. The document had one

column called "Requisitions," outlining what Carleton thought was

required for the expedition, and another called "Observations," in

which Burgoyne inserted his own views. In most cases the Observations

were more lengthy than the Requisitions. In one Requisition Carleton

asked Germain for: "An Augmentation of Artillery consisting of two

companies, of the whole number of companies on the Service in Canada

to be completed to an hundred men each." Burgoyne in his Observation

commented: "I think it is a Duty to press upon your Lordship [Germain]

my opinion upon the Expediency of this proposal; The Artillery after

the light troops is the most important Arm in the American War."

Burgoyne had clearly placed light troops and artillery, in that order,



as crucial for victory over the Patriots.

In January 1777, once in England, Burgoyne travelled to Bath to take

the waters and composed his Thoughts for Cunducting the War from the

Side of Canada by Lieut.-General John Burgoyne.29 This was presented

to Germain on 28 February 1777. It is thought because of this document

Burgoyne was chosen commander of the expedition that went south in

1777.30 Thoughts for Conducting the War from the Side of Canada outlined

the whole plan of the campaign but also elaborated on the tactical ideas

Burgoyne had already developed:

Corps of Savages, supported by detachments of

light regulars, should be continually on foot
to keep them [the Patriots] in alarm and within
their works, to cover the reconnoitring of general
officers engineers, and to obtain the best

intelligence of their strength, position and

design ..•. [and in reference to Fort George]
every effort should be tried by throwing savages
and light troops round it to oblige them to quit
it without waiting for naval preparations.

Burgoyne had not changed his basic ideas about the use of light

troops but he did realize he would need more lights than the British

Army could provide him with. The crucial point was that Indians now

replaced the regular light troops in his planning. The regular light

companies would provide support to the Indians. Burgoyne wanted lIa

thousand or more savages
II in his army.3l There were just not enough

regulars available and Burgoyne thought the use of Indians would

compensate. The Indian involvement in the campaign became a major

controversy and eventually backfired on Burgoyne. The light companies

were not used in many of their traditional roles during the campaign.

Burgoyne did not lose his interest in regular light infantry but

circumstances forced him to employ mainly irregulars in 1a petite

guerre.32

\
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b. Training of the light companies involved in the campaigns of 1776
and 1777

Burgoyne had with him in 1777 seven full regiments, the

9th, 20th, 21st (Royal North British Fusiliers), 24th, 47th, 53rd and

62nd, and the flank companies of three regiments, the 29th, 31st and

34th Foot. It is important to determine what type of training the ten

light companies in Burgoyne's army received in the British Isles.

Townshend's order applied to the 9th, 24th, 47th, 53rd and 62nd Foot.

Similar orders were probably transmitted to the other five regiments

at some time between 1771-1776. Howe's battalion drill is of greater

interest as Burgoyne's light companies were to be used as a battalion.

The most commonly accepted view was that Howe's Salisbury Drill was

limited to the seven Salisbury regiments.33 By examining a sample set

of regiments, like those of Burgoyne's, it can be demonstrated that

Howe's training was more widespread than previously believed. It can

also be illustrated how the drill was spread through the army.

There is no doubt two of Burgoyne's light companies learnt the

drill as the 21st and 29th Foot were at the Salisbury training camp.

The principal source for determining what other regiments were taught

the drill are the memoirs of Roger Lamb, a non-commissioned officer

in the 9th Foot. According to Lamb the 33rd Foot held a camp of

instruction in Howe's Salisbury Drill in the spring of 1775.34
The 33rd Foot was an exceptional regiment whose colonel was

Charles, Earl Cornwallis. It was probably the best trained line

regiment in the British Army, in Lamb's words: "The 33rd was in a

high state of appointment, and exceedingly well disciplined ... I

never witnessed a regiment that excelled it in discipline and military

appearance.•.. [and it] furnished an example for cleanliness,

\
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martial spirit and good behavior.,,35 This was confirmed by the

inspections of the 33rd Foot done in the 1770s,and in 1776 Howe was to

single out the regiment by brigading it with the Foot Guards.36
J.A. Houlding in Fit for Service, his study of the training of the

British Army of the eighteenth century, called the 33rd Foot "
...

the best trained regiment in the British Army," of the 1760s and

1770s.37 The excellence of the regiment was due to its officers,

Cornwallis in particular, who took an unprecedented interest in his

.

t
38

reglmen .

In the spring of 1774 the 33rd learnt Howels drill but how this

occurred is not known. Perhaps a copy of the drill was obtained by

the conscientious officers of the regiment. The 33rd Foot knew the

drill well enough to teach it although it left England in April of

1774, four months before the Salisbury training camp. The 20th Foot,

that had been in England since at least August 1771, was in the spring

of 1774 joined by the 33rd at Plymouth to prepare to embark for

Ireland.39 The 33rd Foot was reviewed at Plymouth 31 March 1774 by

Howe, who praised its 1 ight company which "acted with great spirit. lAO

In March, April and May the 33rd Foot taught the 20th Howe's drill.4l
Both regiments left England together from Plymouth and arrived at

Kinsale, Ireland (southwest of Cork) in late April or early May. Here

they fought a mock battle, which they probably prepared for in England

at Fort Charles (Preham Point) across from Kinsale, 18 May. The

exercise consisted of the 33rd Foot landing on the beach and attempting

to take Fort Charles. The 20th Foot held the "Strong ground" and

eventually drove the 33rd back.42
In 1775 the 33rd Foot held a training camp at Dublin. According to

_h'-----_ _l_
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Lamb he was:
"

.. sent among several other non-commissioned officers

to be instructed in the new exercise which shortly before had been

introduced by General Sir William Howe. It consisted of a set of

manoeuvres to be practiced in the different regiments.,,43 Lamb was

sent by Lord Ligonier, colonel of the 9th Foot, to the training

exercise and it should be remembered Lamb was not in the light company

but a hatman. It can be assumed that the officers and non-commissioned

officers of the light company would be sent to the training camp but

why a battalion man went was not explained.

The Dublin garrison at the time consisted of the 1st Horse and the

9th, 15th, 33rd, 34th, 37th and 46th Regiments of Foot. Of note is the

presence of Howe's own regiment, the 46th Foot. All the foot units

in Dublin would have been involved in the exercise. Lamb was unclear

on the exact location of the camp of instruction; it was probably near

the central location of Dublin.44 Lamb's statement that it was to be

practised in the different regiments suggests that this was a camp for

all the regiments of the Irish Army.45 The 9th and 34th Foot of

Burgoyne's army learnt the drill as part of the Dublin garrison. The

24th, 53rd and 64th Foot, also with Burgoyne, were in Ireland at that

time and it appears they too learnt Howe's drill at the 33rd Foot's

instruction camp.

The last two regimental light companies with Burgoyne, the 31st

and 47th Foots, did not learn the drill in the British Isles. The 47th

Foot served in New York and the "Jersies" in 1773 but in 1774 was

ordered to Boston. In 1775 it fought at Lexington and Concord, and

Bunker Hill, being sent to the relief of Quebec the next year. The

47th Foot because it was absent from the British Isles 1773-1775
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probably never had a chance to learn Howe's drill. The 31st Foot had

its light company raised in England while it was in the West Indies.

It landed at Sheerness in May 1771, and when reviewed at Sittingbourne in

June could only muster 299 men after service in the deadly conditions

of the Caribbean.46 Eventually the 31st Foot joined its light company

and in November 1775 marched into Scotland. There is the slight

possibility its light company learnt Howe's drill but no evidence.

In total eight of Burgoyne's ten light companies probably learnt

Howe's Salisbury Drill: the 21st and 24th Foot at Salisbury; the 20th

through manoeuvres with the 33rd; the 9th and 24th, 53rd and 62nd as

part of the army in Ireland.

Several questions emerged that remain unanswered. To what

extent were copies of the drill circulated in the British Isles and

why was Lamb, a battalion company man, taught the drill? Lamb suggests

answers to these questions. He said the drill he learnt had only six

manoeuvres.47 Howe's full drill had many more and probably Lamb and

his comrades in the battalion companies were shown a boiled down

version in an attempt to add some flexibility to the regiment as a

whole.

"

Concerning the second question Lamb stated that after Salisbury

. his Lordship's exertations contributed to give it [Howe's drill]

the desired extension and effect. ,,48 His Lordship was Charles Stanhope,

Viscount Petersham (after 1779 Lord Harrington), well connected to

Barrington (Secretary at War) and later Commander-in-Chief of the Irish

Army.49 Petersham was commissioned a captain in the 29th Foot's light

company August 1773, and in 1774 was at Salisbury. Lamb does not say

how Petersham gave the drill its desired extension but if he, or other

, \
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officers, distributed copies of it the possibility exists that any light

company in the British Isles could have learned it.

Petersham's possible influence does not stop there. He went with

the army to Canada in 1776 and was a personal friend of two of the most

important figures in that army: John Burgoyne and Simon Fraser.

Burgoyne II
••• particularly noticed his talents and services" and in

1777 made him his aid_de-camp.50 Fraser, according to Lamb, II

frequently said Lord Petersham was one of the most promising young

officers in the service at that trying time [1777J.1I51 Considering

his influence and friendships Petersham could have spread Howe's drill

to the army in Canada. This becomes even more significant considering

it was only then that the light companies were together as a battalion.

c. The campaign of 1776

In early 1776 the British sent a large army to Canada to recapture

what they thought was a Patriot-held Quebec City. Burgoyne led this

expedition that found upon reaching Quebec that Guy Carleton was still

in possession of the fortress. Burgoyne, as ordered, put himself under

Carleton's authority. The campaign of 1776 falls into three general

phases: an initial period in which the Patriots were driven from

Canada; a long lull as each side built up naval forces on Lake

Champlain; and a final spurt of actiVity in which the American navy was

defeated and the British advanced towards Ticonderoga. The light

companies were hardly engaged during 1776 although in some respects

they were used then as they were in 1777. The career of Simon Fraser,

commander of the 1 ight infantry in 1777, is briefly examined in

the following section.

Ten full British regiments under Burgoyne were sent to Canada
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along with a sizeable contingent of German troops, mostly Brunswickers,

commanded by Major-General Baron Friedrich von Riedesel. By mid

February 1776 the fleet was readied. Previous to this on 10 February

the 29th Foot had left the anchorage at Nore (Sheerness) to act as an

advance force.52 On 7 to 8 April the main fleet consisting of the 9th,

20th, 24th, 31st, 34th, 53rd and 62nd Foot Regiments sailed from

Cork.53 The 31st Foot had joined them from Scotland, sailing from

Glasgow to Cork. Burgoyne had left from Spithead, the anchorage at

Portsmouth, with the Germans on 3 April. The 21st Foot, at Plymouth,

joined the Portsmouth fleet as it passed through the channel. The Cork

and Portsmouth fleets joined at sea 20 April 1776. The last British

regiment, the 47th Foot, 1 eft Halifax 20 Apri 1 under the convoy of the

H.M.S. Niger.54 It met the 29th Foot at the mouth of the St. Lawrence

River and together they sailed up the river. On 6 May the first

British ships with men of the 29th Foot reached Quebec.55 Within a

week the rest of the two regiments arrived.

Major-General John Thomas, the American Commander-in-Chief,

had decided the night before to lift the siege on 6 May and

there was no battle. The Patriots fled leaving cannon, muskets and

even clothing on the field.56 Carleton held a victory parade on the

Plains of Abraham and waited for the rest of the British fleet to

arrive. Burgoyne and Riedesel reached Quebec on 1 June. The Americans

retreated in great confusion to Fort Chambly, Thomas being replaced

by General John Sullivan.57 The sitUation for the Americans stabilized

as reinforcements arrived from New England bringing the total Patriot

force in Canada to 7,000, 2,000 of these being in Montreal under

Brigadier-General Benedict Arnold. By late May Sullivan was considering

j \
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a counter thrust.
58

Carleton did not occUpy Trois Rivieres until 22 May. Sullivan

agreed to let Brigadier-General William Thompson, at Sorel, attack Trois

Rivieres with 2,000 troops. Thompson and Colonel Anthony Wayne set out

for the town believing it to be held by perhaps 800 British.59 They

were greatly mistaken. Carleton had by 7 June four battalions there,

under Simon Fraser, and additional forces on board Ship.60 The

Americans landed nine miles above the town in order to achieve surprise

but the whole expedition soon turned into a farce. Antoine Gautier, a

Canadian, was recruited as a guide by the Americans but Gautier, loyal

to the British, led them into a morass where they wandered for hours.6l
The exhausted Americans led by Wayne finally emerged from the bog

between 7:00 and 8:00 a.m. only to find the British fully alerted and

deployed.62
According to American sources the British front line broke and

fled in the face of the Patriots· initial attack. Contemporary British

sources did not mention such a retreat and the IIlight infantry" the

Americans defeated were probably pickets withdrawing.63 John Enys, an

ensign with the 29th Foot, said the battle started when II
... a

Scattering fire began with the pickeks [sic] of the Army near the

town."64 The Americans ran into the main force and were stopped cold. As

cannon fire erupted from the ships at anchor in the St. Lawrence, troops

under Lieutenant-Colonel William Nesbitt were landed to the rear of

the Americans. The attackers immediately fled into the swamp from

which they had just come, pursued by Lieutenant-Colonel Barry St. Leger

with the light and grenadier companies and two guns.65 The light

companies present appear to have been from the 20th, 24th, 29th, 47th

\
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and 62nd Foot.66 In this short engagement the Americans lost 50 killed,

200 or more wounded, and 236 captured, including Thompson. British

losses were trifling in comparison with 12 or 13 killed or wounded.67
Fraser quickly started a much larger pursuit: "a strong

Detachment, consisting of 1,200 men under L:C: Fraser marched up the

River, to try if possible to get between the Rebels and their Batteaux.,,68
A small victory could have been turned into a crushing blow but the

next day, 9 June, Carleton and Burgoyne arrived and Carleton ordered

the pursuit halted.69 The Americans were allowed to reach their

batteaux and escape. In this small action the lights had fought well.

They had helped to stop the American attack and had pursued them

through difficult terrain without a problem. Yet not all the light

companies had been involved and the battle of Trois Rivieres could not

be called a stern test.

All troops, except 1,200 men whose transports had not come up,

embarked but did not move for four days.70 Carleton formed a plan

of action: Burgoyne and 4,000 men, with Major-General William Phillips

as his second in command, was to land at Sorel and lead the pursuit

down the Richelieu River, while Carleton was to proceed to Montreal

with the rest of the army dropping off a strong corps at Longueuil.

This corps would march to Fort Chambly blocking any American retreat

to Fort St. John's. Carleton gave Burgoyne: "Instructions to pursue

the rebels up the River to St. John's, but without hazarding any thing

'till the column on his right should be able to cooperate with him.,.?l

Carleton officially organized his forces, making Lieutenant-Colonels

Beckwith, Simon Fraser, Henry Powell, William Nesbitt local brigadier-
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generals.72 The Advance Corps was placed under the command of Simon

Fraser and was to have generally the same organization in 1777. All

ten light and grenadier companies were detached from their parent units

until the end of the campaign. As William Digby, a lieutenant in the

grenadiers, relates: "The different brigades were then formed and

our corps, consisted of all the light infantry and grenadiers of the

army (VIZ 9th. 20th. 21st. 29th. 31st. 47th. 53d. & 62nd regiments,

with the 24th regiment under the command of Brigadier general Frazier,

lieutenant colonel of the 24th regiment, and called the advanced

corps ...

,.73 The Canadians, Indians and Loyalists were also with

this corps.

Fraser was energetic and well suited to command light infantry as

his interesting career illustrates.74 He was born in 1729 in Scotland

and his first military experience was with the Scottish Brigade in

Dutch service at Bergen-Op-Zoom in 1747. The Fraser clan had supported

the Jacobite cause in 1745-1746 and Scots of questionable loyalty were

not yet allowed in the British Army. In 1757 Fraser joined the 60th

Royal Americans (then the 62nd Foot) as a lieutenant because it allowed

foreign soldiers.75 When the ban on Jacobite Highlanders was lifted

he transferred into 78th Foot (Fraser's Highlanders), raised by Simon

Fraser, son of the 11th Earl of Lovat, as a lieutenant,S January 1758.

Fraser rose rapidly in rank: captain-lieutenant, 27 September 1758; and

captain 22 April 1759. With the 78th Foot he fought at Louisbourg in

1758 and Quebec in 1759. At Quebec, legend has it, he was the officer

who first scaled the cliffs and was challenged by a French sentry.

Townshend wrote a "captn Frazer who had been in ye Dutch Service &

k F h
. ,,76 Th 78 hspo e renc - answered - la france e Vlve le Roy. e t
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Highlanders operated as light troops during these campaigns.77
After the Quebec campaign Fraser was transferred to Germany and was

made a major in the army 14 March 1761. Holding this rank he commanded

Fraser's chasseurs, an ad hoc light infantry unit formed sometime before

October 1761, which was a part of "Lord Cavendish'sjagers" (a composite

British, Hanoverian, Hessian and Brunswick brigade). On 9 November

1761 Fraser and 50 chasseurs drove back 400 French in a fierce

action. Riedesel, then an aid-de-camp to Prince Ferdinand of Brunswick,

observed the action and said: "I cannot praise enough the bravery of

these men and the sk i 11 with wh i ch Major Fraser 1 ed them.1I78 Fraser's

chasseurs existed at least until September of 1762. On 8 February

1762 Fraser was commissioned captain in the 24th Foot, a regiment that

had been in Germany since 1760.

The 24th Foot returned to the British Isles after the peace.

Fraser became lieutenant-colonel of the regiment 14 July 1768, and aid

de-camp to Townshend, then Lord Lieutenant of Ireland. By 1770 Fraser

had risen to the position of Irish quarter-master general.79 It has

been suggested that Fraser was a close friend of Burgoyne before 1776

and documentary evidence supports this.80
Fraser was a "light infantry specialist" by 1776.81 Considering

his connections and position in Ireland in the 1770s he most likely

knew Howe's Salisbury Drill and taught it to the 24th Foot's light

company and perhaps its rudiments to the whole regiment.82 Carleton

appointed Fraser a brigadier-general 10 June 1776, as has been noted,

and on 22 July 1777 he was gazetted a full colone1.83
Fraser started up the St. Lawrence on 12 June with 1,200 men (this

was not the Advance Corps) but the fleet did not sail until 13 June,
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held up by calm winds.84 The next day the fleet appeared before Sorel.

The first troops to disembark that evening were the light infantry

followed by the grenadiers. causing the Americans to leave the town

'th 85
Wl out a struggle. Carleton delayed a day to sail for Longueuil

and by then the wind had changed further halting progress.86 This

virtually ensured the Americans would escape if they did not attempt a

stand.

On 15 June Nesbitt, temporarily commanding the Advance Corps,

was ordered to follow the Americans with the grenadiers, light infantry

and Canadians as far as St. Denis and there wait for the main body.

They took fourteen days provisions and their camp equipment.8?
Burgoyne landed the main force the same day and proceeded to follow his

advance "guard; It appears he retained some light infantry, grenadiers

and Canadians which he used to cover his front and flanks.88 Deserted

St. Denis was occupied by Nesbitt and then Burgoyne after travelling

twenty miles, a good march by eighteenth century standards. Here they

rested for a day.89 On 17 and 18 June Burgoyne proceeded to Fort

Chambly where he fully expected a battle but found (9:00 a.m., 18 June)

the fort destroyed but the bridges intact, the latter reflecting the

haste of the retreat.90 Burgoyne set off before the end of the day for

Fort St. John1s, twelve miles away, the last possible place the

Americans could make a stand in Canada. Burgoyne proceeded slowly and

cautiously, expecting an ambush on the wooded road. He arranged

his troops with one light company and the Canadians in front, followed

by two field pieces, then the rest of the light infantry and the

grenadier companies, and lastly all the battalion companies and the

remaining artillery. As Burgoyne marched he constantly put out flanking
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parties and urged: "Coolness, Silence.,,9l As Burgoyne reached Fort

St. John's he sent forward Captain James Craig with three light

companies but Cra i g found Fort St. John's "about dark ... abandoned

and on fire."92 Arnold and Captain James Wilkinson had only pushed

their batteaux into the water after glimpsing the caps of the British

light infantry advancing into the town.g3 The most active phase of the

campaign was over and a lull of over a month ensued before the war of

skirmishing and scouting began.

As both the Americans and British began to build naval forces to

contest Lake Champlain the Advance Corps was almost inactive. The

light companies returned to Fort Chambly 20 June, six of them continuing

on to Fort St. John's. The lights were used as a screen for the army as

it remained encamped.94 The only excitement came on 22 June when

Fraser, now in command of the corps, ordered an alarm because of a

rumour the Patriots were about to attack. By 25 June the whole Advance

Corps was at Fort St. John's numbering not less than 1,500 men including

Indians, Canadians and Loyalists. Nothing of note occurred until 16

July when Phillips warned Fraser to have the lights patrol the area

fifteen to twenty miles from the St. Lawrence to prevent the incursions

of American parties and be ready to occupy Isle aux Noix.95
On July 22 Burgoyne decided to send a patrol to Crown Point, the

forward American base. This patrol was led by Lieutenant (Captain

Lieutenant) Alexander Fraser and Lieutenant Thomas Scott. It consisted

of a group of Indians and Canadians plus one sergeant, one corporal

and 12 light infantrymen. The light infantrymen were volunteers

from the light battalion. Burgoyne told the party
"
... not to stop

till they reached him [the enemy]. ,,96
Fraser and Scott reached Crown

\
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Point and estimated it was held by 500 Americans. On the return journey

they clashed with an American patrol, 25 July near Isle aux Noix, and

captured Captain James Wilkinson, 1 lieutenant and 32 privates for the

loss of 1 Canadian and Indian killed. The Indians in the group

demanded the death of an American prisoner as a sacrifice and were

only with some difficulty persuaded not to carry out this act. Fraser

and Scott returned 27 July and they and their men were rewarded with

one dollar each by Simon Fraser.97
Alexander Fraser, nephew of Simon, was to lead an elite ranger

unit for Burgoyne and playa key role in future scouting operations.98
He was with his uncle in the 78th Foot but remained in North America

after 1763. Fraser dealt with Indian affairs and journeyed in 1765 to

Fort Chartes to confer with Chief Pontiac. He seems to have remained

the entire time between the wars in North America and in 1776 was back

at Quebec. Alexander Fraser was the key in the formation of a special

ranger unit composed of volunteers from the British regiments. On

30 August Simon Fraser, with Carleton's approval, issued an order to

create a unit of 100 .men from every company in the army. More specific

orders were given 6 September: liThe regiments of Brigadiers Nesbitt

and Powell's Brigades to furnish one sergeant and eight men each to form

a body of Marksmen to be attached to Brigadier Fraser's corps."99
It was an excellent unit and performed much of the scouting in 1776.

Alexander Fraser organized his rangers at Fort St. John's 7 to 10

September 1776.

Most of the scouting conducted in 1776 was not done by the regular

light infantry. Canadians, Fraser's Rangers and some Indians were

primarily involved. Indian participation was not as great as in 1777

, \
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because the British had not yet decided on a firm policy regarding their

use against the Americans.100 Some patrols did include small bodies of

British lights. Captain Rene-Amable Boucherville, a Canadian, left 29

July for Crown Point with some Canadians, a few Indians, and two

h 1· h d d·
. 101

subalterns and 36 privates of t e 19 t an grena 1er companles.

returned 4 August.

During this period the Advance Corps began to move to Isle aux

Noix.102 The light infantry moved first: 28 July, the 47th Foot's

light company; 30 July, the 20th; 3 August, the 9th; 7 August, the 24th;

8 August, the 29th and 31st; and finally on 9 August, the 34th, 53rd

and 62nd led by Major Alexander Lindsay, Earl of Balcarres, commander

of the light battalion. The grenadiers followed at the end of August.

John Enys said: IIIn the later part of August & being at the Isle aux

Noix, our most advanced post on a visit to our Grenadier and Light

Company.. u 103
By 3 September the whole Advance Corps was

there.104 Fraser may have organized his lights and grenadiers as

suggested by Phillips on 16 July in three battalions of four companies:

one battalion of grenadiers, one of light infantry, and a special one

of two companies each of lights and grenadiers that Phillips called

II
an advanced corps of your [Fraser's] corps.1I105

The Advance Corps moved along Lake Champlain to support Carleton's

inland navy. On 11 October Carleton defeated Arnold's navy and two

days later destroyed it, the two battles being collectively known as

Valcour Island. Fraser took the Advance Corps to Chimney Point,

twelve miles from Ticonderoga, and then with four companies of lights,

some Indians and Canadians, proceeded to the fortress. Fraser's men

fired at some American batteries at Ticonderoga but the defenders did

,
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not venture out.106 Carleton's decision to not make an attempt at

capturing the fort ended the campaign. On 2 November the army left

Crown Point, holding Isle aux Noix as their most southerly base.

Carl eton issued orders 11 November that: "a 11 detachments except

Grenadiers and Light Infantry to join their regiments.,,107 Thus

Fraser's Rangers were broken up but the light and grenadier battalions

were not. On 12 November all troops went into winter quarters.

The light companies had been employed in the various roles of

light infantry quite successfully in 1776. Some of them had fought in

the battle of Trois Rivieres and had been involved in the pursuit after

the battle doing credit to themselves. Once organized,the lights were

formed into a single battalion. As a battalion commanded by Burgoyne

they had driven the Patriots completely from Quebec. The battalion

of light infantry was not an inflexible unit; companies were detached,

reabsorbed and used in combinations as needed. As in the Seven Years

War the lights operated closely with the grenadiers. The light

companies had screened the main body when it was largely inactive from

late June to late July. Some light infantrymen and officers had been

used in reconnaissance patrols but too few had acquired experience of

scouting. Burgoyne, as indicated by his 1777 Thoughts for Conducting

the War from the Side of Canada, was satisfied with the use of Indians.

This opinion was held despite the well known difficulties in handling

Indians as Alexander Fraser and Scott experienced on their scout of

22 to 27 of July.10B In general, the campaign of 1776 showed how the

light companies would be used in 1777 although it must be remembered

the earlier operations were less extensive in scope. There was also

another difference; before the campaign began the light infantry was to
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acquire additional training.

d. Training of the light infantry in Canada, 1776-1777

The time from late June 1776 to late May 1777 was a period of

relative inactivity for most of the British and German forces in Canada.

This was an excellent time for training in the field. There is evidence

that routine drills were practised and also that some special training

was given. For the first time all ten companies of light infantry

could exercise together as a battalion. There is a good possibility

that Howe's Salisbury Drill was practised by the light battalion. Most

of these drills would be done under the overall command of Carleton as

Commander-in-Chief until the return of Burgoyne from England, 6 May

1777.

The drilling of troops began as the most active phase of the

campaign came to a close in 1776. Around 26 June Carleton gave orders

that the drilling of recruits was to proceed. Riedesel recorded in

his Memoirs that: "The leisure time was employed in drilling the

recruits and those who had been sick a long time.,,109 This time was

from 5:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. daily. Roger Lamb, referring to the whole

period from 1776-1777 said: "During our stay in Canada the army had

sufficient time for providing to meet the enemy, and although in thus

preparing the troops were much occupied in acquiring whatever

efficiency training and exercise could produce, yet comparatively with

actual engagements such a reason was a time of inactivity.,,110 Thomas

Anburey, of the 24th Foot, 6 April 1777, wrote: "In this country there

is no spring or autumn ,and the frost is daily expected to break, the

troops are kept in continual exercise. General Carleton is come to

review the different regiments, but the snow is so deep upon the ground,
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they are exercised and to be reviewed on the ice
II 111

These passages indicate that the troops were exercised in the

standard drills of the 1764 Regulations even to the point of training

on ice. There is no indication these were new or strange drills.

An attempt was made to prepare the troops for the unique conditions

of American warfare. Ensign Thomas Hughes, of the 53rd Foot, wrote

in his journa 1 during the autumn of 1776: II... the troops were

train'd to the exercise calculated for the woody country of America

with which they were totally unacquainted.1I1l2 Hughes unfortunately

was not specific about the exact nature of these drills but clearly

Carleton attempted to prepare the army for operations in wooded areas.

The drill referred to by Hughes could have been that described in

a detailed order by Phillips, Burgoyne's second in command, 11 May

1777.113 This order was directed to the manoeuvre of line companies

in what Phillips called "d i ff i cul t-qround ," that was: "enc losures ,

ravines, ditches of water, marshy ground ... small hills, rocks or

thick underwood.1I The battalion was to be able to split up into

companies and reform quickly:

It is here meant, that each company should be
led to consider itself a small distinct body,
and exercised in various evolutions independent
of the battalion, with every possible view for
single companies being taught to depend upon
themselves .•.• [and the] military skill of
officers may be required to be shown in detached
parties and it may frequently happen, that

single companies will have to act when an entire
battalion cannot always manoeuvre.

Phillips continues that it is required
II
••• that every company

may form a respectable body singly, and though attached to its place

in battalion, yet always ready to act separate from it, as the nature

of the ground may require, or the nature of the local service they may
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be sent on make necessary." The companies should be able to change

their position and front and have "a ready power of taking good posts,"

that was forming defensive positions behind obstacles. The companies

were only to fight alone if absolutely necessary and" join as

soon as the ground permits, into companies, and from companies into

battalions." Phillips' order was extremely realistic and given the

terrain the British had to cross, very necessary. The drill was to be

learnt with the commanding officer putting
"

•.. himself at the head

of one company, and to manoeuvre that company; while the other

companies, being drawn up at small intervals of distance follow the

evolutions so given by the commanding officer." These drills were for

the battalion companies and the responsibility of teaching the exercise

to each regiment was in the hands of its commanding officer. Phillips

and Fraser would train their men in these exercises but others might

not. The order represents a conscious effort to prepare the army for

the approaching campaign.

The light infantry with the Advance Corps did learn what was

described as new exercises. Thomas Anburey, with some fellow officers,

observed the Advance Corps training near Montreal, 20 May 1777:

The army is now in movement to take the field;
the advanced corps are already encamped at

Boucherville, and were reviewed by General
Burgoyne a few days since. I accompanied several
officers to see them, who had never seen 1 ,500
military men assembled together. As to the
battalions of light infantry and grenadiers,
such a body of men could not be raised in a twelve
month, search England through. The line of the
advanced corps extended a mile; they performed,
exclusive of the common manoeuvres, several new

ones, calculated for defence in this woody country,
and the General was pleased to express his

approbation in the warmest termT �ith regard to

the high discipline of the men. 1

,
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That the officers with Anburey had never seen such a body of men

together is understandable for such manoeuvres were almost unknown in

the British Isles.115 They also comment on the excellent appearance

of the lights and grenadiers. What the new exercises were that Anburey

observed cannot be determined for certain. The only details given were

that they were calculated for defense in woody country. It is possible

that the light tnfantr-y were prac t l s inq the Phillips' exercises.1l6
There ;s also the possibility that these exercises were Howe's Salisbury

Drill. Here was an excellent opportunity for the ten light companies

to learn the drill as a battalion. With Viscount Petersham urging on

and assisting Burgoyne with the drill, as Roger Lamb's statements

indicate he would have been doing, this seems very likely.117 Fraser's

presence could have also contributed to the training of the light

companies.

In Canada the regiments were exercised in the normal drills by

Carleton and Burgoyne. There was also a special attempt to adapt the

troops to wooded terrain as the Phillips' order indicated. Of greatest

interest is the good possibility the light companies were exercised in

Howe's Salisbury Drill as a battalion. If this was so Petersham was

the person most responsible. As the army, in June 1777. made ready to

move, Lamb said without exaggeration: "The soldiers are in a high

state of discipl ine ...

,,118

By the time the troops moved south Burgoyne had a well-trained

corps of light infantry with an experienced leader, Fraser, at its head.

Most of the lights knew Howe's drill and probably had exercised it

together. They had gained some experience in 1776 but were still

relatively untested in battle. As was the generally established
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tradition the light companies operated closely with the grenadier

companies. The regular light infantry, as Burgoyne realized, was lacking

in one important respect. There simply were not enough of them to

accomplish all the tasks lights would be expected to perform. To make

good this deficiency Burgoyne was to recruit Canadians, Loyalists and

especially Indians. The use of the latter was to have important

consequences for the campaign.
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CHAPTER V

THE ORGANIZATION AND OPERATIONS OF THE
LIGHT BATTALION IN 1777

The light battalion will be examined in the context of the Saratoga

Campaign of 1777. This battalion will be isolated and evaluated to

determine its role and contribution to the British forces. The actual

campaign will not be reconstructed in a narrative or chronological

form. The light companies will be studied in the perspective of the

traditional roles of light troops. It is not only important how

Burgoyne and Fraser used their light troops but also what they did not

expect them to do.

a. Plan for the campaign of 1777

Before examining the conduct of the light battalion in 1777, the

plan for the campaign will be briefly outlined. This will put the

actions of the battalion in context.

The plan for 1777 has always been the most controversial part of

the operations. Burgoyne generally followed his own ideas as outlined

in Thoughts for Conducting the War from the Side of Canada. Starting

out from Fort St. John's, he would make his way across Lake Champlain

and then down the Hudson River. He was to "put himself under the

command of Sir William Howe," when it was possible.1 This would require

the opening up of communications with New York and its British garrison.

The capture of Fort Ticonderoga and Albany would deal a severe blow to

the rebellion. In a sense this would also cut New England off from the

rest of the colonies.2 A subsidiary operation would be mounted by

Barry St. Leger to capture Fort Stanwix on the Mohawk River. St. Leger

would then advance down the Mohawk to the Hudson and join Burgoyne.

, _.. ........_i _
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Most of the debate about the plan has centred around the lack of

assistance Howe gave to Burgoyne. Recent scholarship has laid to rest

the questions surrounding this.3 Burgoyne hoped for help from a force

operating out of New York but was prepared to do without it. Howe's

own plan focused on the capture of Philadelphia. This had been

approved by Germain. Howe knew of Burgoyne's proposed operations and

expected to be back in time to assist him. Before he left Quebec

Burgoyne was not ignorant of Howe's expedition. Howe believed the

greatest danger to Burgoyne was if George Washington and the main Continental

forces went north to face him. When Washington followed the British

to defend Philadelphia Howe believed Burgoyne was safe. In New York

he left Lieutenant-General Sir Henry Clinton with only a few thousand

men. This force was not enough to both garrison the city and link up

with Burgoyne. What Howe and Burgoyne failed to realize was that New

England alone could defeat the army from Canada. When Washington learnt

what was transpiring, he wrote: II
•• I hope that as they [the New

England forces] now have nothing to fear from Genl. Howe, that they

will turn out their force both Continental and Militia to oppose

Burgoyne. 114
Burgoyne only became desperate for help when his army

began to flounder. Unfortunately for Burgoyne, Clinton did not have

adequate resources to force his way up the Hudson.

b. Organization of the Advance Corps

To understand how the light companies operated in the campaign it

is essential to understand how they fit into the organization of

Burgoyne's army. Their use was restricted and channeled by being part

of the Advance Corps. Burgoyne did not fundamentally alter the

organization of the army from that of 1776. The army was divided into
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three main divisions: the Advance Corps, the British Division, and the

German Division. Total personnel at the start of the campaign was

calculated at 7,863 rank and file.5 The Advance Corps was the largest,

strongest and most diverse brigade in the army. In round figures, at

its 1 argest, it conta i ned over 2,500 men. The heart of the Corps were

the regulars and Fraser's Rangers. Balcarres said of the regulars:
It
••• they were willing and zealous to undertake any enterprise that

General Burgoyne would please to employ them upon.tl6 These were lithe

Elite of the Army.tl7 The cream of the elite were the twenty companies

of lights and grenadiers.

The Advance Corps (Fraser's Brigade) was again commanded by

Simon Fraser. The light and grenadier companies were drawn from the

seven British regiments directly under Burgoyne: the 9th, 20th, 21st,

24th, 47th, 53rd and 62nd Foot. Also included were the flank companies

of the 29th, 31st and 34th Foot, the rest of the battalion being left

in Canada under Carleton.8 The light battalion, about 500 men strong,

was commanded by the Earl of Balcarres, and the grenadiers by Major

John Acland. These companies of lights and grenadiers were lithe flower

of the British army."9 As it was traditional to include the commanding

brigadier's own regiment in his corps, the eight battalion companies of

the 24th Foot joined these to complement the regular troops. Direct

command of the 24th was exercised by Major Robert Grant and after his

death by Major William Agnew. In total all the regulars numbered about

10
1,500 men.

Other forces were included in the Advance Corps: "Brigadier

General Fraser will be joined by the Canadian companies of Monin and

Busherville, Captain Fraser's detachment, and a body of savages.1I11

\
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In 1777 a total of three companies of Canadians were raised. Two of

these, totalling only 148 men, served with Burgoyne and were commanded

by Captains David Monin and Rene-Amable Boucherville.12 As in 1776,

Alexander Fraser led a body of rangers that were reformed in May and

June of 1777. These were volunteers from the battalion companies of

each British regiment. Few men from the old company seemed to have

rejoined and the unit never reached its proposed size of 100. Fraser's

Rangers moved south with 40 to 50 rank and file.13 These men had

never drilled together to learn regular light infantry evolutions. The

Indians had no formal organization in the European sense and their

numbers were constantly fluctuating. Alexander Fraser led the first

group of "mission" Indians to Skeensborough.14 These were joined

there by 170 Indians from further west, who were reputed to be more

warlike. From this time until the close of the campaign the Indians

were in the charge of La Corne Saint-Luc, a sixty-six year old veteran

of the Seven Years War who had once led Indians against the British.

The number of Indians reached a peak of about 500 in mid August; after

that point the total began to drop dramatically.15
The Loyalists or Provincials technically were not part of the

Advance Corps but usually operated with it.16 The two major Loyalist

corps were those of John Peters (Queen's Loyal Rangers) and Ebenezer

Jessup (later the King's Loyal Americans).17 Other smaller Loyalist

units accompanied Burgoyne. These were those groups under Samuel McKay,

Daniel McAlpin, Samuel Adams and Francis Pfister.18 The army started

with only 102 Loyalists but this increased to a recorded high of 682.19
Like the Indians, the number of Loyalists steadily decreased after

August.
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The whole army was well furnished with artillery and the Advance

Corps was no exception. Artillery in the army ranged from "heavy"

24-pounders to very "light" 3-pounders. The total number of cannon and

mortars was 138 pieces.20 Most of these guns were intended to be used

to reduce Fort Ticonderoga and were left behind when the fortress fell.

The army marched south with forty to fifty pieces.2l The Advance Corps

travelled with ten guns: four light 3-pounders (llconstructed for being

occasionally carried on horseback"); four light 6-pounders; and two

royal howitzers (5� inch). Four boats were provided to carry the

artillery of the Corps.22
The diversity of the Advanced Corps reflected the variety of

tasks it was intended to perform. The Corps was intended to be both

fast and hard-hitting. It was called the "flying army" or the "light

Brigade.1I23 In a sense it was Burgoyne's cavalry. The irregulars and

Fraser's Rangers were the eyes of the army. They fought 1a petite

guerre with the Americans. It was required of them to collect

intelligence while at the same time precipitating confusion in the

enemy. The regulars were the trusted battle force. The epitome of

these were the highly disciplined grenadiers, a traditional battlefield

reserve force. As the exact role of regular light infantry had not

yet been fully defined in the British Army, local commanders like

Burgoyne could use them as they saw fit. They could be employed in

place of less dependable irregulars and in 1777 were occasionally used

this way. Yet as a picked elite of the army, like the grenadiers, they

were to find themselves used as assault troops and held in reserve.

The regulars and irregulars of the Advance Corps, acting together,

were a potentially devastating force. The light battalion held an
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important but ambiguous position in Fraser's Brigade.

c. Reconnaissance, guard duty and the light companies

Two major roles of light infantry were: scouting and

reconnaissance; and guarding or screening for the army.

During the Seven Years War long-range reconnaissance was usually

done for the British by rangers and Indians and in 1777 this did not

change.24 The regular light companies did very little reconnaissance

work and then never alone.

Men of the light battalion participated in only one long-range

reconnaissance during the campaign, although it did prove to be a very

successful one. Alexander Fraser, in the evening of 20 June 1777,

went out on a raid, taking with him 200 to 300 Indians, the two

Canadian companies, and a "subaltern and 20 men of the Light

Infantry."25 They were to destroy the convoys and communications of

the enemy. The force left the Advance Corps at Gi1li1and's Farm, two

miles up the Bouquet River, and advanced up Otter Creek. They moved

on to Skeensborough, clashing with some Americans and inflicting 4

1 t i
26

casua 1 es. Fraser then swung west and north. He camped outside

Ticonderoga on 27 June, but the Americans did not venture out to

attack. He then continued north and reached the main army, now at

Chimney Point, on 28 June. In the course of the patrol, Fraser had

completely circled the enemy positions. He had captured 9 prisoners

and reported disarming all the unfriendly inhabitants of the territory

he had crossed.27
The impact os such patrols cannot be underestimated. Major-General

Arthur St. Clair in Ticonderoga believed 500 Indians and Tories had been

at Skeensborough and 1 ,000 Indians and Canadians were ready to take

_h__.___/ L
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Fort George.28 On 28 June, St. Clair wrote to Major-General Philip

Schuyler about the expedition, saying, "The woods are so full of Indians

that it is difficult for parties to get through," and adding, "We can

do nothing but form conjectures about the force of the enemy ...

"29

This raid, along with others, instilled panic in the garrison of

Ticonderoga.

The soldiers of the light infantry were not primarily responsible

for the success of the raid. The Indians led by Fraser were the major

element. They, along with the Rangers, continued to scout. The Otter

Creek scout did prove that men of regular light infantry could be useful

in the reconnaissance role. By the time the Indians had departed and

the Rangers were too weak to undertake such operations, the light

companies did not have the experience to fill the gap. Regardless, Simon

Fraser and Burgoyne were not willing to use the light battalion in this

manner.

There are a couple of other minor examples of the lights patrolling.

While Alexander Fraser was away on 25 June, Balcarres and Simon Fraser,

then at Chimney Point, went on an evening patrol. They took five

companies of light infantry and scouted to Putnam's Creek. The purpose

was to see if any opposition would be encountered when the Advance

Corps moved there the next day. According to Lieutenant Francis Napier

no trace of the enemy was found, although smoke was seen coming from a

1 T· d
30

P ace near lcon eroga.

The only other case where the light battalion was used in scouting

was a local reconnaissance on 16 September. Three days previous Burgoyne

had crossed the Hudson. He was seeking the exact location of the

American camp, which he believed was five miles south. At 11 :00 a.m.,

\
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Burgoyne, Fraser, Phillips and Riedesel went out with "one half of

Fraser's corps.,,3l This was five companies of light infantry, five

companies of grenadiers, one subaltern and 20.men of the 24th Foot.

Added to these were the 9th and 62nd Foot and the German regiments of

Specht and Hesse-Hanau. This force ventured out of the British camp

two and one-half miles, repairing bridges as they went. They returned

at 8:00 p.m. not having encountered any Americans.

After the battle of First Freeman's Farm on 19 September, Burgoyne

entrenched. Several days later on 24 September, Simon Fraser ordered

Alexander Fraser to take one subaltern and 40 men "from the Battalion

of Light Infantry," along with 10 Rangers, to scout to the rear

around Saratoga Lake.32 This order was cancelled when it was realized

a few Indians had gone out alone and had discovered nothing.

This ended any actual or planned reconnaissance role for the light

battalion. It had on the whole not done any scouting worth

considering. Burgoyne and Fraser had decided to retain the light

companies for other service.

The Advance Corps provided its own guards and the 1 ights did do

some special guard duty for the corps. The light companies and the

Advance Corps acted on occasion as a special screen or guard for the

whole army.

Burgoyne employed the normal quarter guards who were posted 100

yards to the front of the "Bells of Arms" (tents used to store arms)

and defended a timber outwork.33 The Advance Corps had its own

quarter and rear guards and did not provide these guards for other

brigades.

Burgoyne did have pickets, as the term was used in its strictest
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sens d f H'·s p,·ckets numbered about
e, an armed them by brigades or wings.

25 rank and file per regiment so a brigade of three battalions

would have a picket of close to 100 men and officers.34 The Advance

Corps had its own picket of this type.35
Pickets also referred to bodies that held outposts or screened the

main army. At Sandy Bluff, 20 June 1777, half the picket was posted

II
• at some distance from the camp.1I36 At saratoga, 14 September,

pickets patrolled just outside the camp one hour before daybreak.37
The lights acted as a picket or outpost guard for the Advance Corps

When the Advance Corps wi thdrew from the west s ide of the Hudson on

38
17 August, the light companies acted as a IIpicquetll for the whole.

When the army camped at Saratoga 13 September the lights alone formed

the picket for Fraser's Brigade.39 On 3 May 1777, while the main army

was still in winter cantonments, the light companies provided a screen

for the army. Phillips ordered Ba1carres to use the lights to prevent

American patrols from annoying the outposts of the army by entering the

woods and scouting in a half circle the area ten to twelve miles from

the Riche1ieu River to the St. Lawrence. To Simon Fraser, Phillips

added: II
. both in the night and at early day and evening the Light

Infantry may be a1ert.1I40
The Advance Corps acted as a reserve for the army and took the

most exposed location when it camped together .. British camps were

laid out in a strict and orderly manner. Even when not fortified they

were placed in positions that made them difficult to attack. The flanks

of the camp would often rest on rivers, forts or other strong points and

the front would be cleared of obstacles to deny an approaching enemy any

use of cover.41 A British regiment would occupy a space 170 yards wide

=:', \
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by 320 yards deep.42 Each battalion would be deployed in a line with the

others in its brigade or wing. At Skeensborough the encampment's right

rested on the heights of Skeensborough and the left on Wood Creek.

Fraser was deployed in the rear at a central position to be able to move

on to either wing of the army.43 During the advance along the Hudson, 13

to 19 September, the Advance Corps always camped on the right. This

point was the likely to receive an American attack as the left rested on

the river.44 When Burgoyne entrenched after 19 September, the Brigade

again held the exposed right and the light battalion was on the extreme

.

ht
45

ng .

The Advance Corps and the light companies did act as extraordinary

guards on a few occasions.

All troops in the army foraged and the lights were no exception.46
Forages were usually covered by line troops. Men of the light brigade

may have been involved in covering one forage to the rear, on 27

September. Fraser's Brigade provided one captain, three subalterns and

150 rank and file and the Germans provided one captain, two subalterns

and 150 rank and file.47 The lights probably provided men in proportion

for this guard.

The Advance Corps, on at least two occasions, covered working

parties that were repairing the road to Fort Anne in July.48 Again

these forces would be drawn in proportion to the Brigade. The Brigade

itself did some work on the road and moved batteaux.49

The Advance Corps and the light battalion did provide its own

guards and in a few cases acted as a special picket or guard for the

whole army. Burgoyne followed standard eighteenth century practice with

his guards. Yet in essence any guarding ordinary or extraordinary the
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light battalion did was minor. The Indians provided the real security

for the camp, until their numbers dwindled. They acted as an almost

invisible shield that deterred any American raids. As long as they

stayed, the army was safe. The line troops provided most of the

covering parties for forage and work parties. The light companiesl

major contribution to the army was in other areas.

d. The advance guard

For the better part of the campaign Fraser1s Brigade with the light

battalion were used as the advance guard for the army while it was on

the march. In Fraser1s Advance Corps the light battalion marched in

the van with the 24th Foot in the middle and the grenadiers covering

the rear. Ahead of them all were the Indians and Fraser1s Rangers. The

Advance Corps rarely moved more than a few miles ahead of the main

army. Only in the pursuit after Ticonderoga was a large part of

Fraser1s Brigade out of touch with the main army. The lights were also

on occasion used as an ad hoc force for the protection of the camp

during alarms. Here the light companies were used in a defensive role,

to screen the British and German line, and did not initiate offensive

action on their own.

In May of 1777 the light companies were dispersed on guard duty.

They gradually assembled to form the advance guard.50 On 30 May the

light companies of the 20th, 24th, 31st and 47th Foot marched from

Longueuil to La Prairie to join the other six companies. The whole

continued on to Fort St. John1s, which they reached on 3 June. On

5 June the first four companies to move separated from the rest and

left by water under Captain James Craig. They reached the mouth of

Bouquet River and camped two miles upstream at Gilliland1s Farm on 12

\
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June.51 The rest of the army was then at St. John's. On 16 June the

rest of the light battalion arrived at Gilliland's Farm under Balcarres.

The next day they were joined by Lieutenant Thompson (Royal Artillery)
52and his two light 3-pounders. Gradually the rest of the Advance

Corps arrived there. The lights did outpost duty for the whole Corps.53
Burgoyne camped at the mouth of the Bouquet. On 22 June the light

battalion left camp and moved about one mile south of the Bouquet. They

were unable to travel further by water because of bad weather. Finally,

on 24 June, the whole Corps reached Button Mould Bay. The following day

the Corps camped at Chimney Point. The main army camped at Crown Point

25 June. On June 26 the Advance Corps moved on to Putnam's Creek.
54

The Advance Corps was now very close to the Ameri can pas i t ions.

June 30 it reached Four Mile Point (four miles from Ticonderoga) and

the next day crept one mile closer to Three Mile Point. On 2 July

Simon Fraser had his first encounter with the Americans. The Patriots

had fortified a hill, Mount Hope, one mile outside Ticonderoga. Seeing

their position growing steadily untenable, they decided to evacuate.

The British detected their preparations and decided to act. Fraser

had available 560 men of the light and grenadier battalions and the 24th

Foot. Along with these regulars were some Indians, Rangers and Jessup's

Loyalists. Phillips, with some of the line and artillery, supported

Fraser. The plan was to cut off the American retreat by sending the

irregulars under Lieutenant Richard Houghton and Alexander Fraser on a

large circuit to the left. Once the Americans withdrew, the regulars

would attack from the front and the Americans would be trapped.55
Unfortunately for the British, when the American retreated at 3:00 p.m.,

the Indians attacked prematurely. American fire wounded 3 or 4
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Indians and several Rangers who were attempting to restrain them. Simon

Fraser and Phillips now had no choice but to go forward. Their troops

inflicted about 20 casualties on the Americans as they fled.56

Phillips occupied Mount Hope and the next day the Advance Corps

relieved him. The plan was a failure but American communications to

Fort George were now cut off.

Sugar Loaf Hill (Mount Defiance) was the key to the Patriot

position. It was wedged between Fort Ticonderoga on the west and

Mount Independence on the east. The hill was higher than either of

these two positions, but it had not been fortified as it was believed

to be too steep for cannon.57 Phillips and Lieutenant William Twiss

(Royal Engineers) thought differently. On 4 July the light battalion

took possession of the hill.58 This enabled Twiss to build a road

of sorts to the summit and level the top for guns.59 Two batteries

were in place by the night of 5 July.

Alerted to the danger, St. Clair decided on an immediate retreat.

Fires on the hill lit by Indians may have allowed the Americans to

observe the British preparations. If St. Clair had waited one more

day Alexander Fraser and Riedesel would have encircled the whole

position. One American force left by water for Skeensborough. The

other under St. Clair moved by land. Ticonderoga had fallen in a matter

of days when Burgoyne had calculated on a siege of weeks.

After the fall of the fortress, the Advance Corps was split into

two parts. One force led by Simon Fraser pursued by land, a movement

that resulted in the battle of Hubbardton, 7 July. The other with the

main army occupied Skeensborough. They were reunited on 9 July. For

two weeks the army stood inert at Skeensborough while the road to Fort
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Anne was rebuilt. The Americans felled trees over the road, destroyed

all bridges and causeways, and rolled boulders into Wood Creek to flood

the area.60
The Indians, Rangers and Canadians were the first to move. They

started towards Fort Anne fourteen miles away on 20 July. They clashed

with an American party the next day and inflicted 20 to 30 casua1ties�61
Simon Fraser with the regulars started out 21 July. He left

Skeensborough with a portion of the Advance Corps and the same day

reached Fort Anne. His forces were formed up for the march with

"one Company of the Lt. Infantry being the Advanced Corps.
II The rest

of the lights, then the 24th Foot, and lastly the grenadiers, fo1lowed.62
On 23 July the rest of the Brigade reached Gordon IS House half way to

Fort Anne. The next day the whole Advance Corps occupied Fort Anne

while Burgoyne began to move with the main army. Fraser paused 25 July

while Burgoyne camped at Gordon's House. Fraser on 26 July moved five

miles towards Fort Edward and halted at Moore's Farm. The following

day the Brigade advanced to Burrell IS Farm.

That same day, 27 July, the unfortunate Jane McCrea incident

occurred. Details of what happened varied greatly but the salient

points of the story concerned the fiancee of a Loyalist officer who

while being escorted by two Indians back to Burgoyne's army was scalped

by one of them.63 The story spread through New England, prompting men

to flock to the American army. The death of McCrea was the single

most important incident used by the Patriots for propaganda purposes

during the war. It was used to demonstrate the savagery of the Indians,

the British eagerness to use these allies and their inability to control

them.64 The affair was to have dire repercussions for Burgoyne in the
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short term and the British in America for a much longer period.

On 28 July, Fraser reached Kingsbury in the Pitch Pine Plains, only

two or three miles outside Fort Edward.65 The army under Burgoyne left

66
Fort Anne, 28 July, and reached the Advance Corps the next day.

Together, 30 July, they pushed on to Fort Edward and the Hudson River.

The Advanced Corps took up post about one mile south of the fort on some

small hills. There could hardly have been a more careful, deliberate

and slower advance. The 1 ight battal ion and the Advance Corps had

marched ahead of the army the entire way.

In the evening of 30 July, Lieutenant James Wright and some Indians

went out on a scout south of Fort Edward but found nothing. About

4:00 a.m. that night heavy fire was heard coming from beyond the outposts

of the Advance Corps. Alexander Fraser with some Indians and Rangers

moved out in response. A small group of Indians had fallen in with the

American rearguard of 160 men under Major Matthew Clarkson. Clarkson

had just destroyed a bridge behind the main American army.67 The

Americans retreated to the west side of the river in batteaux but were

followed by Alexander Fraser who drove them back to their main body.

Fraser in turn retreated. The occasion prompted the alerting of some

of the lights. Three companies were ordered out one mile to cover the

front of the camp and two more moved to the left lito act if occasion

offered.1I68 They were not engaged.

Burgoyne halted at Fort Edward to secure his supply lines and

stockpile provisions. He opened up the route to Fort George in order

to facilitate the transport of material from Skeensborough.

On 3 August at 2:00 p.m., Alexander Fraser went out of camp on a

routine patrol. An hour later an Indian returned and reported Fraser
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had suffered a defeat. "The Lt. Infantry Battalion was immediately

ordered under arms, and took post on the rising Ground to the left of

the Guns.,,69 The rest of the Advance Corps was prepared to give battle.

The news proved false. Fraser had actually defeated an American force

of 250 men and killed their commander. He returned to camp with 7

prisoners the next day.

On 9 August, the Indians and Rangers, ahead of the Advance Corps,

followed by Germans under Lieutenant Colonel Friedrich Baum moved down

the Hudson to the heights at Duer's House, just outside Fort Miller.

This was the beginning of Burgoyne's plan to secure more provisions for

the army and in the process acquire horses for the dismounted German

Dragoons. The Germans were to go on a large-scale foraging expedition

to Bennington. Originally some of the light infantry were to accompany

this ill-fated detachment but Fraser's Rangers went in their place.

With the Rangers were some Indians, Canadians and Loyalists.70 The

Germans left 11 August. The Advance Corps continued south to Batten

Kill Creek which they reached on 13 August. The following day the light

battalion crossed the Hudson just above Saratoga on a bridge of rafts.7l

The remainder of Fraser's Brigade crossed 16 August in preparation for

the advance on Albany and took post at Saratoga House.

At 2:00 a.m., 17 August Simon Fraser learnt of the disaster at

Bennington and the whole Brigade was put on alert. The light infantry

formed a screen around the force and were ordered to be ready to act

on a moment's warning.72 The next day, the light battalion leading the

way, Fraser recrossed the Hudson with some difficulty. During the

night of 17 to 18 August a storm had washed the bridge away and the

Advanced Corps was forced to use batteaux.73 The Corps returned to its
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old camp at Batten Kill Creek.

The startling defeat at Bennington altered all Burgoyne's plans.

He now had to halt again and stockpile supply. At Bennington Fraser's

Rangers had been wiped out, the Germans had been mauled and the Canadians

and Loyalists with the expedition scattered. Burgoyne needed to

reconstruct Fraser's Rangers. On 23 August he ordered this be done,

an officer reported:

A Company of Marksmen was formed, composed of 2
men per Company from the Grenadier, and the
Infantry Battalion, and 24th Regt. .,.

These men are never to be Detached from their
respective Corps, or separated from their
Companies, except when ordered.74

This arrangement was totally unsatisfactory. The Rangers needed

to be a permanent unit. It was awkward to withdraw them as circumstances

demanded. The drain of men from the light and grenadier battalions

would substantially reduce their strength. Burgoyne issued a new order

on 2 September that created a new Ranger company by drawing men, as

before, on a permanent basis from the battalion companies.75
On 4 September Burgoyne received a welcome reinforcement of 300

regulars from Canada. These were to be distributed to the British line

regiments. The light and grenadiers were also to benefit: "Such

Regiments as have Supernumeraries are immediately to compleat their

Grenadier and Light Infantry Companies."76 The grenadier and light

companies may never have received any new men as regimental commanders

were understandably loath to part with any personnel.

A new bridge above Fish Kill Creek was built. Started on 23

August, it was finished 26 August. Elements of the light infantry and

others of the Advance Corps crossed and built a stockade to protect



the bridgehead.
77

This defense work was completed 28 August.

After Bennington, the Americans began to exploit the weakness of

the British by sending parties to harass them. On 1 September, on the

east side of the Hudson, an American patrol of 30 men took 5 Loyalists

and 2 Canadians prisoner. Alexander Fraser and Thomas Scott took

"three Subalterns and 100 men from the Light Infantry" but failed to

catch them.78 On 10 September an attack was expected on the bridgehead

and a force of one captain, two subalterns and 100 light infantry

were assembled. They took post on a hill overlooking the bridge but

A
.
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79

no merlcans appeare .

Burgoyne moved up to the bridge from Duer's House on 11 September.

On 12 to 13 September, Fraser's Corps leading the way, the whole army

crossed and broke up the bridge behind them.80 The army camped on the

heights above Fish Kill Creek. That evening four companies of grenadiers

and two subalterns and 60 men from the light infantry went after a

party of Americans who had captured 3 Loyalists but again failed to

overtake them. This was repeated on 14 August. A Patriot force of 150

to 200 men approached the outposts. Alexander Fraser with one subaltern

and 30 light infantry men plus his Ranger company left in pursuit

but failed to locate the enemy.8l Burgoyne ordered Balcarres, with

five companies of light infantry, two of grenadiers and four from the

24th Foot, to assist Fraser. liThe 5 Lt. Infantry Companies mov'd on

thro I the woods to support Capta i n Fraser I
s Rangers . • ."82 The

lights took up a defensive position. Again there was no contact.

On 15 September the advance proceeded with Burgoyne's left resting

on the Hudson and the right flank guarded by the Advance Corps. The

Corps moved over small hills, the flat river valley being half a mile

\
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wide. The whole column extended several miles.83
After Burgoyne contacted and engaged the Americans on 19 September,

any purpose for an advance guard ceased. When the army retreated back

to Saratoga on 8 October, the light infantry reconnoitred the roads

ahead. The withdrawing force had a few Indians and Fraser's Rangers in

the front followed by the Brunswick troops, then the light battalion,

and finally the rest of the army.84 Burgoyne reached Saratoga 10

October and signed the Articles of Convention 16 October.

The Advance Corps and the 1 ight battal ion did successfully operate

as an advanced guard. Burgoyne was never surprised on the march or

attacked in force by the Americans. Philip Schuyler's difficulty in

just keeping an army together and later Horatio Gates' excessive caution

probably precluded such an action. The Advance Corps would have made

that kind of attack difficult, if it had been attempted. It is clear

that after the battle of Bennington the Americans were able to annoy

Burgoyne. Many times the light companies were called out to defend the

camp or pursue the Americans. Bennington had changed their role. The

Americans were able to take prisoners and the regular light troops,

with the others, were never able to catch them. Burgoyne did not

attempt to screen his camp with the light battalion. They were always

called out as a particular situation developed. In any case they

probably would not have been able to prevent American incursions. This

was to have been the job of the Canadians, Loyalists and especially the

Rangers and Indians.

f. Indians and the army

How the light battalion was used was profoundly influenced by the

availability of Indians accompanied by Rangers. Burgoyne soon realized
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85the Canadians and Loyalists would be of little value. He depended

on the Indians and they had figured in a large role in his plans for

1777. Many British officers disliked the "savages" but few questioned

their value to the army. An officer, Thomas Anburey, gave his view:

"They are of essential service in either defending or invading a

country being extremely skilful in the art of surprise, and watching

the motions of an enemy.,,86 The reputation of the Indians also served

them well. Riedesel summed up their worth:

Indeed, as the Indians were mainly used as guards
at the outposts, the rebels hardly ever dared to
come near them, well knowing that the wild men

were very cunning, and their eyes very acute.
This is proved by the fact that as soon as they
had left the enemy began to molest the outposts,
and became very troublesome.87

Burgoyne, who had wanted 1,000 Indians, was able to obtain about

500 to aid him. After the battle of Bennington, demoralized by the

defeat, many went home. Burgoyne reported that the Mohawks left.88
As has been partially documented, the outposts began to suffer from

small raids. The worst incident occurred on 17 September when

20 to 30 soldiers and women camp followers who were foraging were

captured, killed or wounded by the Patriots.89 By the time of First

I
.
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Freeman s Farm, there were on y about 50 Indians left ln t e army.

Balcarres said that the American riflemen outmatched any remaining

Indians or Provincials, and Simon Fraser was only able to defend his

own outposts.91 The British were left at a loss. Lamb wrote: "Our

scouting, reconnoitring and foraging parties encounter perils

uncalculated and unseen before .....
92

Burgoyne had counted on Indian help throughout the whole campaign.

The light battalion was not expected to fill the breach created after
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they left. By September only a decisive victory over the American army

in the field could end the campaign favourably for the British and

Burgoyne needed the elite light infantry to fight on the battlefield.

The light companies could not be wasted in the war of outposts that would

surely wear them down by attrition. If they had been used that way, at

that late date, their success would have been in doubt. They had

accumulated precious little experience and by then American numbers had

become truly overwhelming.
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CHAPTER VI

THE LIGHT BATTALION IN THE BATTLES OF 1777

The light infantry battalion as part of the Advance Corps fought

in three major battles: Hubbardton, First Freeman's Farm and Bemis

Heights (Second Freeman's Farm). An examination of these battles will

show how Fraser and Burgoyne used the light companies in major battles.

Hubbardton found part of the Advanced Corps fighting alone in a battle

of swift attack and surprise. In the last two battles the light

battalion fought as a component of the larger army. A conclusion about

the level of training of the soldiers in the light battalion can be made

by scrutinizing their performance in these battle situations.

a. Hubbardton

The protracted siege of Ticonderoga expected by Burgoyne never

materialized and the Americans abandoned the fort on the night of 5 to

6 July. Fraser was alerted at 4:00 a.m. and lost no time in entering

the fortress from the west, pausing only to fix the British colours.l
Riedesel at the same time moved into the works on Mount Independence.

Fraser crossed the bridge-boom to Mount Independence and began a

vigorous pursuit of the Americans who had retreated by land. He did

this without orders but sent a message to Burgoyne informing him of his

intentions.2 Riedesel followed as quickly as he could.

Fraser had 850 men, a little over half the Advance Corps.3 His

twenty companies of lights and grenadiers were at half strength. The

remaining men had been on guard duty during the night.4 Added to his

force were two companies of the 24th Foot.5 Perhaps a few Rangers and

Canadians were also present with the Brigade.6 Some of Peters'
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loyalists may have been involved but their numbers are difficult to

determine.? What is certain Fraser only had a few Indians because most

were in the process of plundering Ticonderoga.8 The Corps did not have

artillery with it.

The withdrawing Americans were in a state of great confusion. It

was reported by an American surgeon that they fled "in the utmost

panic."9 St. Clair led the Patriots who marched to Hubbardton. He

continued on to Castleton but left a rearguard of 1,000 to 1,200 men

six miles behind.10 The British calculated this force at 2,000 men

or almost double the actual number.ll This rearguard, under Colonel

Seth Warner, was organized into three regiments: Warner's own Green

Mountain Boys of Vermont, Colonel Nathan Hales's 2nd New Hampshire

Regiment and Colonel Ebenezer Francis' 11th Massachusetts Regiment.

On the night of 6 to 7 July they camped at the Castleton crossroads,

two miles from Hubbardton.

Fraser by 1:00 or 2:00 p.m. had travelled fourteen miles. At

this point Riedesel overtook him and a plan of action was formulated.

Fraser was to continue on three more miles towards the Patriots, and

then halt and camp. Next morning Riedesel would join him and they

would continue on together.12 This plan went awry when Fraser's

Indians took some Americans prisoner and when questioned they told him

Warner was camped only four or five miles away.13 Fraser was determined

to execute a surprise attack and, after resting, set off at 3:00 a.m.

to surprise the camp at daybreak. His timing was perfect and the

assault fell on the Americans at 5:00 a.m.14
In this bloody little encounter the terrain strongly dictated the

course of the battle. The area was not dense forest but partly cleared
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land that was being prepared for settlement and spaces of open field

were interspersed with stands of girdled live timber.15 Dead wood was

strewn over the ground. Some cleared spaces had been fenced in and

Joshua Pell, of the 24th Foot, commented that the enemy:
II

•• form 'd

behind the enclosures, which in this Country are composed of large
16Trees, laid one upon the other makes a strong breastwork." Small but

steep hills dominated sections of the battlefield.

The first British troops to contact the Americans were men of the

24th Foot led by Major Robert Grant. Grant was among the first to fall

but his men caught the Americans eating breakfast. They had failed to

put out any outposts.17 Hale's Regiment bore the brunt of the attack.

Ebenezer Fletcher, an American soldier, described the scene: "Some

were eating, some were cooking, all in an unfit posture for battle.

Just as the sun rose there was a cry the enemy are upon us!1I18 Hale's

regiment broke and fled into the woods but the pursuing British were

halted by Warner and Francis.

Fraser noted a hill on his left that dominated the American

position and committed the light infantry. The light companies, on

the frontage of one platoon, and the two companies of the 24th advanced

to take the hill. According to Pe l l , "our men form'd briskly, ascended

the Hill within thirty yards of the Rebels and immediately began a

brisk fire .

1119 The Americans hotly contested the hill but were

forced back. In the short struggle many of the soldiers in the light

battalion were hit and Balcarres was wounded in the arm.20 The first

phase of the battle was over.

For close to three hours, over a half mile stretch of front, a

fierce firefight raged.2l The British at first held the initiative
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but the Patriots used the woods to their full advantage: "They continued

22
retreating from one post to another, the country affording them many.

II

Fraser, who remained with the light companies on the left, sent the

grenadiers to the right to cut the Americans off from the Castleton

Road.23 This task was easily accomplished but the British were

gradually losing cohesion and order, their major advantage over the

Americans. Military discipline was now replaced by individual initiative.

As Hale's regiment began to filter back, the superior numbers of the

Americans began to tell. The fight was desperate. Thomas Anburey wrote:

"Both parties had engaged in separate detachments unconnected with each

other, and the numbers of the enemy empowered them to the front, flank

and rear.,,24 Of the British troops only the light companies held their

order. The Americans began to outflank the British right. Fraser saw

the danger and was able to withdraw the light infantry, platoon after

platoon, from the left.25 With the grenadiers they ascended the

extremely steep slope of Zion Hill, the key to the Castleton Road,

and took it, despite an American counterattack. For the moment Fraser

had held the Patriots in check.

This relief was temporary. Soon the weakened left was outflanked

and the Americans were on the verge of surrounding the whole position.

Disaster threatened the British but Riedesel's timely arrival saved

them. Fraser had sent a message back stating that he intended to move

on to Hubbardton and wait there. Riedesel rightly interpreted this as

an indication that Fraser was planning to attack alone, if given the

opportunity. Riedesel set off with his best troops and soon heard the

sound of musket fire. Using a group of musicians to disguise his small

numbers, he marched on to the field. Captain von Geyso's 40 strong
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Jager company, armed with rifles, went to Fraser's left while Captain

S h
.

h
26 r�l 1c ottelius led 80 grenadiers to reinforce the r1g t. uu one

Ebenezer Francis fell, shot by a German bullet, as the fresh troops

tipped the scales. The Americans retreated but it was no rout; they

broke into small groups and withdrew slowly.27 Some stayed on the

battlefield to harass the British:
II
••• even after the action was

over, there were lurking parties hovering about the woods.1I28 The

British did not pursue.

Fraser acknowledged that Riedesel's arrival had prevented his

whole Corps from being surrounded.29 He built 1I10g worksll on the spot

and prepared to face a counterattack from St. Clair.30 With his own

wounded to be tended and holding many prisoners, Fraser's position was

not enviable. On the night of July 7 to 8, with his tents, rations and

baggage left behind, the misery of his men was accentuated by pouring

rain. Riedesel left the next day but Fraser remained on the field

until 9 July. British wounded were there until at least the 16 July.3l
As Fraser marched to Skeensborough, he travelled lIin such a formll as to

32
be ready for an ambush. He was unaware of the impact of his victory.

There is no doubt the British had won a victory. They had forced

a numerically superior American force to retreat from the field and

had inflicted a greater number of casualties. By their own admission

the Americans had suffered a severe defeat. Two regiments had been

ruined for the moment and a third reduced to Iremnants."33 American

losses as reported by Burgoyne were 200 killed, 600 wounded and 228

. 34
Th i t ta ipr1soners. 1S was mos cer a1nly an exaggeration as it almost

exceeded the total force involved. A modern historian has estimated

h 35t ose lost at 30 killed, 96 wounded and 228 captured. Francis,
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thought by the British to be the American commander, was killed and Hale

was escorted into captivity. It had been a narrowly won victory. The

issue had been in question until the very end and the British had been

fortunate. If St. Clair's whole force had been there or if Riedesel

had not arrived, the outcome could have been very different.

The British lost 39 killed and 127 wounded. Most of these losses

had fallen on the light battalion, especially the 29th and 34th

companies. The lights lost 20 killed and 77 wounded. Major Robert

Grant had been killed. Lieutenant James Craig, of the 29th Foot's

light company, had been wounded. So had the respective commanders of

both the grenadiers and lights: John Ac1and and Lord Ba1carres.36
American casualties could be recouped in time while the British losses

could not. The trained British regulars, especially those of the light

and grenadier companies, could hardly be replaced in the course of the

war let alone the campaign. Many of the scattered Americans would

return to fight in August and September.

These British losses could only be justified if the victory was

exploited. The real victory was the disorder and panic the battle

spread through the American army. Fraser and Burgoyne failed to take

advantage of this.

Hubbardton had its counterpart in the smaller action outside

Fort Anne. On 8 July Lieutenant Colonel John Hill of the 9th Foot and

190 of his men set out to occupy Fort Anne. They were attacked by

about 550 Americans, just outside the fort, but managed to repulse

them. The situation became more critical and they were only saved by

an English officer who imitated an Indian war whoop.37 The Americans

retreated and then burnt Fort Anne. Hill was the same day reinforced
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by Fraser's Rangers and some of the 20th Foot. They reached the

smouldering ruins and then withdrew back to Skeensborough. This

unexpected counterattack had surprised the British.

Publicly, Burgoyne interpreted these two battles in the best

light. He praised the troops for their "rapid successes" and celebrated

by a Feu de joye on 13 July.38 Celebration was not the general feeling
in the army. Lieutenant James Hadden, who conversed with other

officers, wrote: "[we] gained nothing but honor" and:

••. whatever footing the General might wish
to put the action near Huberton [sic] upon, the
Corps certainly discovered that neither were they
invincible, nor the Rebels all Poltroons; on the
contrary many of them acknowledged the Enemy
behaved well. 39

Lord Francis Napier of the 31st Foot's light company, wounded at

Hubbardton, commented: liThe affair of Hubberton greatly diminished the

strength of the Advanced Corps without doing any material damage to

the Rebel forces.1I40 Lieutenant William Digby reported that many

officers felt that "
••• no visible advantage was likely to flow from

either [battle] except prooving [sic] the goodness of our troops at the

41
expense of some brave men."

Digby, however, added that advantage could be gained: "
••• the

enemy were struck with such a panic, and dispersed that by that

movement [the two battles] we should not have given them time to collect,

which our remaining at Skeensborough gave them sufficient time to

do ••.

"42
Ensign Thomas Hughes of the 53rd Foot expressed

bewilderment that 1I0ur light troops with Indians and Canadians" did not

immediately advance from Skeensborough.43
That Burgoyne did not follow up his two tactical successes was an

error, but from his viewpoint there were valid reasons. He had already
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accomplished a great deal by the capture of Ticonderoga and

Skeensborough and his outnumbered forces had won two battles in the

wilderness. Supplies had to be ferried across Lake Champlain before

the main army could advance. It was extremely risky, considering

eighteenth century communications, to send out detachments like the

Advance Corps.44 Later the battle of Bennington was, in some ways, to

confirm this. American resistance at Hubbardton and Fort Anne had been

unexpectedly strong. Fraser was shaken by the near disaster at

Hubbardton and showed no indication he was willing to conduct a pursuit.45
The Advance Corps had suffered badly although it should be remembered

that only half of it had been engaged. Burgoyne's Indians had proven

to be a disappointment.46 Their non-participation in the pursuit after

Ticonderoga had made potential battles of annihilation into affairs of

honour and even the more remote tribes that came to Skeensborough soon

soured on Burgoyne.

Had he known the state of the Patriot army perhaps Burgoyne would

have attacked. Hubbardton and Fort Anne had given the British a false

impression of American strength. Schuyler, in the two weeks following

the fall of Ticonderoga, feared most of all an advance by the flying

army.47 Writing to Washington on 10 July, he reported fearing an

advance guard of British coming up Wood Creek. He explained that his

force was reduced to 3,000 continentals, 1,000 militia and two field

pieces. Only 2,000 of these men were at Fort Edward.48 On the same

day, he wrote Brigadier General Ten Broeck that "
..• if they give

me three or four days time after General St. Clair joins, I believe

they will not see Albany this campaign.,Ag Schuyler was right, although

it was General Horatio Gates and not he who reaped the rewards of
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Burgoyne's delay. St. Clair, who regrouped his shattered rearguard,

reached Fort Edward on 12 July.

The battle of Hubbardton, and indirectly that of Fort Anne,

determined how the Advance Corps and thus how the light battalion was

used in the months to come. Never again would it move in pursuit of

the Americans. The Brigade was never more than a few miles from the

main body. Burgoyne's ideas of 1775, 1776 and 1777 concerning the

envelopement of the enemy by light troops were completely abandoned.

Their overall usefulness to the army was now reduced. For unknown

reasons Burgoyne did not even try to use the light infantry to drive

away the axemen, cutting trees, that Schuyler was using to block the

route to Fort Anne.

b. First Freeman's Farm

On 19 September 1777, Burgoyne fought the first of two major

battles with Gates. By that date Burgoyne was aware the Americans were

so close that any movement forward would put his army in contact with

them. The British army was divided into three divisions.50 The left

column under Riedesel consisted of what remained of three German

regiments, 1,100 men in all. It was ordered to march along the river

road. In the centre were four regiments of British Foot, the 9th,

20th, 21st, and 62nd, under Brigadier-General James Hamilton. Burgoyne

accompanied this division, somewhat larger than the German one. Simon

Fraser on the ri ght 1 ed the whole Advance Corps plus the German

Reserve. The light battalion was complete and under the direct command

of Major John Campbell .51 For artillery Fraser had four 3-pounders

and four 6-pounders.52 The reinforced Advance Corps was by far the

largest division in the army, 1,500 strong plus irregulars. The 53rd
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and part of the 47th Foot guarded Ticonderoga and the lines of

communication, on Diamond Island, near Fort George. The rest of the

47th Foot was with Burgoyne's baggage.

The battle was fought over terrain that was wooded with a few

clearings. The Hudson River was on the left and dense woods on the

right. Hills and small ravines were scattered over the battlefield.

The two most prominent geographical features were the Great Ravine and

the clearing at Freeman's Farm53 The ravine was a great gully that

ran roughly north-south in front of Burgoyne. Freeman's Farm was a

large clearing 385 to 400 yards wide and 165 yards deep surrounded by

rail fence, on which stood several log cabins.54 To the south of this

clearing the Americans were entrenched.

Burgoyne did not disclose his intentions so his plan cannot be

absolutely determined. It appears he meant to assault or outflank the

right of the American works. The centre and right columns were sent

in that direction. It may also be that he intended only to conduct a

large-scale reconnaissance and then pin the Americans in place with a

full-scale attack coming 1ater.55 Burgoyne did not know if the Patriots

would sit in p1aee or resist by venturing out of their entrenchments.

With the army deployed as it was, any plan would encounter great

difficulties. The three columns were too widely separated, especially

the German one, to give mutual support and the terrain made any

communication difficult.

The Advance Corps left camp at 9:00 a.m., surrounded by fog,
56followed by Burgoyne and the centre at 10:00 a.m. The Germans moved

along the river, repairing bridges over small ravines as they went.

Fraser's Brigade moving west crossed the Great Ravine by an intact
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bridge and turned south. The centre column followed them but changed

d i t i '1 l'
57

i rec 10n one nu e ear i er , Signal guns announced that Burgoyne was

ready to advance on the Americans and the three columns moved forward at

the same time.

The four regiments of the centre lacked any light infantry so

pickets were sent forward to screen the main body. Under Major Gordon

Forbes the pickets of the 9th, 20th, 21st and 62nd Foot, 100 men in all,
58

were grouped together. About 12:45 p.m., they moved to occupy the

buildings around Freeman's Farm. Fifteen minutes later, they met the

enemy concealed behind fences and in the buildings. These were the 300

riflemen of Colonel Daniel Morgan and the picked light infantry of Major

Henry Dearborn. These two units, together known as Morgan's Corps, were

probably the best troops in the entire Patriot army_ They had been sent

by Washington from the main army to reinforce Gates.59 Dearborn

laconically describes what happened next: "
... we fell in with their

advanced Guard & attacked them •..

"60 A British account is more

descriptive. Digby wrote the Americans opened fire with the result of

"every officer either killed or wounded except one.
"61 Forbes was

himself hit and the picket fell back in disorder towards Burgoyne.

Fraser was at the same time leading his column to the American

1eft.62 His front and flanks were screened by Indians and Canadians.63
He was not in contact with the centre but heard the fire from Morgan's
men. Although good individual soldiers, the Americans lacked discipline

and became dispersed and uncontrolled as they rushed forward to pursue

the fleeing British.64 They soon met a second British force. Fraser

had marched to the sound of musket fire with two or more companies of

light infantry supported by perhaps two companies of the 24th Foot and
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one or two guns.65 After a sharp fight, lasting perhaps thirty minutes,

the Ameri cans were, in the words of one of Morgan's offi cers, "routed"

and "scattered in all directions.,,66
Lieutenant Colonel James Wilkinson, upon hearing the fire, rode

out to Gates' camp, reaching the field after the action ended. He found

a few Americans were still present including three men "all treed'd."

Also remaining was Morgan's second in command, Lieutenant Colonel

Richard Butler, who told him to beware of the "enemy sharpshooters
II

who had just defeated the riflemen.67 Wilkinson returned to camp to

find Morgan with only two men, sobbing: "I am ruined by G _ d!"68
Soon after this clash, Burgoyne's centre division reached the

edge of Freeman's Field. On the opposite side some of the American

regiments began to come out of their entrenchments. The British 20th,

21st and 62nd Foot, numbering 1,100 men, formed up in the clearing.

The fighting began around 2:00 p.m. and an hour later it was general

along the line. These three regiments fought a desperate four-hour

battle with most of the 3,000 Americans Gates released from the

entrenchments.69 As the day wore on, the British situation became more

and more critical. The three battalions lost about half their number

killed or wounded.70

Fraser, who had placed the whole Advance Corps on a hill to the

right, remained, for all practical purposes, fixed in place. The 9th

Foot, situated half a mile west of the major battle, provided a link

to the Brigade. Fraser, who could have decisively altered the course

of the action in the centre, hardly moved. Burgoyne approved of this

action as his later report stated:

,
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Brigadier Fraser took up his position in the
beginning of the day with great judgement and
sustained the action with his usual presence of
mind and vigour.7l

To Germain, Burgoyne elaborated, "
... it was not thought advisable

to evacuate the heights where Brig. General Frazer was posted
otherwise than partially and occasionally."n Burgoyne obviously felt

the hill to be of some importance; it did protect his right flank. It

was also a safe place for the Advance Corps.

Fraser was close enough to support the line.73 Twice the British

on the hill clashed with the Americans.74 Only once did they assist

the line regiments. This was also the only time the lights were

engaged after the initial action. They were posted on the extreme left

of the hill.75 Late in the day the Patriots threatened to outflank the

62nd Foot, holding the line between the 20th on the left and the 21st

on the right. Hadden, whose artillery was supporting the 62nd, wrote:

"During the attack on the 62nd Regt. two companies of light were

advanced on our left and effectua11y cleared us of any attack which

was not renewed I ti 11 they were withdrawn. ,,76 Hadden may have wondered

why the two companies did not continue to support the 62nd Foot or go

to the help of the other two regiments.

The day's action ended at 6:00 p.m. in a fashion similar to that

of Hubbardton. The British line was on the point of collapse when

Riedesel appeared and threw his troops "upon the enemy."n The

Americans left the field to Burgoyne.

The British had suffered 556 killed and wounded. The American

1 d d d 36
. . 78 M tosses were lighter at 80 killed, 200 woun e an mlsslng. os

of the British casualties fell on the 20th, 21st and 62nd Foot. As

would be expected, the losses of the light battalion were very light.
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Only three companies had fought (21st, 24th, 20th); they suffered

4 killed and 8 wounded. Only one officer, Lieutenant James Battersby,

received a wound.79
The actual contribution of the light battalion was minimal. It

had fought in the preliminary skirmish and had once supported the

British line. In these two cases the battalion had done what was

expected of it, although this was not a great deal.

Burgoyne held back the light battalion because he needed it

the grenadiers for his intended assault the next day. These elite

battalions had to be fresh the following morning. On 20 September

Burgoyne issued orders, backed by Phillips and Fraser, for the army to

march towards the American lines.80 The IIgrenadiers and light

infantryll sti 11 holding the height taken the day before were to

spearhead
81

Burgoyne suddenly cancelled this order.82 Histhe attack.

reasons, given two years later, were that the three 1 i ne regiments

were too battered for such an attack and would need time to rest.83
The Americans, exhausted and low on ammunition, certainly expected a

British attack.84 Burgoyne lost perhaps his best chance to break

through Gates.

c. Bemis Heights

Burgoyne, after his Pyrrhic victory 19 September, entrenched on

the edge of the clearing at Freeman's Farm. Captain Georg Pausch, of

the Hesse-Hanau Artillery, noted on 21 September that the army seemed

prepared to attack but the same day a message arrived from Clinton.85
Clinton told Burgoyne he would attempt a diversion up the Hudson.86
Any idea Burgoyne had of crossing swords with Gates was indefinitely
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postponed. Clinton did get as far as Kingston, fifty miles from

Albany, on 16 October, but then returned to New York not having the

strength to continue further. As September became October, Burgoyne's

position became more desperate and 7 October he decided to act.

Burgoyne's plans are known: he intended to conduct a reconnaissance

in force.87 According to Riedesel, if a weakness was detected a fu1l-

scale attack would follow the next day. If not Burgoyne would retreat

to Fort Edward.88 There was also an auxiliary, but just as pressing,

reason for the reconnaissance. The force would cover a forage by

soldiers and camp fo1lowers.89 Burgoyne's plan was a gamble as he was

now facing about 7,000 Continentals and militia with another 2,500 in

his rear.90
The force allocated for this mission was about 1,400 regulars and

ten guns out of the remaining 3,500.91 The 1,400 were not enough to

effectively fight Gates and too many to simply scout the position.

The army formed into a long continuous line. On the extreme left were

Acland and his grenadiers. The centre was held by Riedesel and

Lieutenant Colonel Heinrich Breymann with 300 men selected from the

German forces. To their right were the 24th Foot. Ba1carres commanded

the lights, composed of one major, five captains, ten sergeants, and

250 rank and fi1e.92 The rest of the light battalion remained in the

entrenchments. On the extreme right Alexander Fraser led a motley

force of Rangers, Indians, Canadians and Loya1ists.93 This group had

a special task: "Captain Fraser's Rangers with the Indians and

provincials had orders to go to secret paths in the Woods to gain the

Enemy's rear, and by showing themselves there to keep them in check.,,94
It was thought they could occupy a hill to the rear of the American
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Position.95 At this point Burgoyne's reconnaissance was so poor he did

not realize such a hill did not exist.

The British set out at 11 :00 a.m. on 7 October on a front of

about 1,000 yards. They marched for three quarters of an hour and

halting "sat down in double ranks."96 The light infantry was posted at

the foot of a hill behind a rail fence. Behind the line of infantry,

foragers cut wheat. Except for some skirmishing between a few Americans

and the grenadiers, all was quiet. At 2:00 p.m. Gates finally allowed

Brigadier General Enoch Poorls Brigade to attack the British left and

Morgan with Dearborn the right.

The grenadiers gave a good account of themselves and repulsed

several American attacks until they were finally forced back by many

times their own number.97 Acland was shot in both legs and captured.

On the right Morganls Corps easily scattered Alexander Fraser's

command. Dearborn continued on to the regular light infantry and

caught them as they "attempted to change front.1I Delivering a "close

fire,1I he forced Balcarres back.98 Balcarres and his soldiers were

able to rally almost immediately behind a rail fence in the rear of

the first position. On the left Poor was joined by Brigadier General

Ebenezer Learned's Brigade, Brigadier General Ten Broeckls Albany

Country Militia and Arnold. Together they broke the Germans. Within

B ·t· h 99
minutes about 6,000 Americans were bearing down on the r1 1S .

Simon Fraser kept his head in the crisis. He attempted to cover

the retreat of the line: liThe Light Infantry and part of the 24th

Regt., Which were at that post, were therefore ordered to form a second

. T
.

t C 11100 Fraser on
L1ne, and secure the retreat of the roops In 0 amp.

his iron-grey horse first tried to secure the right wing of the Germans
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and then the left.
1 01

This action almost succeeded. At this point,

according to legend, Arnold ordered Morgan to have his best shot,

Timothy Murphy, kill Fraser. Fraser did fall mortally wounded and any

attempt of the light battalion and the 24th Foot to hold back the

Americans ceased.102 The lights fled back to the redoubt where the rest

of the battalion was.

When the Patriots reached the British entrenchments, the second

phase of the battle began. The most southel�ly and isolated post of the

British was Balcarres' Redoubt, at the edge of the clearing. Balcarres

had constructed it with care and skill. A half mile northwest of this

position was Breymann's Redoubt. It protected the rear of Balcarres'

Redoubt and the access to the Great Ravine, the key to the whole

fortified line further back. In between the two redoubts were two

cabins on hills held by some Canadians.103 Most of the light unit and

the 24th Foot reached Balcarres' Redoubt. Arnold proceeded to assault

the main works. The Americans got through the abatis (rows of trees

their entangled branches facing outwards towards the enemy) but failed

to take the redoubt:

The post of the Light Infantry under Lord

Balcarres, assisted by some of the Line which
threw themselves by order into the Intrenchments,
was defended with great spirit, and the Enemy
led on by Genl. Arnold was finally repulsed.104

Arnold left this attack, although some Americans continued to fire

at the redoubt, and led his troops first in overrunning the cabins and

then attacking Breymann's Redoubt. Breymann had only 200 men and was at

Arnold's mercy. He was killed and the redoubt taken. Burgoyne's whole

position was now compromised.

British casualties were over 600 plus six guns captured. American
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losses were only about 120.105 Separate totals for the light battalion

are not recorded but they must have been heavy.

After Fraser's death Balcarres took command of the Advance

Corps.106 On 17 October, one day after the Articles of Convention were

signed, the light battalion was broken up. Those who could rejoined

their respective regiments. The light companies of the 29th, 31st,

34th and 53rd Foot were formed into a corps under Balcarres.107 For

the light battalion the war was over.

In such a crushing defeat as Bemis Heights, the light battalion

had little opportunity to distinguish itself. The unit of light

infantry and part of the 24th Foot gained praise for their forlorn

rearguard action. Balcarres and the lights also defended the redoubt

resolutely. The battle was lost once the Americans attacked in force

and it was beyond the ability of a single battalion to alter the

situation.

d. Evaluation of the training of the light companies

From an examination of the three battles described a conclusion

can be drawn about the training of the light companies. It appears

that they were well trained in the methods that had been set down for

them. It cannot definitely be ascertained if the light battalion as a

unit had been trained in Howe's Salisbury Drill. The lights had done

all that was expected of them even if the army as a whole had not.108
At First Freeman's Farm, the movement of the two companies of light

infantry to support the 62nd Regiment and clear its flanks of Americans

was a success. This was not surprising as most of the training of the

light infantry, while in the British Isles, had consisted of acting in

support of the parent battalion. The perception of the light companies
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as elite reserve units excluded them being used like this on a regular

basis.

The light infantry in one instance operated, on a large scale, in

wooded terrain. At Hubbardton, in partially wooded country, it had

retained order. Fraser was able to withdraw them from a fire-fight and

recommit them elsewhere. This would indicate their training to operate

in woods was at least adequate. Lieutenant James Hadden, who was not

at the battle but freely conversed with his fellow officers, made a

statement about the light infantry fighting in woods. This was perhaps

the only specific comment on the training of the ten light companies

with Burgoyne, and even it was not direct. Hadden compared the clumsy,

dismounted Brunswick Dragoons to the light infantry just after the

battle of Bennington:

... they [the Brunswickers] cannot be expected
to march or manouvre well on Foot and expert at

Treeing or Bush fighting, a task the British Light
Infantry of this Army are not fully equal to.109

Hadden's statement, examined closely, is not completely critical

of the light infantry. He simply said they could tree and fight in

woods but were not yet expert at this method of warfare. The fault was

one of experience and not training. The light infantry of the British

Army could gain this experience in time, although the light infantry

in Burgoyne's army would never get that chance.

The light companies showed they could skirmish with and defeat

highly skilled irregulars when they routed Morgan's Corps at First

Freeman's Farm. Fraser there had used his lights to protect the line

troops, under Burgoyne, from harassing fire. At Bemis Heights, the

light infantry attempted to cover the retreat of main body. This was
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similar to some of the inspection manoeuvres it had practised with

the grenadiers in Britain. That the light infantry used aimed fire

was attested to by Morgan's second in command when he called them

sharpshooters.

A comparison can be made between the conduct of trained regulars

and the more individualistic irregulars. At First Freeman's Farm,

Morgan's Corps once broken never reformed that day. For the rest of

the battle it was hors de combat. At Bemis Heights Balcarres and

the light infantry was forced back in disarray. Yet there Balcarres

was able to rally and restore order to his men and continue the battle.

The statement of J. Lunt that Burgoyne had nothing to compare with

Morgan's men is clearly false when applied to the battlefield.110
The light infantry proved itself to be very flexible and although

organized as a battalion it did not once fight this way at full

strength. The battalion fought as groups of companies, ad hoc

amalgamations of men and as battalion of ten companies of half strength.

As a detachment of two companies the lights engaged Morgan's Corps

in relief of the 62nd Foot. The light infantry that marched out on

7 October may have been a proportion of the battalion or possibly five

companies. This does not seem to have reduced their ability to fight

as they performed a near miracle, with part of the 24th Foot, in

almost holding back the Americans.

The light companies had little opportunity to fight as a full

battalion. At First Freeman's Farm they formed up as a battalion but

never engaged the enemy as such. The lights that defended Balcarres'

Redoubt were a mob, not an organized battalion. At Hubbardton, the

battalion had all its ten companies but not at full strength. The
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ability of these ten companies to coordinate well as a group would tend

to indicate they had been trained together in Howe's Salisbury Drill.

The day after First Freeman's Farm, Burgoyne planned to use the entire

battalion as assault troops but the attack was cancelled. The light

infantry was able to fight in any configuration required. That Burgoyne

and Fraser did not make greater use of the light infantry battalion

cannot be blamed on a deficiency in its training.
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION

It has been demonstrated how the employment of regular British

light infantry evolved primarily from the experiences of the Seven

Years War. The original intention was to replace the often unreliable

irregulars with trained regulars. The new, regular light infantry

would be able to perform the traditional roles of light troops along

with the normal duties and drills of the line troops. Despite all

British light infantry being officially disbanded in 1763, informal

light companies continued to exist in many regiments. In 1771-1772,

in anticipation of war with Spain, the light companies were

re-established in all foot regiments, but significantly no light armed

regiments were formed. During peacetime these troops were trained,

clothed and armed. These light infantry were the chosen men of the

battalion. In this way they were the counterparts of the existing

grenadiers and took on many characteristics of those troops. These

factors led them to being brigaded together in special battalions and

retained as a reserve force. This concept of the light companies tended

to distort their original purpose and limit their usefulness.

The training of the light infantry companies was haphazard because

their drill was not standardized and large-scale concentrations of

troops in the British Isles were rare. Despite these handicaps, the

light companies entered the war remarkably well trained. The light

companies were normally brigaded together into light battalions. Howe's

Salisbury Drill of 1774 addressed the need of having a method of

handling of light troops in battalion. This drill was transferred to

regiments not attending the Salisbury camp, although no firm official
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policy directed its introduction.

Burgoyne's Saratoga Campaign of 1777 was an example of these light

companies in action. Burgoyne was aware of the uses of light troops

and had developed his own ideas on the subject. He also had under him

in 1777 subordinates like Simon Fraser who were very experienced in

handling light troops. Burgoyne soon realized, after observing warfare

in America, that more light infantry than was available would be needed

when campaigning against the Patriots. His solution was to recruit

irregulars, primarily Indians, to make up the shortage of trained

regular light infantry.

The light battalion failed to influence the outcome of the

expedition but the Saratoga Campaign of 1777 demonstratedmany of the

strengths and weaknesses of both the British Army and light infantry

doctrine. Burgoyne's light battalion was only able to conduct

manoeuvres together, in the field, just before the campaign.1 The light

companies, despite the unsystematic nature of their training, appear to

have performed well. They were able to operate in wooded terrain,

skirmish, use aimed fire, and showed great flexibility in action. In

general, despite lacking experience, they fought with skill and spirit.

It was their employment that was faulty. The policy of using Indians

proved to be a mistake. When the Indians left, the light infantry was

not prepared to take over the duties they had performed. The light

infantry was held back as a reserve force and functioned as slightly

more versatile grenadiers. Burgoyne and Fraser can hardly be

criticized for sheltering their light battalion, as it was the cream

of their army. To fritter it away in la petite guerre would have

seemed a great waste. The numbers and organization of the regular

\
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light infantry practically forced British generals to employ it in ways

that were not completely appropriate. This was symptomatic of the

British army as a whole: the individual elements were often of

surprisingly good quality but lacked clear, well-devised and uniformlY

applied policies to direct them or enable them to operate at full

efficiency.

The Saratoga Campaign was only one of the campaigns where regular

light infantry was used in the American War. During the course of the war

they gained the experience that was lacking in 1777. The light companies

were to be particularly effective under Cornwallis in the southern

campaigns of 1780-1782. Here they fought in the heavily forested

regions of the Carolinas. The superior discipline of the British light

infantry combined with extensive experience made it more than a match

for the Americans.2
The flaws that revealed themselves in the light infantry during

the course of the war were not lost on astute British observers like

Sir David Dundas, one of the most important British military figures

of the period.3 Dundas, later Commander-in-Chief of the army, was

from the 1770s into the 1790s considered Britain's foremost tactician.

He had seen action in Germany, the West Indies and raids on the French

coast in the Seven Years War. Dundas was considered too valuable as

a theorist to be sent on active duty in the American War. He kept

abreast of military developments by engaging in activities such as

observing the Prussian manoeuvres of 1785. In 1788 Dundas published

his major work, The Principles of Military Movements. This excellent

book, only slightly altered, became the 1792 Regulations and was the

first manual of instruction to be uniformly imposed on the whole army
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in Britain and Ireland. It was the drillbook used by the British

throughout the Napoleonic Wars.4
Dundas took note of the light infantry companies in the American

War. He expressed praise for them: "During the late war their service

was conspicuous, and their gallantry and exertations have met with

universal applause.ItS He also was aware of the weaknesses of their

composition and employment. The lights had not supported the battalion

in battle but had acquired the role of grenadiers as they
"
... have

almost put the grenadiers out of fashion.1t Dundas disliked the vogue

for light infantry, declaring the "

... showy exercise, the airy dress,

the independent modes which they have adopted, have caught the minds of

young officers and made them imagine that these ought to be general and

exclusive.1t Dundas' main concern was that the open order of the light

infantry had permeated the entire army. In the face of American

conditions the infantry had adopted a more open order and the two

deep line.6 Dundas saw this as dangerous because it left the infantry

vulnerable to any cavalry and more tightly deployed heavy infantryJ
Dundas' manual did not devote a great deal of space to light

infantry, only nine pages in all. He described the words of command

and the movements to be done in extended order. This was not a complete

system of training. Dundas did outline what he believed to be the roles

of light infantry. These duties were: intelligence gathering and

reconnaissance; garrisoning the outposts; protecting communications;
8and covering the front or skirmishing ahead of the army. It was up to

others to develop a system that would regularize light infantry

t
.. 9

ra 1 m ng.

One individual, with personal experience of the American War, who
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saw the mistakes the British had made with their light troops, was John

G S·
10

raves tmcoe • He had commanded the Queen's Rangers, a Loyalist

regiment originally formed in 1776 by Robert Rogers. Simcoe replaced

the untrustworthy Rogers and as lieutenant-colonel had trained the

Rangers to be light infantry. They became perhaps the best of all

the Provincial Corps, serving in Pennsylvania, New York and Virginia

from 1778-1783.11 The Queen's Rangers were granted the honor of being

taken on the British Establishment as the 1st American Regiment,

although they were disbanded when the war ended. Simcoe pursued his

own career after the war.

In 1789-1791 he was in England lobbying for a corps of 1,200 men

to defend the Loyalist settlements of Upper Canada, of which he was

shortly to become lieutenant-governor. Simcoe disliked the idea

of special units formed into composite battalions of light infantry.

He saw they defeated the purpose of having the light troops at all.

In 1789 he wrote, to George III, that picking "chosen men" was a

"ruinous drain" on the foot regiments. The light battalions thus

formed were so valuable II
... the loss of it [the battalions of light

infantry] would have been almost the loss of the Army.1I12 Simcoe

continued that he did not believe that ill-trained Loyalists and

Indians could replace trained lights: IIA false idea has gone forth

that irregulars are a substitute sufficient for that service.1I13
Simcoe wanted to form a full corps of men trained as light

infantry. To Dundas, who supported the idea, he communicated in 1790

that he would II
••• adapt the tactics and disciple of the Troops to

the country.,,14 In wooded and forested terrain Simcoe believed the

methods of Indians and backwoodsmen were
II

••• very superior to the
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limited system of discipline in which European Troops have & are at

the moment instructed." He would train his men
"

... in the desultory

manner of fighting which the Indians Excell, united to European

regularity."15 Simcoe's experiences in the American War led him to the

conclusion that whole battalions of light troops were needed. They

were to be trained as light infantry but would also learn standard

European drills. Simcoe used his own system developed during the war.

In 1 ate 1791 permi ss i on was granted to reform the Queen
I
s Rangers as

a militia unit, using officers from the old regiment, at a strength of

two companies of 200 men.16 The Rangers were employed in Upper Canada

from 1792 to the Peace of Amiens in 1802.

Simcoe's regiment was only one of the cases of interest being

shown in light troops after the war. Although the activity that

resulted in a fully practical light infantry was to be most pronounced

in the l790s and early years of the Napoleonic Wars, during the American

War changes were attempted. In 1778 Amherst was made General-on-the

Staff, the closest position at the time to Commander-in-Chief, and

introduced the 1778 Regulations.17 These were th� first official

regulations that contained light infantry drills. They gave detailed

movements for the flank companies. In the spring of 1778 twenty of

the twenty-one regiments that learnt the drill did so while in camps

in southern England. However, none of these battalions saw service

outside the British Isles. After the war ended the 1778 Regulations

gradually fell into disuse and the 1764 Regulations reasserted

themselves. By 1788 only three regiments, the 7th, 35th and 69th Foot,

still used them in a modified form. The uniform light infantry drill

of 1778 was stillborn.
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The light companies were disbanded at the end of the American War

in 1783. As it has been shown, they were not forgotten. The American

War had focused a great deal of attention on light infantry. In 1793

Britain went to war with Revolutionary France and the light companies

were again re-established and served in the Flanders Campaign of 1793-

1794 under the Duke of York.

This war stimulated great changes in the organization and training

of the light troops. These changes were the result of contact with the

French voltigeurs (skirmishers) and to a greater degree reforms in the

administration of the army.18 From 1795 onward the Duke of York was

19
Commander-in-Chief of the British Army. Under his authority the army

went through a period of reform. In 1797 the Duke issued a circular

letter that contained Dundas' light drills to all generals. A year

later Assistant Adjutant-General Sir Harry Calvert, with the Duke of

York's backing, issued a memorandum to the War Office called "Corps

of Light Troops" which outlined a new system for light troops, but

the civilian War Office never acted upon it.20
Exertions continued to be directed towards training and forming

light infantry. In the summer of 1798 Howe, the old, experienced

leader and drillmaster of light troops, held a camp of instruction in

Essex. He drilled and exercised two regular light companies, eleven

militia light companies and a brigade of horse artillery. In 1801 an

experimental corps, the 95th Rifles, was formed and armed with the new

Baker rifle. The Treaty of Amiens, 1802-1803, temporarily halted these

activities but the outbreak of war in 1803 led to major changes in the

character of Britain's light troops.

In 1803 a camp of instruction was formed at Shorncliffe, in
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southern England, commanded by Sir John Moore. The Shorncliffe camp

has been seen as the dividing point between the unorganized use of

light troops and their coming of age in the British Army.2l This is

not correct as important developments occurred before and after the

camp, but Shorncliffe was a pivotal point in the evolution of British

light infantry. It irrevocably established light infantry and light

drill in the army. Moore first saw active service during the American

War. In 1796, in St. Lucia, he first commanded light troops and used

them to screen and skirmish in front of a regiment. In 1798 during

the Irish Rebellion he led a light battalion. Moore saw extensive

service during the French Revolutionary War in Corsica, Holland and

Egypt.

In 1803 Moore was put in command of the 4th, 52nd, 59th, 70th

and 95th Regiments at Shorncliffe and was told to develop a system for

training light infantry.22 He was not bound by any single dri1lbook

but drew freely on the experience of others and the recent outpouring

of literature on light infantry, especially that of the l790s.23 At

Shorncliffe the 52nd (1803) and the 43rd Foot (1804) were converted

into whole regiments of light infantry.

The transformation of old regiments to light infantry did not end

at Shorncliffe. From 1807-1810 the 51st, 68th, 71st and 85th Foot were

all converted.24 Full battalions of light infantry ended the need to

brigade the regimental companies of lights together. By 1803 the role

of the grenadiers had almost completely merged with that of light

companies.25 These two companies were now free to screen and skirmish

for the battalion.

The 1770s and the American War were essentially a transitional
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period between the genesis of regular British light infantry and its

full development after 1803. The British light forces that existed

during the Napoleonic Wars were in a large part created from the

Experience of the American War.26 This experience was combined with

the body of literature formed by the flood of publications in the

1790s. The American War provided lessons that pointed out both how

useful trained, regular light infantry could be but also the great

deficiencies of the British approach to these units. No substantial

innovation was possible until the reforms of the 1790s. These reforms

included: making the position of Commander-in-Chief a permanent

office; the dissolution of the Irish Establishment; frequent large

scale field exercises; and a uniform drill for the whole army.27
Possibly most important of all was the concept that the army was not

intended primarily to be a force that handled civil matters, such as

policing, but was needed to fight battles and win war.28 The creation

of a truly effective light infantry was impossible in the l770s without

these changes. The establishment of the light companies of 1771-1772

and their service in the American War were crucial preparations for

the future. These events assisted the army to embrace regular light

troops when conditions were ripe for it.
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APPENDIX: TABLE I

THE MINORCA GARRISON

148

The garrison of Minorca from 1763-1771 was as follows:

Regiment Arrival Date Departure Date

3rd 1763 1771

11 th 1762 1771

13th 1768 ( ? )

25th 1768 ( ? )

33rd 1763 1769 (or late
1768) inspected
in England
22 June 1769

37th 1763 1769

57th 1763 1768

67th 1763(?) The 1768
Establishment
does not show it
here.

1771

Colonel of Regiment

to 1763(?). Burton,
1764-Nov. 1768.
Jeffery Amherst
1768-1779(?)

Will iam a Court
Ashe 1765-1782

James Murray
1767-1789

George Lennox
1762-1805

Charles
Earl Cornwall is
1766-1806

James Stuart
1752-1768.
Eyre Coote
1768(?)-(?)

D. Cuninghame
1757-Nov. 1767.
John Irwin
Nov. 1767-1781

Hamilton Lambert
1767-1774

General John Mostyn was governor from 1765-1774 until James Murray,
one of Wolfe's brigadiers, became acting governor in 1774.

Sources of information: Katcher, Encyclopedia.
J.A. Houlding, personal letter 6 Feb. 1985.
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APPENDIX: TABLE II

SERVICE RECORD OF BURGOYNE'S REGIMENTS

149

Below is a table illustrating the service in the 1750s to 1770s of the
ten regiments that served with Burgoyne:

Regiment Service - 1750s to 1770

9th 6 years in Florida prior
to 1770

20th 1758-1763 Germany

21st Scotland to England 1765
1765-1770 Florida
1770 to Quebec

1760-1763 Germany24th

*29th 1765-1773 North America

(except 1770 Scotland)

1765-1772 Florida
1772 West Indies

1757-1768 North America
(Canada, West Indies,
Florida, Louisiana)

1750-1763 North America

*31st

*34th

47th

53rd Raised 1755, Ireland (?)

62nd 1758-1759 canada, then
to West Indies

Return to
British Isles

1770
Ireland

1763(?)
England

1773(?)
England

1763 (?)
Ireland

1773
England

1773
England

1769(?)
Ireland

1764(?)
Ireland

1770(?)
Ireland

1770(?)
Ireland

Service in
British Isles

Ireland. 1772-
1773 and 1775-
1776, part of
Dublin garrison

1774 to I rel and

Engl and until
1776

Ireland. 1774-
1775, part of
Dubl in garrison

England until
1776

1775 to Scotl and

Ireland. 1771-
1772, part of
Dublin garrison

Ireland until
1773, then to
North America

Ireland. 1774-
1775, part of
Dublin garrison

Ireland. 1771-
1772 and 1773-
1774, part of
Dublin garrison

*Indicates contributed to the 1777 Saratoga Campaign flank companies only.

Sources of information: stewart; Savory; Hou1ding.
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APPENDIX: TABLE III

1777 TABLE OF ORGANIZATION

The figure of 7,863 rank and file in the army June 1777 is from

Burgoyne, State of the Expedition 1st ed. 12,16. The breakdown was

as follows: 3,724 Brltlsh lnfantry; 3,016 German infantry; 650
Canadians, Indians and Provincials; and 473 artillery men.

Below is a simplified table of organization. Details about the
Advance Corps have been omitted as they appear in the thesis.

Commander-in-Chief:

Second in Command:

Notable Staff:

I Advance Corps:

II British Division
(Rlght Wlng):

1st Brigade:

2nd Brigade:

III German Division
(Left Wlng):

IV German Reserve:

V Unbrigaded:

VI Art; 11 ery:

Lieutenant-General John Burgoyne

Major-General William Phillips (Royal Artillery)

Lieutenant William Twiss, Chief Engineer;
Captain Robert Kingston, Deputy Adjutant-General;
Charles Stanhope, Viscount Petersham, aid-de-camp

to Lieutenant-General John Burgoyne

Brigadier-General Simon Fraser

Major-General William Phillips (Royal Artillery)

20th, 21st, 62nd Foot

9th, 47th, 53rd Foot

Major-General Baron Friedrich von Riedesel

This division was divided into two brigades.
There were four Brunswick and one Hesse-Hanau
(Erb-Prinz) regiments. The Brunswick regiments
were named after their colonels.

Colonel Heinrich Carl Breymann
Grenadier battalion (four companies)
Light infantry battalion (four light and one

Jager company).

Prinz Ludwig, Regiment of Dragoons (dismounted)

All brigades had artillery attached to them.
The unbrigaded artillery was in the artillery park
with a detachment of the British 33rd Foot.
Artillery units with the army were: elements of
the Royal Artillery; the Royal Irish Artillery
and a Hesse-Hanau Artillery Company.

The main sources for the above were M. Glover, Appendix 223-225; Bird 281-285.
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APPENDIX: TABLE IV

MEMOIRISTS OF 1776-1777

Below is a list of the major British and German memOirist and journal
writers of the campaign. It indicates the battles they appear to have
been present at. Those of field rank like Friedrich von Riedesel and
John Burgoyne have not been included.

Name Rank Unit H. F.F. B.H.

Francis Napier 1 i eutenant 31st Foot (It. ) yes yes yes

Anonymous officer (?) 47th Foot (It. ) no yes yes

Will iam Digby lieutenant 53rd Foot (gren.) yes yes yes

Joshua Pe11 officer ( ? ) 24th Foot (batt.) yes yes yes

Thomas Anburey officer ( ? ) 24th Foot (batt.) yes yes yes

Roger Lamb corporal (n.c.o.) 9th Foot (batt.) no yes yes

George Fox private 47th Foot(batt.) no yes yes

Thomas Hughes ensign 53rd Foot (batt.) 1777
Ticonderoga

garrison

James Hadden lieutenant no yes journal
ceases

Roya 1 Arti 11 ery

Georg Pausch captain no yes yesHesse-Hanau
Artillery

John Enys ensign 29th Foot (batt.) 1776 campaign only

Abbreviations: 1t.
gren.
batt.
n.c.o.

H.
F.F.
B. H.

- light company
- grenadier company
- battalion company
- non-commissioned officer
- Hubbardton
- First Freeman's Farm
- Bemis Heights

Ranks indicated officer (?) were probably subalterns, a term that

encompassed the lowest commissioned ranks (lieutenants, cornets and

ensigns).
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NOTES TO CHAPTER I

1. The conflict between the American colonies and Britain is variously
known as the American Revolution, American War of Independence,
American and Bourbon War, and American War. The label used
in this paper is the American War, partly because this seemed
the term most frequently used by the British in contemporary
accounts. The Saratoga Campaign was sometimes known as the
Northern Expedition of 1777.

2. The one company that had seen action in the war was the light
company of the 47th Foot that had been at Lexington and Concord,
and Bunker Hi 11 .

The American "Whigs" and IRebe1s" who opposed the British
were referred to throughout the paper as Americans or Patriots.
To avoid confusion American "Tories" were called Loyalists.

The term British Army referred to an institution. A British

army was a force in the service of Britain or one led by a

British commander-in-chief, that besides British troops might
include Germans, Indians, Loyalists and French Canadians.

3. The terms battalion and regiment were used almost interchangeably
because with few exceptions British regiments contained only
one battalion, any other form was noted. In each battalion
the bulk of the companies were called battalion companies
and their troops - line, company or "hatmen." The two special
flank companies were the grenadier and light soldiers. For

background information see: J.W. Fortescue, A History of the
British Army (London: Macmillan, 1899 and 1911) vo1s. 2 and 3.

4. Burgoyne called this warfare "1itt1e War" in his Standing
Regulations at Sandy Bluff, 20 June 1777. John Burgoyne,
Orderly Book of Lieut. Gen. John Burgoyne: From his Entry
lnto the State of New York untll His Surrender at Saratoga,
16th Oct. 1777, ed. LB. O·Callaghan (Albany, NY: Munsell's,
1860) 3.

5. For the standard roles of light troops, both foot and horse, in
the eighteenth century see: Lancelote Comte Turpin de Crisse,
An Essay on the Art of War: Translated by Captain Joseph
Otaway. In Two Volumes (1754; London: A. Hamilton, 1761)
vol. 2: Book the Fifth: Chapter 1, 109-112; Chapter V, 130-138.

6. Humphrey Bland, A Treatise of Military Discipline; In which is Laid
down and Explained The Duty of the Soldier, Thro' the Several
Branches of the Service (1727; London Daniel Midwinter)
Chapter XV, "Consisting of Camp Duty," 206-226; Chapter XVI,
"Consisting of the Guards Ordinary of the Horse and Dragoons;
and also Extraordinary Guards of the Foot," 227-237. Some types
of guards including provost (police) and personal staff guards
were not mentioned in the thesis. Bland1s work was the most
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influential book of the period. J.A. Houlding, Fit for Service:
The Training of the British Army, 1715-1795 (Oxford: Clarendon,
1981) 182-183. George Smith, An Universal Military Dictionary:
A Copious Explanation of the Technical Terms & c. used in
the Equipment, Machinery, Movements, and Military Operations
of an Army (1779; Ottawa: Museum Restoration Service, 1969),
"Guard," 118-119

7. When Burgoyne's army was very close to the Americans on 13 September
1777, Wi 11 i am Di gby comp 1 a i ned: "The duty here turned very
severe such numbers being constantly on either guards or

pickets ...

" William Digby, The British Invasion. From the
North: Digby's Journal of the C�mpaigns of Generals Carleton
and Burgoyne from Canada, 1776-1777, ed. James Phinney Baxter
(1887; New York: Da Capo, 1970) 267.

Since the activities of Burgoyne's army and the light
companies are largely recorded in the writings of several of
men in the expedition for more information on them see

Appendix B Table IV.

8. A quarter guard consisted of 40 men, one subaltern, two sergeants
and one drummer. Bland 206.

9. Picket guards were to be always ready to form up and reinforce

outposts. Bland 206, 213-226. Smith, Dictionary 202-203
defines "Picket" as an out-guard post before an army to give
notice of enemy forces approaching.

10. A picket was to be of 50 men, one captain, two subalterns,
three sergeants and two drummers per battalion. Bland 206.
It should be remembered the picket guard continued to exist
even if a picket company was present.

11. "Guards extraordinary." Bland 232. "Guard." Smith, Dictionary
118-119.

12. Bland, Chapter VIII, "Consisting of General Rules for the Marching
of a Regiment of Foot, or a Detachment of Men, where there is
a Possibility of their being attacked by the Enemy," 114-131.

13. Paul E. Kooperman, Braddock at the Monogahela (Pittsburgh: U of

Pittsburgh P, 1977). This is the best of the works on the

Monogahela battle.

14. Turpin de Crisse 130-133.

15. The American War saw the breakdown of Iroquois Confederacy which
had serious repercussions on its ability to
influence the war. Barbara Graymount, The Iroquois in the
American Revolution (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse UP, 1972).
Graymont's book addressed this issue.
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16. On 6 August 1777 Lieutenant-Colonel Barry St. Leger, while besieging
Fort Stanwix, defeated Brigadier-General Nicholas Herkimer and
his Patriot militia. In the battle the Senecas lost only
17 killed but 5 of these were chiefs and as a

resu lt they long ". . . hes i ta ted to fi ght such a pitched
battle again." Graymont 138-142.

17. These posts included Fort Detroit, Fort Niagara and Fort
Michilimackinac. In 1780-1781 the later fort was moved to
Mackinac Island and renamed Fort Mackinac.

18. Stephen Strach, The British Occupation of the Niagara Frontier,
1759-1796 (Niagara Falls, Ont.: Lundyis Lane Historical
Soclety, 1976) 9.

19. Gage to Hillsborough, 1 Oct. 1771, New York. Clarence E. Carter,
ed., The Correspondence of General Thomas Gage with the
Secretaries of State, 1763-1775 (Ann Arbor, Mich.: UMI, 1931)
vo l . 1: 309-311.

20. II A Standing Order" of Jeffery Amherst, Commander-in-Chief in
North America, 31 July 1759. John Knox, An Historical Journal
of the Campaigns in North America: For the Years 1757, 1758,
1759 and 1769 by Captain John Knox, ed. Arthur G. Doughty
(Toronto: Champlain Society, 1914-1916) vol. 1: 487-488. The

technique of forming from three into two ranks was probably
introduced January 1759 and practised in May at Halifax,
only becoming official later. Houlding 373.

21. Hew Strachan, European Armies and the Conduct of War (London:
All en, 1983) 28-29.

22. Peter E. Russell, "Redcoats in the Wilderness: British Officers
and Irregular Warfare in Europe and America, 1740-1760,11
William and Mary Quarterly 3rd ser. 35 (1978): 629-635.

23. Hou1ding 374.

24. Strachan, European Armies 29. Strachan's categories on light
infantry development were not followed exactly in the paper.

25. E.M. Lloyd, "The Raising of the Highland Regiments in 1757,11
English Historical Review 17 (1902): 469.

26. The 42nd Foot was originally designated the 43rd Highland Regiment
and was commonly known as the IIBlack Watch. II

27. Cecil P. Lawson, A History of the Uniforms of the British Army
(London: Norman, 1941) vol. 2: 54-55.

28. Lloyd 467-468.
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29. Richard Middleton, The Bells of Victory: The Pitt-Newcastle
Ministry and the Conduct of the Seven Years' War (Cambridge:
Cambridge UP, 1985) 10-12. W.S. Wallace, ed., "Some Notes
on Fraser's Highlanders," Canadian Historical Review (June
1937): 131-140. Jack L. Summers and Rene Chartrand,
Military Uniforms in Canada, 1665-1970 (Ottawa: National
Museums of Man, 1981) 47.

30. The 89th Highlanders were also raised and sent to India.
C.T. Atkinson, "The Highlanders in Westphalia, 1760-1762 and
the Development of Light Infantry," Journal of the Society
for Army Historical Research 20 (1941): 208-213.

31. Atkinson, "Highlanders" 208-209.

32. Loudon to Cumberland, 29 Aug. 1756, Albany. Stanley Pargel1is, ed.,
Military Affairs in North America, 1748-1765: Selected
Documents From the Cumberland Papers in Windsor Castle
(London: D. Appleton-Century, 1936) 230-233.

33. Letter of James Wolfe June 1751, Banff, Scotland. Beckles Willson,
The Life and Letters of James Wolfe (London: William Heinman,
1909) 141. For Wolfe in Scotland see also Lloyd 466-467; and
Russell 648-649.

34. The regiment was first designated the 62nd Foot but renumbered
February 1757. Recruiting started among the Germans and Swiss
of Pennsylvania but the battalions were brought up to strength
with Europeans, any colonials that could be convinced to
join and Irish drafts. Stanley Pargellis, Lord Loudoun in
North America (New Haven, Conn.: Yale UP, 1933) 61, 111.
Summers and Chartrand 43.

35. A.J. Barker, Redcoats (London: Gordon Cremonesi, 1976),
Appendix I: liThe British Army's First Foreign Officers,"
Act of Parliament, Feb. 1756, 144-147.

36. Loudoun to Cumberland, 8 March 1757, New York. Loudoun said
of Prevost: "I should be sorry to have put at the Head of a

British Army." Wolfe and Bouquet had Similar feelings.
Pargel1is, Military Affairs 317-325.

37. Pargel1is, Loudoun 299-300.

38. Parge11is, Loudoun 300.

39. John K. Mahon, "Anglo-American Methods of Indian Warfare, 1676-
1794," Mississippi Valley Historical Review 45 (1958): 266.

Henry Bouquet, History of Henry Bouquet and the Western
Frontiers of Pennsylvania, 1747-1764, ed. Mary C. Darlington
(1920); New York: Arno, 1971) 147-148. H.C.B. Rogers,
The British Army of the Eighteenth Century (New York:
H;ppocrene, 1977) 71.
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40. H.C.B. Rogers 71.

41. Summers and Chartrand 43-45. Fredrick E. Ray, Fredrick P. Todd
and John Elting, "60th (Royal American) Regiment of Foot,"
Military Uniforms in America: The Era of the American
Revolution, 1775-1795, ed. John Eltlng (San Rafael Calif.:
Presido, 1974) 6-7.

42. John Keegan and Andrew Wheatcroft, Who's Who in Military History:
From 1453 to the Present Day (london: Weidenfeld and Nicolson,
1976) 50-51.

43. J.F.C. Fuller, British Light Infantry in the Eighteenth Century
(London: Hutchinson, 1925). Fuller devotes Chapter VII to
Bouquet. This book should be treated with caution as Fuller
largely stated his own military ideas on twentieth century
warfare in an eighteenth century context.

44. The King's Royal Rifle Corps began as the 5th Battalion/60th Foot
raised in 1798 and armed with the Baker rifle. See: Edward
Hutton, A Brief History of the King's Royal Rifle Corps,
1755 to 1915 (1918; London: Warren, 1925).

45. Pargellis, Loudon 305. Major William Eyre to Ad. Gen. Robert
Napier, 10 July 1758. Eyre called them "light Arm'd Troops."
Pargellis, Military Affairs 418-422.

46. Pargellis, Loudoun 305.

47. Pargellis, Loudoun 304.

48. The colonial was Joseph Nicholas. Fred Anderson, A People's Army:
Massachusetts Soldiers and Society in the Seven Years War
(Chapel Aill NC: 0 of North Carolina P, 1984) 115.
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Society for Army Historical Research 59 (1981), Appendix 42-43.

50. lawson, vol. 2 68-69. K.L. Parker, "Anglo-American Wilderness
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diss., Columbia U, 1970, 296. The units of light infantry
referred to were the 94th, 106th, 110th, l12th and l19th
light Armed Foot.

51. Mahon 262.

52. H. Charles MCBarron,and John Etling, "Captain Hezekiah Dunn's
Company of Rangers, New Jersey Front i er Guard, 1756-1760,"
ed. Elting, Military Uniforms 16-17.

53. Parge11is, Loudoun 302.

54. Pargellis, Loudoun 303.
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55. Pargellis, Loudoun 303-304. Mahon 265.

56. R. Rogers' explanation of his tactics was very detailed. Robert
Rogers, Journals of Major Robert Rogers: Containing An
Account of the Several Excursions he made under the Generals
who Commanded upon the Continent of North America during the
late War. From which may by collected the most material
Circumstances of every Campaign upon that Continent, from
the Commencement to the Conclusion of that War (London:
J. Millan, 1765), "Rules i-xxvii 59-69. Parker, Chapter VI,
"Wilderness Tactics," 214-240. For ranger uniforms see:

Robin May, Wolfe's Army (Reading Berks.: Osprey, 1974) 36-37.

57. R. Rogers 56.

58. Pargellis, Loudoun 304-305. Parker 238-240.
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was in Brigadier-General John Forbes' expedition to Fort

Duquesne.

60. Parker 238-240. Houlding 375.
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62. "Instructions for the 20th Regiment (in case the French land)
given by Lieutenant-Colonel Wolfe at Canterbury," Dec. 1755.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER II

1. F.G. James, Ireland and the Empire, 1668-1770: A History of
Ireland from the Wi11iamite Wars to the Eve of the American
Revolution (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard UP, 1973) 175.
Alan Guy, "A Whole Army Absolutely Ruined in Ireland,"
National Army Museum Report, 1778-1979 (London: National

Army Museum, 1979) 30-43.

2. Hou1ding 46-47. Even powerful figures such as the Duke of
Cumberland, George II's son, had problems exerting their
authority over the Irish Army.

3. In times of crisis Irishmen would be recruited for the army.
In 1756 permission was given to recruit Irish Protestants
and in 1799 Irish Catholics. Despite the barring of Catholics
from the army they served as Marines in 1758, and by 1771 the
15th Foot was almost entirely Catholic. S.H.F. Johnston,
liThe Irish Establishment," Irish Sword (1949-1953): 35-36.
Irish Catholics were recruited ln large numbers in Leinster,
Munster and Connaught during the crisis of 1770-1771.
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Fortescue, vol. 3: 41. Again in 1780 the strain of the
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58. Determining the exact organization of a battalion in any period can
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Appendix Table C 419, Appendix C 422. H. Rogers in his
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551.
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II (15 May 1772)

551.

2. Houlding 160-161, 164.
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at Reviews and Field-Days, [1764 Regulations] (Boston:
Isaiah Thomas, 1774) 2-12. Lamb told how at Waterford,
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twenty-one days before getting a musket (24 Aug. 1773).
Lamb, Memoir 61-62.

4. Houlding, Appendum on IIP1atoon and Alternate Firell 318-321.
Strachan, European Armies 17. 1764 Regulations 18-21.
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Hou1ding 164.

6. 1764 Regulations 16. It was said by the Earl of Cavan that the
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"according to custom," Cavan was opposed to this. He was in
1776 a major-general and colonel of the 15th Foot. Cavan,
Richard Lambert 6th Earl of, A New System of Military
Discipline, found upon principle By._ a generaT-ofticer
(Phl ladelphla: R. Altken, 1776) 222. See also: Hou'-dTn9i288.
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14. "General Order" for the 63rd Foot, 13 June 1775. J. Barker 58-60.
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(Boston: Houghton, 1979) 216.
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has been heavily criticized. Eric Robson, The American Revol
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(New York: W.W. Morton, 1966) 99-100. Paret Peter, "Co l on ia l
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37 (1964) 52.
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London: John Murray, 1901).

18. 1764 Regulations 12.

19. Townshend to Amherst, 17 June 1775, London. Townshend recorded
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U. 1350 Amherst MSS. 073/21 n. pag.

20. Maj.-Gen Howe's Light Infantry Discipline, 1774. NAM MS 6807/157/6.
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21. Houlding 336.

22. Houlding 336-338.

23. Actually the manual exercise in the document was called the platoon
exercise. British military terminology was often confused and
inconsistent. Houlding 160 n.ll.

24. This reproduction was a tribute to the 1764 Regulations "excellence."
Houlding 337.

25. Lamb, Memoir 89-90.

26. British paces per minute were not formalized until the 17805.
Up to then the paces decided on by individual commanders,
although informal pace rates were generally followed.
A slow pace was used for parades, reviews and moving over

rough ground in line; a quick pace for manoeuvring in action
and advancing quickly to gain ground; and a rapid pace for
bayonet charges. Houlding 260, 337. When the rates were

set they probably corresponded to those of the earlier period:
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obstacles. H.C.B. Rogers 75-77.

27. IILight Infantry Movements before His Majesty at Richmond Park,
3rd October 1774.11 WO 5/58 19-22. Hou1ding 336 n.29.

28. Lamb, Memoir 89.

29. Letter of Lady Mary Coke of Sudbrooke, 3 Oct. 1774. Misc. doc.,
Richmond Public Library, Richmond.

30. For background and description of a IItrue flint lockll see:

Harold L. Peterson, Arms and Armour in Colonial America,
1526-1783 (New York: Bramhall House, 1956) 35.

31. Peterson 23-24.

32. The exact calibre was .753. The Long Land Musket and its later
variations are now commonly known as the IIBrown Bess."
This term was not used in contemporary accounts until after
the American War. Darling 19.

33. Jeffery Amherst's orders for 20 June 1759 stated lIoficers have
fusi1s.11 At the battle of Montmorency (31 July 1759)
Lieutenant Henry Peyton killed two Indians with a "doub l e

barrelled fus i l ." Knox, vol. 1: 474-477,453. Confusion
was also created because before 1763 colonels were allowed to

buy muskets for their regiments once the original ones wore

out. It was said "
... this arrangement resulted in the
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manufacture of weapons of diverse pattern and variable
quality ...

" Alan Guy, Oecono;ny and Discipline: Officership
and Administration in the Britisn Army, 1714-�anchester:
Manchester UP, 1985) 146.

34. These fusils had barrels twenty-nine to forty-two inches long.
Howard L. Blackmore, British Military Firearms, 1650-1850
(London: Herbert Jenklns, 1961) J8-59. Peterson 169-170.
Darling 32-36.

35. Pargellis, Military Affairs 305.

36. Blackmore included evidence that the Highlanders used the artillery
carbine. The Board of Ordnance in a list of arms to be kept
in the Tower (September 1757) has "Carbines with Bayonets
for Artillery and Highlanders" (50,000). Blackmore 58.
Darling was of the opinion that the Highlanders used the
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37. Knox, vol. 1: 209; 17 May 1759.

38. These could have been of .65 calibre. Darling 31. It was

reported that in the Rotunda Museum, Woolwich, there were
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(.775 calibre) and the other thirty-nine inch barrel (.765
calibre) that dated from the reigns of George II and George III.
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552. See also: Warren Moore, �eapons of the American
Revolution and Accoutrements (New York: Promontory, 1967) 61.
Blackmore 58-59.

39. Darl ing 36.

40. Miscellany Book: Clothing correspondence. His Majesty's Warrant
for the regulation of the Colours, Clothing, etc. of the

Marching Regiments of Foot, 19 Dec. 1768. That this was

done was confirmed by Inspection Returns: starting 1770
all the officers and sergeants of the 21st Foot carried fusils;
and an Inspection Return for the 15th Foot, 29 August 1777
reported "6 firelocks [fusils] ... for Light Infantry and
Grenadier Serjeants." Strachan, British Military Uniforms
171-178, 214, 210.

41. R. and P. Katcher 119.

42. These were "muskets made for light infantry," like the Short Land
Musket but lighter and of carbine bore. Blackmore 60.
I. Hogg stated the light companies carried a Light Infantry
Carbine (Light Infantry Fusi1) with a forty-two inch barrel
(.67 calibre) of seven pounds or a version of the short Land
Musket (.65 calibre) of eight pounds. Ian Hogg, Armies of
the American Revolution, ed. S.L. Mayer (Englewood Cliffs,
NY: Prentice, 1975) 59.
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well. In May 1777 the regiment was found to have been issued
fusils in 1770, 1775, 1776 and 1777 and fire10cks in 1772 and
1776. The total of fusils and halberds was only thirty, just
enough for the officers and sergeants. It is evident the light
company received the new firelocks in 1772 and 1776. WO 27/36
5.

44. The 35th Foot carried the Long Land Musket in 1774 having been
issued these weapons in 1768. Houlding 142. It is very
likely Long Land Muskets were carried into action by regular
British troops in the American War. These muskets were

often supplied to Loyalist regiments. Darling 23.

45. Inspection Return of the 23rd Foot, 1 Aug. 1771. Strachan,
British Military Uniforms 213.

46. Extract from Thomas Simes, The Military Guide for Young Officers
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17 July 1772. Smythies 552.
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Hou1ding 145,280.

50. Hou1ding 280.

51. Miscellany Book: "Judge Advocate to Secretary-at-War," 6 March
1771. Strachan, British Military Uniforms 187.
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Secretary-at-War to Thomas Fauquier Esqre.," 22 March 1771.
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54. Lawson, vol. 3: 74. Miscellany Book: "Judge Advocate to Secretary
at-War, II 6 March 1771. Strachan, Brit ish Mi 1 ita ry Un; forms 187.
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Carman 97.

56. Carman 97.
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58. "Order," 29 April 1771. Strachan, British Military Uniforms 187.

59. The 32nd Foot received fifty-one infantry pouches, hatchets and

powder horns. "Treasury out letters, Ireland. Supplies to

the 32nd Foot," 13 June 1777. Strachan, Briti sh Mi 1 itary
Uniforms 222. Manders 90-92. Carman 97.

60. Lt.-Gen. the Earl of Cavan on the 32nd Foot, 12 Sept. Dublin
WO 27/37.

61. Oddly enough Burgoyne stated his light companies carried cartridge
boxes and the others pouches for their cartridges. Burgoyne
to Henry Laurens, President of Congress, 11 Feb. 1778,
Cambridge, Mass. K.G. Davies, ed., Documents of the
American Revolution, 1770-1783 (Colonial Office Series)
(Dublin: Irish UP, 1976) 1778, vo l . 15: 38-42.

62. Drummers caps and jackets were issued to individual light companies.
"Tr-easury out 1 etters, Ire 1 and. Supp 1 i es to the 32nd Foot,"
23 Jan. 1777. "Treasury out letters, Ireland. Supplies to
the 68th Foot, Ireland," 12 July 1776. Strachan, British
Military Uniforms 222, 248. For horns see: Houlding, Appendix C 422.

63. Inspection Returns of the 3rd and 4th Foot respectively 30 March
and 7 April 1774. The 20th Foot had a German post-horn.
Strachan, British Military Uniforms 204, 205, 213.

64. Philip Haythornthwaite, Napoleon's Light Infantry (London: Osprey,
1983) 9.

65. Inspection Returns of the 19th Foot (30 May 1775); 40th Foot
(16 June, 1771); and 62nd Foot (3 Aug. 1771 and 25 May 1775).
Strachan, British Military Uniforms 213, 230, 245.

66. Inspection Return of the 11th Foot, 11 May 1772. In the 1st Foot
the officers wore "bucksk in breechs " (29 Aug. 1768). The
wearing of such garb was frowned upon. Strachan, British
Military Uniforms 208, 202, 226.

67. R. and P. Katcher 119.

68. Inspection Returns note caps not according to regulation and
feathers. Strachan, British Military Uniforms 213, 217, 245.
Carman 97.

69. Carman 97. Lawson, vol. 3: 74.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER VI

1. Anburey 139.

2. Burgoyne sanctioned the pursuit. Burgoyne to Germain, 11 July 1777,
Skeensborough. Davies, ed., Documents 1777, vol. 14: 136.

3. All sources agreed on 850 men. Burgoyne to Germain, 11 July 1777,
Skeensborough. Davies, ed., Documents 1777, vol. 14: 138.
Burgoyne, State of the Expeditlon 1st ed. 15. Anburey 140-141.

4. Digby 210. Stanley, For Want of a Horse 112.

5. Pell 107.

6. None of the British accounts mentioned Canadians or Rangers at
Hubbardton but casualty returns included 2 Rangers dead,
1 Canadian dead and 1 wounded. Stanley, For Want of a Horse
114. The main body of Rangers went direct"ly to Skeensborough
with Burgoyne. Strach, IIA1exander Fraserll 168.

7. Fryer said there were 300 Loyalists at Hubbardton. This was

certainly too high a figure. Fryer 211-212.

8. Burgoyne to Germain, 11 July 1777, Skeensborough (private)
Davies, ed., Documents 1777 vol. 14: 140-142. Any Indians
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10. Nickerson 148.

11. All British accounts gave a figure of 2,000 Americans. This was

probably the lIofficialll figure although the Americans would
have seemed more numerous in wooded terrain. Pe11 107.
Anburey 138. Napier 300. Digby 209.

12. Riedesel 114.

13. Digby 209.

14. Napier 300. Anburey 140.

15. Anburey 140-141, 143-144.

16. Pell 107. Anburey 140.

17. Di gby 210-211.
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18. H. Rogers was quoting Ebenezer Fletcher's personal account.
H. Rogers, notes and an explanatory chap. Hadden 500-501.

19. Pell 107. Anburey 140.

20. Balcarres told Wilkinson, after the surrender, 21 of his
light infantry fell during the initial American round of fire.
Wilkinson 188.

21. Digby said the battle lasted close to three hours. Digby 210.
Pe11 reported one and a half hours of fighting until Riedesel
arrived. Pell 107.

22. Digby 210.

23. Napier 300. Stanley, For Want of a Horse 111.

24. Anburey 143-144.

25. Burgoyne to Germain, 11 July 1777, Skeensborough. Davies, ed.,
Documents 1777, vol. 14: 137-138. Nickerson referred to
platoons. Nickerson 150-151.

26. Riedesel 114-116.

27. Digby 210. Jeduthan Baldwin, The Revolutionary Journal of Col.
Jeduthan Baldwin, 1775-1718, ed. lhomas W. Baldwln (1906;
NewVork:Arno, 1971) 110.

28. Anburey 141.

29. Riedesel 116.
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30. Anburey 145.

31. Phillips to Fraser, 16 July 1777, Ticonderoga. Atkinson, "Burgoyne1s
Expedition" no. 18 141-142.

32. Digby 220.

33. Schuyler to Washington, 14 July 1777, Fort Edward. "Trial of
Schuyler" 167.

34. Burgoyne to Germain, 11 July 1777, Skeensborough. Davies, ed.,
Documents 1777 vol. 14: 138.

35. Peckham, Toll 37.

36. Return of casualties. The Germans were not included. Stanley,
For Want of a Horse 114-115. See also: Napier 301-302;
Anburey 148.

37. Lamb, Journal 141.



38. Burgoyne, Orderly Book 34, 37-40; 10 and 13 July 1777, Skeensborough.

39. Hadden 87, 95.

40. Napier 324-325.

41. Digby 227-228.

42. Di gby 228.

43. Hughes 11.

44. Few self-contained units or detachments were sent out by eighteenth
century commanders because bad roads and unreliable
communications made them difficult to control. Martin von

Creva1d, Command in War (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard UP, 1985)
23-27.

45. Phillips to Fraser, 16 July, 1777, Ticonderoga. Atkinson,
"Bur-qoynas Expedition" no. 18 141-142.

46. Burgoyne to Germain, 11 July 1777, Skeensborough. Davies, ed.,
Documents 1777 vol. 14 140-142.

47. Nickerson 161-163, 180.

48. Schuyler to Washington, 10 July 1777, Fort Edward. Schuyler to

Major-General William Heath, 15 July 1777, Fort Edward.
"Tria1 of Schuy1er" 161-162, 169.

49. Schuyler to Brigadier-General Ten Broeck, 10 June [sic] 1777,
Fort Edward. "Trial of Schuy1er" 163.

50. Burgoyne to Germain, 20 Oct. 1777, Albany. Davies, ed., Documents
1777 vol. 14: 229.

51. "Genera1 Order," 16 Sept. 1777, Dovecot. Stanley, For Want of a

Horse 145. Strach, "A 1 exander Fraser" 174 n. 96.

52. Riedesel stated there were eight 6-pounders, four German four
British. Riedesel 144.

53. Lunt 222.

54. E. Hoyt reported the field was seventy to eighty rods wide by
thirty rods deep. W.L. Stone, "General Hoyt's Visit to the
Battle Ground in 1825," Visits to the Saratoga Battle-Grounds
1780-1880: With an Introduction and Notes (1895; Port
Washlngton, NY: Kennikat, 1970) 190-194. J. MacDonald had
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Battlefields of the World (London: Michael Joseph, 1985)
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55. Nickerson 305. Hargrove 180. Lunt 221. Fortescue, vol.3: 233-234.
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56. Digby 270-271.

57. M. Glover 177-178.

58. This is the account of Forbes. Burgoyne, State of the Expedition
1st ed. 61. Forbes often commanded the plcket of the Brltlsh
line as he did 1 July 1777 at Ticonderoga. Burgoyne,
Orderly Book 20. Napier 316.

59. Morgan's Corps was composed of Morgan's Riflemen (11th Virginian
Regiment) and Dearborn's Light Infantry. Russell F. Weigh1y,
History of the United States Army (New York: Macmillan, 1967)
68. They were said to be 500 and 300 strong respectively,
although Wilkinson said they were 300 each. Wilkinson 229-
230. They were intended to be used as a mixed group but 800
seemed to be too many men present on the field at First
Freeman's Farm. Pe1l reported 300 total and this appeared
closer to the mark, half or so might have remained in the
entrenchments. Pell 109. The British called them riflemen
although Dearborn's men did not carry rifles. Pell 109.
Hadden 162. Both units fought together at the battle as
Gates said he sent Morgan and Dearborn out. Gates to John
Hancock, President of Congress, 22 Sept. 1777, Bemis Heights.
Wilkinson 244-245.

60. Dearborn 105-106.

61. Di gby 272.

62. Anburey said Fraser "
••• made a large circuit through the

woods .•.

" Anburey 172.

63. Stanley, For Want of a Horse 146-149.

64. Wilkinson said of Morgan, he: "
••• understood the ruse de guerre

and hard fighting better than he did military deta,ls or

evolutions." Wilkinson 229-230.

65. This force, because the accounts were conflicting, was hard to
determine. Forbes said two companies of light infantry came

to his aid but Petersham (Harrington) just mentioned two

companies. Burgoyne, State of the Expedition 1st ed. 61,52.
The anonymous officer of the 47th Foot's light company reported:
"Lt • Infantry with the German Jagers." Stanley, For Want of
a Horse 147. Hadden wrote it was

"
••• the Battalion of the

Light Infantry." Hadden 162. Others have indicated that t�o
companies of the 24th Foot plus one or two guns was the rellef
force. Lamb, Memoir 190. Anburey 172-173.

66. These are the words of Lieutenant-Colonel Richard Butler as reported
by Wilkinson. Wilkinson 237. Other British and American
accounts agree: Pell 109; Anburey 172-173; Digby 273;
Dearborn 105-106.



67. Butler told this to Wilkinson as the sharpshooters were

firing from across a ravine. Wilkinson 237-238.

68. Wilkinson 238.

69. Lamb, Memoir 190. Wilkinson 239.

70. Riedesel 149.

71. Burgoyne, Orderly Book 116; 21 Sept. 1777, Freeman's Farm.

72. Burgoyne to Germain, 20 Oct. 1777, Albany. Davies, ed. Documents
177 7 vol. 14 41.

73. These were Ba1carres' words. Burgoyne, State of the Expedition
2nd ed. 41. Lamb, Memoir 191.

74. Five companies of the 24th Foot attempted to eject some Americans
from a wood to their front. They failed but a second attack
by the whole regiment succeeded. Hadden 164. Pe11 109.
Around 5:00 p.m. Arnold attacked the grenadiers on the right
but he was repulsed. Pe1l 109.

75. Carrington, Battle Maps 34-35.

76. Hadden 166. Forbes did not see the whole action but observed some

companies of the light infantry preparing to assist the 62nd
Foot. Burgoyne, State of the Expedition 1st ed. 62.

77. Riedesel 150. There is some suspicion Riedesel was kept out of
the action, by Burgoyne, to garner more glory for the British.

78. Peckham, Toll 41.

79. Return of casualties at First Freeman's Farm. Stanley, For Want
of a Horse 152.

80. Burgoyne, Orderly Book 114; 20 Sept. 1777, First Freeman's Farm.

81. Phillips to Wilkinson. Wilkinson 251-252. Fraser camped on

the height taken 19 September 1777. Pausch 147-148.

82. J. Bense said: "From 2 o'clock [2 a.m.] till noon, [we had to
stand] under arms. Johann Bense, "A Brunswick Grenadier
with Burgoyne: The Journal of Johann Bense, 1776-1783,"
trans. Helga B. Doblin, intro. Mary C. Lynn, New York
History 66 (1985): 433. Pausch reported after the battle
the men were "under arms all n iqht ." Pausch 143. Riedesel
wrote it was at noon 20 September 1777 that Burgoyne decided
not to attack. Riedesel 151.

83. Burgoyne said the 20th, 21st and 62nd Foot were too weak to attack.
Burgoyne, State of the Expedition 1st ed. 52, 63. Wilkinson
related how Phillips told him that Fraser persuaded Burgoyne
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not to attack because the grenadiers and lights were too

fatigued. Wilkinson had trouble believing this, as might
a modern reader, as the two battalions were relatively fresh.
Wilkinson 251-252.

84. Dea rborn wrote: "We Expect a Genera 1 Ba tt 1 e th i s day," 20 September
1777. Dearborn 107.

85. Pausch said he could tell an attack was expected by observing how
the tents were pitched. Pausch 148-149.

86. Burgoyne, State of the Expedition 1st ed. 1xxxviii.

87. This was Ba1carres' testimony. Burgoyne, State of the Expedition
2nd ed. 49.

88. Riedesel 169.

89. Lamb, Memoir 199. Anburey 182.

90. Nickerson, 359.

91. Napier said 1,400 men. Napier 321. Pell reported 1,700 but may
have included the irregulars. Pel1 110. Nickerson records
a total of 3,500 men for the whole force. Nickerson 357.

92. Pe 11 11 O.

93. Pell said there were 53 Rangers. Pell 110. Nickerson
gave the following totals: 50 Indians; 100 Canadians and
450 Loyalists. Nickerson 358.

94. Stanley, For Want of a Horse 160. Napier 321.

95. Di gby 291.

96. Wilkinson 267.

97. Samuel Woodruff, an American militiaman, described the action with

grenadiers. John C. Dann, ed., The Revolution Remembered:
Eyewitness Accounts of the War for Independence (Chicago:
U of Chicago P, 1980) 100-104.

98. Wilkinson 268.

99. Pe11 recorded 6,000 Americans. Pe11 110. R. Furneaux estimated
the number at 7,500 - 9,000 men. Rupert Furneaux, The Battle
of Saratoga (1971; New York: Scarborough, 1983) 227.

100. Stanley, For Want of a Horse 160. Riedesel 198.

101. Lamb said the line several times almost made a stand and Fraser
"saved the line from being carried." Lamb, Journal 163.
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P�usch, with the Germans, reported: In the mean time on our

nght was stubborn fighting ...

" Pausch 168.

102. Riedesel was of the opinion that even with Fraser dead the line
retreated in good order. Riedesel 206.

103. Furneaux 237-238.

104. Stanley, For Want of a Horse 161.

105. Peckham, Toll 42.

106. Balcarres testified he took over command. Burgoyne, State of the
Expedition 1st ed. 30. Another report has Phi111PS leadlng
the Advanced Corps. Stanley, For Want of a Horse 163.

107. Napier 324.

108. Park and Nafziger 26.

109. Hadden 132-133.

110. Lunt 211. Morgan's Corps was not generally used to fight the war
of outposts, they were intended for the battlefield. La
petite guerre was waged for the Americans largely by Major
Benjamin Whitcomb's Rangers and their Indian allies. These
Indians were mostly Oneidas and Tuscaroras. It was Whitcomb
who shot Brigadier-General Patrick Gordon, 25 July 1776.

NOTES TO CHAPTER VII

1. Advanced training was done in wartime by default because only then
were large numbers of troops assembled together.

It is possible Howe trained the light troops under his command
in America, 1775-1776. P. Mackesy implies this was the case

when he refers to the light infantry companies in Boston
(circa. late 1775) and says: "But the art of open-order
fighting had to be relearnt, and Howe was the man to brace

the army's discipline and teach them.1I Mackesy 78. The 47th
Foot could have learnt Howe's Salisbury Drill this way but

there is no direct evidence to support such an idea.

2. Mackesy 78. Kemp, British Soldiers 3.

3. DNB, "Dundas, David" (1917) vol. 7: 183-185. Dundas was Commander
-

in-Chief from 1809-1811.
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4. Houlding 238-241. Strachan, European Armies 27. Richard Glover,
Peninsular Preparation: The Reform of the British Army, 1795-
1809 (Cambrldge: Cambrldge UP, 1963) 119.

5. Extracts from The Principles of Military Movements in H.C.B. Rogers
78.

6. The 1764 Regulations prescribe three ranks in files four inches

apart. 1764 Regulations 12. Amherst as already noted
introduced the two-deep line for North America in 1759.

Burgoyne followed the tradition of two ranks and "Open Fi 1 es"
for America. Burgoyne, Orderly Book 4; 20 June 1777, Sandy
Bluff. Hadden records the flies belng eighteen inches apart.
Hadden, "General Orders" 197; 29 June 1776, Chambly.
R. Glover notes that in the wars of 1803-1815 only Wellington
regularly used the two deep line in Europe. R. Glover 125.

7. Dundas' regulations were well received during his own time. In the
twentieth century it became common to criticize him for

attempting to change the drill of the British Army to more

closely resemble that of Fredrick the Great's. For this
view see: Fuller, Light Infantry 190. Robson, "British

Light Infantry" 190. More recent scholarship has disputed
this. R. Glover 118-123. Houlding 241.

8. R. Glover 122, 127.

9. R. Glover 127.

10. David A. Armour, DeB "Simcoe, John Graves" (1983) vol. 5: 754-760.
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11. The Oueen+s Rangers were patterned after the French style "Legions"
and so were a combined arms force of light infantry, light
cavalry and artillery. They were designated the 1st American

Regiment. Philip Katcher, The American Provincial Corps,
1775-1783 (Reading, Berks.: Osprey, 1973) 17-18. Alan Kemp,
Amerlcan Soldiers of the Revolution (London: Almark, 1972).
For Slmcoe's tralnlng methods See: John Graves Simcoe,
Simcoets Military Journal (1784; Tororito: Baxter, 1962).

12. Simcoe to George III, 15 March 1777, England. Robson, "British

Light Infantry" 221-222.

13. The irregulars that Simcoe referred to were not primarily Indians
but untrained Loyalist militia. See: John S. Pancake, This
Destructive War: The British Campaign in the Carol inas-,-
1180-1782 (Unlverslty, Ala.: 0 of Alabama P, 1985) 158-161.

14. Simcoe to Dundas, 12 Nov. 1790, England. William R. Riddell,
The Life of John Graves Simcoe: First Lieutenant-Governor
of the Provlnce of Upper Canada (Toronto: McClelland and
Stewart, 1926) 117.
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15. Memorandum Simcoe to Dundas, 30 June 1791, England. John Graves
Simcoe,The Correspondence of Lieut. Governor John Graves
Simcoe: With Allied Documents Relating to His Administration
of the Government of Upper Canada, ed., E.A. Cruikshank
(Toronto: Ontario Historical Society, 1923) vol. 1: 27-34.

16. George Yonge (Secretary at War) to Simcoe, 21 Sept. 1791, War
Office, London. Simcoe, Correspondence 71.

17. "Ru1es to be observed in manoeuvring, etc., at Reviews (with diagrams).
circa. 1780. [1778 Regulations]. WO 341/258 MP. H. 10
Amherst Papers. The flank company manoeuvres were reprinted
in: John Williamson, Elements of Military Arrangement and of
the Discipline of War; Adapted to the Practice of the British
Infantry (London, circa. 1785) vol. 1: 151-153. Hou1ding
226-229.

18. R. Glover 125.

19. The Duke of York and Commander-in-Chief 1795-1809 and 1811-1827.

20. R. Glover 126.

21. Fuller held this view. Fuller, Sir John Moore 36-45. R. Glover saw

it as a much more evolutionary process. R. Glover 128-129.

22. Carola Oman, Sir John Moore (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1953)
308.
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23. Fuller listed fifteen known sources and thought his list incomplete.
One source he thought very important was Dundas· 1792
Regulations. Fuller, Sir John Moore 74-77.

24. Park and Nafziger 26-27.

25. Fuller, Sir John Moore 115.

26. Strachan, European Armies 55. Atkinson called the light company
of the 1770s the ancestor of the light company of the
Peninsular War. Atkinson, "Hi qhl ander-s" 223. P. Paret failed
to acknowledge the American War as being consequential to
later developments concerning European light troops. In
fairness to Paret he was mainly considering French German

experiences, and he rightly saw them as following their own

paths. Paret, "Co lonf a l Exper ience ,"

27. The Irish Establishment ended in 1801 with the Act of Union.

28. Houlding 395. R. Glover 125. See also: Tony Hayter, The Army
and the Crowd in Mid-Georgian England (Totowa; NJ: Rowan
and Llttlefle1d, 1978).
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